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Executive Summary 
JCTD CONDUCT AND METHODOLOGY 
JMMES military utility was tested in two JCTD Operational Demonstrations (ODs) in 2009.  The first 
utilized operating forces available during Trident Warrior 09 (Norfolk, VA area).  The second utilized 
standard mine targets and a land search and rescue scenario at Eglin AFB, FL.  The major characteristics 
of these tests were: 
• Both military and civilian targets were used  
• Operationally realistic search/detect scenarios 
• Full operational scenarios were not possible 
• Developer personnel operated the system to optimize JMMES performance 
• Mission Area Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) observed performance and were the main source of 
evaluation.  
 
 OVERARCHING RESULTS 
• Integration of the JMMES multi-spectral and multi-sensor suite in a common turret is successful.  
• Algorithms for the Mission Areas are not yet mature.  There are problems with algorithm 
performance.   
• The system has inherent search capabilities limitations, mainly because of its small observational 
footprint.  Most scenarios resulted in visual detections before JMMES detection (all except night 
Land SAR).  For this reason it may have greater potential to function as a complementary sensor 
for other search systems, e.g. to visually identify a radar contact.   
• The concept for executing multiple missions on the same flight has significant benefit.  
Theoretically all EO sensors can provide multi-mission capabilities and whether it is 
operationally useful depends on the algorithms available.  Because of mission algorithm 
deficiencies (a limited number of operational modes), it was not possible to fully run realistic 
multiple mission tests (transition between modes rarely occurs), so this utility remains an untested 
potential.   
• As currently configured, operator workload for system operation is too high.  Many operator- 
executed functions need to be automated.  Also, operations that must be performed by separate 
controllers should be merged into a single human-system interface.  
 
AMPLIFYING INFORMATION 
• Five of eight originally planned mission areas were assessed (ASW, SUW, MIO, SAR, MCM).  
CIED missions were flown; however, collected data were used for algorithm development only.  
CCCD and ICD were not conducted as algorithm development was needed.   
• Reliability.  System crashes and resets for various and often unknown reasons were 
commonplace. 
• The footprint limitations listed above, are significant weaknesses in SAR and SUW and an 
important restriction to localization in ASW.  
• Algorithms.  
o JMMES was designed to exploit “proven advanced algorithms” from other operational 
systems. However, the results were not always effective.   
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o Several algorithms were immature/not fully ready for the ODs (SAR, CIED, CCCD, and 
ICD).  The MCM algorithm was limited to post trial use. 
o Contact reports frequently listed duplicate/redundant contacts. 
o Often, even with direct overflights of targets, auto-detects were not accomplished. 
• JMMES does not have a true tracking capability, but instead tracking is accomplished through a 
series of individual auto-detects.  There is a tracking capability using Audio Video Tracker 
(AVT).  Maritime Video Verification of Identity (MVIVID) has a tracking capability, but was not 
shown to be effective.  Auto-detect and auto-track capabilities would provide a significant benefit 
to JMMES. 
• MVIVID tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTP) are immature.   Because of the need for the 
operator to input manual points, it took too long to start MVIVID searches and information was 
already time-late.  Search/detection using JMMES took much too long.  In SUW, for example, 
the same thing can be done for a broad area with a single radar sweep in less than a second. 
• Graphical User Interface (GUI).  
o JMMES has an excellent search coverage map for the operator. 
o A JMMES display is needed for the pilot. 
o When the JMMES Operator types a user comment it appears in the middle of screen 
obscuring most fields and displays. The comment display needs to be relocated. 
• Sun glint was a problem during several missions. 
• Unintended results (twilight scenarios) 
o Following a night Land SAR mission, a night Land MCM capability was demonstrated 
using thermal contrast. 




JMMES is not yet mature.  Considerable additional development of algorithms and TTP are needed 
before JMMES will be ready for operational use.  Developments should be accomplished before there are 
additional operational demonstrations and assessment.  The testing that has been done to date can be used 
as a baseline, so that new tests can concentrate on improvements due to new development.  This should 
provide testing efficiencies.   
JMMES has numerous potential benefits including its multi-mission capabilities, symbiotic pairing with 
another sensor, and the utilization of "proven detection algorithms" to minimize costs and development 
time. 
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I. Overview 
A. Purpose and Scope 
 
This report serves as the capstone reporting document for the assessment team tasked to provide a 
Military Utility Assessment (MUA) of the Joint Capability Technology Demonstration’s (JCTD) Concept 
of Operations (CONOPS), Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTP), and Capabilities Solution for the 
Joint Multi-Mission Electro-Optic System (JMMES). The report addresses observations and assessments 
from two operational demonstrations of the JMMES.  Results are provided in quantitative and qualitative 
terms.   Subjective and objective data provide results to understand the impact and resolution of the Joint 
Operational Problem, Critical Operational Issues, Top Level Capabilities and Metrics, and other Areas of 
Interest (AoIs). Operational deficiencies are described where applicable. This report provides top-level 
transition, DOTMLPF and CONOP / TTP recommendations. The report also provides the necessary data 
to draw conclusions about utility and make decisions regarding technology improvements, technology 
discontinuance or technology fielding. 
The Joint Multi-Mission Electro-optic System (JMMES) Joint Technology Capability Demonstration 
(JCTD) is a sensor package that leverages a decade of development effort in Anti-Submarine Warfare 
(ASW), conducted with a system known as Electro-optic Passive ASW (EPAS).  JMMES extends present 
EPAS ASW capabilities - in a single-turret configuration - into new core capabilities for multiple joint 
warfare missions.  This mission expansion will be accomplished through reconfiguration of the baseline 
EPAS turreted sensor configuration to support multiple tasks and software modifications specifically 
designed for eight core missions identified by the JCTD (see below). 
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B. The Operational Challenge 
 
The United States (US), Interagency and Coalition forces seek improved ISR capabilities to detect, 
classify, identify, and track high interest targets in a timely, effective, and economical manner. Today, 
each mission area is typically supported by a unique sensor suite, optimized for each particular aircraft 
platform, with its own training, CONOPS, TTP, and maintenance requirements.  This leads to insufficient 
assets to fulfill cross-functional ISR mission requirements, less than optimal capability to provide 
persistent surveillance of threats required for adequate situational awareness, and an inability to 
effectively detect, identify, characterize, track, monitor, and interdict targets.  
The JMMES Operational Test Agent (OTA) was tasked to evaluate the JMMES for military utility in the 
following eight mission areas:  
• Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) 
• Mine Counter Measures (MCM) 
• Counter Improvised Explosive Device (CIED) 
• Counter Camouflage, Concealment, & Deception (CCCD) 
• Surface Warfare (SUW) 
• Maritime Interdiction Operations (MIO) 
• Search and Rescue (SAR) 
• Illicit Crop Detection (ICD). 
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C. Desired Capabilities 
 
The Joint Multi-Mission Electro-Optic System (JMMES) Joint Capabilities Technology Demonstration 
(JCTD) seeks to exploit a common airborne sensor suite to demonstrate:  
• Optimized processing tools for target detection, identification, classification, and location to 
accomplish multiple missions and achieve a low risk, high yield, tactical surveillance solution  
• Streamlined human-in-loop Operator–Machine Interface (OMI) and information processing 
through automated cueing 
• Reduced costs of logistics, maintenance, training, and personnel requirements.   
Key system goals and characteristics include: 
• Develop a single, multi-mission system to operate from a variety of air platforms, including fixed 
wing, rotary wing, and ultimately unmanned air systems (UASs), vertical takeoff and landing 
tactical UASs (VTUASs),  and aerostats 
• Support multiple mission areas during any flight 
• Reduce costs by optimizing, reducing, and/or standardizing hardware, training, CONOPS, TTP, 
maintenance, and logistics requirements across mission areas  
• Improve effectiveness of searches by providing reliable automated target detection and actionable 
target and location information 
• Process data fast enough to support tactical operations 
• Employ open architecture and support augmentation of JMMES JCTD existing missions and 
implementation of future algorithms. 
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D. Capabilities Solution 
 
The JMMES JCTD technical approach leverages proven, mature ASW technologies.  The system uses 
existing advanced optical sensors with varying fields of view.  Included are Multi-Spectral Imaging 
(MSI), Mid-Wave Infra Red (MWIR), color, night, and bioluminescence sensors, integrated and packaged 
with a Laser Designator/Range Finder (LD/RF) in a 15-inch turret configuration.  The system can be 
mounted on multiple aircraft platform types (Fixed Wing, Rotary Wing, Aerostat, and UAV).  A 
separately mounted Magnetic Anomaly Detection (MAD) sensor is also planned to be incorporated for 
support of the ASW mission set and to supplement other mission capabilities, but this sensor was not 
included in the JCTD ODs.  
The JMMES system simultaneously operates multiple electro-optic sensors, processes imagery using 
algorithms appropriate for the mission at hand, and provides actionable information to the operator.  The 
multi-mission feature of the JMMES allows the sensor payload operator to implement the necessary 
mission specific algorithm.  Operational missions can be switched and in some combinations operated 
simultaneously in flight.  
Key JMMES JCTD system hardware components:                                             
• Wescam MX-15D turret with multiple Electro-Optical/Infra-Red (EO/IR) sensors:  
o EOW – EO Wide Field of View  
o EOM – EO Medium Field of View 
o EON – EO Narrow Field of View  
o MWIR – Mid-Wave Infrared, Four Field of View Narrow to Wide 
o Biolume – EO Wide Field of View, Low Light Level 
o LASER Designator/Range Finder (LD/RF). 
 
• Key JMMES JCTD System elements:   
o Processing software configurable to multiple missions without software re-load 
o Optimized target detection algorithms for each mission area 
o On board processing for all missions 
o Capability to extract and relay multispectral data over existing, low-bandwidth links 
o Capable of being hosted by multiple platform types (military and civilian: fixed wing, 
rotary wing, and ultimately unmanned air vehicles (UAVs) and aerostats)  
o Multiple looks at each observed pixel from a single pass by the aircraft 
o Automatic alerting on target detection to streamline human-in-the-loop analysis 
o High detection rate and low false alarm rate 
o Open architecture for spiral upgrade development. 
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Figure 1:  JMMES Turret 
 
Investing in one universal turret instead of many specialized turrets can reduce: total life cycle cost due to 
economies of scale; logistic footprint; and manning/training for joint service operators.  The turret is 
shown in Figure 1. 
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E. Top Level Concept of Operation (CONOP) 
 
JMMES is designed to increase the mission capability across a range of airborne assets and to increase the 
effectiveness of ISR sensor assets beyond systems that are currently based on video search.  Aircraft 
equipped with JMMES could be used to seek out forces, equipment, personnel, facilities, or specific 
vegetation by exploiting automatic detection of the target and the processing of multiple co-boresighted 
EO/IR sensors that generate precision geo-registered multispectral images.   JMMES applies a variety of 
search strategies to specific targets of interest, including searches in situations where there has been active 
intent to obscure or where the natural background obscures the target.  JMMES will contribute to the 
operator’s situational awareness (SA) by improving the efficiency and effectiveness of searches.  Aircraft 
equipped with JMMES will be continuously ready for searching in any of the mission areas for which the 
system is capable; without the need for re-programming or re-configuration downtime.  
The employment concept is to install a standard 15” turret in a universal mount and the associated 
electronics for sensor operation in a variety of aircraft – including maritime patrol, helicopter, light 
aviation, and unmanned air systems (UASs).  The processing and displays will be selected based on the 
mission, desired targets, and environment.  JMMES will be capable of scanning areas below the aircraft 
and will provide automated target detection and cueing, improving the efficiency of the operator and the 
effectiveness of the search.  Only significant results will be communicated off the aircraft via normal 
tactical communications links.  However, full mission data will be archived on the aircraft and available 
for post mission analysis.    
Additional mission areas can be added as needed in the future by modifying the algorithms to address the 
new requirements.  No changes to the sensor suite should be needed. 
The attribute that differentiates the JMMES sensor package from other turreted sensor systems is its 
multi-mission hardware, comprised of several passive spectral sensors, an active laser range finder and 
laser designator, with tailored software and mission-specific algorithms.  JMMES mission-specific 
software is planned to automatically identify targets of interest and automatically zoom on these objects 
to provide high-resolution imagery for identification by the operator.  A key attribute of this system is its 
in-flight software re-configuration to accommodate dynamic re-tasking across joint mission areas.    
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F. Operational and System Views 
 
Figure 2:  JMMES Operational View (OV-1) 
  
Figure 3:  JMMES System View (SV-1) 
 
 
EOW EOM EON Biolume MWIR MAD





Operator Contacts, lat/long, time, JPEG image sent to remote operator and remote operator control of sensor modes 
Across identified data link.  (Unfunded)
Multiple sensors can pass data to 
multiple missions.
Stored data can be retrieved by the 
operator and is available post-flight 
for analysis.







JMMES employs open 
architecture and supports 
augmentation of existing 
missions and implementation
of future algorithms.
LD /  RF**
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G. Demonstration Venues and Participants 
Technical Demonstrations (TDs) 
The OTA observed, but did not evaluate technical demonstrations held in Southern California (SOCAL) 
Operating Area (OPAREA) and in Hawaii.  Both of these TDs were in support of ASW and the OTA had 
no role in planning these events.  The purpose of these events was data capture for algorithm 
development.  
Operational Demonstrations (ODs) 
Two operational demonstrations were planned and managed by the OTA in support of the assessment of 
JMMES.  The first of these was associated with Trident Warrior 09 annual Sea Trial.  It took place during 
the last two weeks of June, 2009 in the Virginia Capes (VACAPES) OPAREA and focused on ASW, 
SUW, and maritime Search and Rescue (SAR).  
A second OD was held at Eglin AFB, Florida, in late August, 2009, with primary objectives associated in 
mine warfare counter measures both land and maritime, and land SAR.   
Details of these ODs and the targets used are in Appendices C and D.  
Participants and stakeholders in these ODs included: 
• US PACOM: Primary sponsor for maritime missions 
• US SOUTHCOM: Primary sponsor for land missions and missions associated with counter drug 
operations 
• Department of National Defence Canada: Coalition partner for both maritime and land missions 
with primary focus on CIED, MCM, and SAR 
• OSD AS&C (Advanced Systems & Concepts): Sponsor and oversight executive for the JMMES 
JCTD 
• US NAVY:  Lead technical, operational, and transition agent for JMMES  
o C3F:  Operational Manager (OM) 
o NPS:  Operational Test Agent (OTA) 
o NAVAIR 4.5.6:  Technical Manager (TM) 
o PEO A/PMA-264: Transition Manager (XM) 
• BAE Systems, Inc.: BAE Systems SSL , Inc. JMMES Developer 
• Demonstration support: US COAST GUARD, USS ALEXANDRIA (SSN 757), USS 
BULKELEY (DDG 84), NAVAIR Atlantic Targets and Marine Operations Detachment Norfolk, 
NSWC Panama City 
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H. Assessment Management Team 
 
• Operational Test Agent/Test Director (OTA/TD):  Dr. Shelley Gallup, NPS, was responsible for 
all aspects of the JMMES utility assessment’s planning, conduct, data collection, and reporting.   
• Assessment Team Leader:  Mr. Brian Wood led the team composed of experienced evaluators 
and naval officers.  Each member’s role and responsibilities for that OD was defined within the 
appropriate Demonstration Execution Document (DED). 
• Lead Analyst:  The lead analyst, Dr. Nelson Irvine, directed the efforts of other assigned analysts 
and data collection/control personnel. 
• Analysts:  Analysts reported to the lead analyst.  
• Data Manager:  The data manager for each OD reported to the lead analyst and ensured all data 
collection logs and questionnaires were clearly and correctly labeled with the day and scenario. 
The data manager ensured that the data collectors administered the appropriate questionnaire to 
each participant after each event or as required in the plan.  The data manager performed the final 
quality control check on all data prior to entry into the database and ensured that the data were 
inserted into the appropriate database.  Additionally, the data manager was responsible for the 
proper storage of all classified material. 
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II. Demonstration Execution and Constraints 
 
 
• Accuracy of detection, identification, tracking, and track correlation were assessed insofar as 
possible during the ODs.   
• Assessment focus:  The focus of the assessment was on improvements to the utility of operational 
capabilities vice technical, except where the latter became known.  General accuracy of detection, 
identification, tracking and track correlation were assessed during the technical data collection 
events insofar as these relate to mission success.    
• ASW ground truth was not available as the navigation data from the SSN target and the backup 
data were inadvertently erased by the target vessel. 
• Data were not post-processed by the developer for one MCM sortie (and part of another) resulting 
in incomplete coverage of land mines. 
• Environmental: The environment can have significant impact on performance in each of the 
mission areas. There are a wide range of environmental conditions associated with this  large 
number of mission areas and significant variability can be measured geographically, seasonally, 
and even diurnally in each.  General observations of environmental conditions were made for 
each OD.   
• Fiscal: Limited budgets necessitated looking at efficiencies in testing insofar as practicable. This 
included exploiting resources otherwise sponsored and scheduled for use in the ODs, e.g. the 
submarine was scheduled for other Trident Warrior events; and the OTA used experienced 
developer operators vice training inexperienced military members.  
• General issues: The assessment team identified issues that were generally applicable to any 
JMMES employment, such as general technical performance characteristics.   
• LASER Designator/Range Finder (LD/RF) was not certified in time to be part of the planning for 
the two ODs.  
• Magnetic Anomaly Detector (MAD):  Aircraft operating MAD sensors are required to be 
certified non-magnetic near the MAD system.  Cost and availability precluded such certification.  
The MAD system was not included in the JCTD operational assessment. 
• Military aircraft:  Military aircraft were not employed for ODs due to unavailability.  The TM 
coordinated and provided aircraft (e.g., King Air, Bell 407 helo) that participated in the ODs. The 
JMMES developer provided experienced system operators who provided operator feedback.  The 
OM provided military Subject Matter Expert (SME) observers who were given general JMMES 
system training.  
• Mine Fields:  Mine fields at Elgin AFB were installed in such a way that most land and sea mines 
were easily visible to the naked eye.  The fact that the mines were subsequently easily detected by 
JMMES was expected.  Data capture and assessment would have been improved if the mines had 
varying levels of obscuration.  
• Operator TTP were not well defined by the developer.  Operators freely changed parameters in an 
ad hoc manner to attempt to improve system performance.  At times, this resulted in system 
crashes/resets.  These changes and the reasons for the changes were not always recorded by the 
Operator.  This meant that a particular result could have been derived from multiple system 
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settings, perhaps obscuring cause and effect. Thus, no cause-and-effect correlation of results with 
system settings has been possible. 
• OTA Observers were bumped from two MVIVID flights due to seat availability thus reducing 
OTA observations for those flights. 
• Pilot Display: The pilot did not have a JMMES display so he had reduced real-time awareness of 
search status.  This caused some flights to execute non-optimal search patterns.  Both the JMMES 
operator and the pilot need to have awareness of sensor pointing, sensor field-of-view, terrain, 
aircraft location, heading, and speed, and area already covered.  Without knowledge of JMMES 
coverage, it is difficult for the pilot to execute an adequate search, thus resulting in too many 
holidays (holes in the search pattern). 
• SMEs often were required to act as a second JMMES Operator (Hand Control Unit operations), 
which resulted in a decreased ability to act as an effective observer/evaluator. 
• Time: Exhaustive testing and/or a complete evaluation of CONOPS were not practical in order to 
stay within the JMMES assessment and cost schedules.  Limited duration and assessment events 
of the JCTD precluded collection of data that might pertain to all potential applications.  
 
System operational parameters are shown in Appendix E.  Data capture and analysis procedures are in 
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III. Military Utility Assessment Results 
A. Capabilities Impact on Joint Operational Problem 
 
The JMMES system capabilities could significantly improve the ability of U.S. Forces to prosecute cross-
functional missions in a timely and effective manner.  The large dynamic range of the sensors could 
provide information of value where targets are obscured.  The auto detect feature could potentially expand 
the effective area of coverage and degree of confidence in the system on the part of the operators.  
Persistent surveillance of threats could thus be significantly enhanced. 
JMMES could potentially assist in classifying, possibly even identifying and tracking targets or signatures 
that are visible to JMMES.  In these cases, there is significant potential value in JMMES, as generally 
speaking, no such capability exists today.  A list of applicable tasks and sub-tasks for JMMES is shown in 
Appendix G. 
Because today’s sensor systems are typically unique to one mission and platform with its own training, 
CONOPS, TTP and maintenance requirements, JMMES could add significant value to U.S. Forces.  Its 
ability to perform multiple missions with only the flip of a switch, its suitability for a wide range of 
aircraft, and its single standard for training, maintenance, CONOPS, and TTP would all be highly 
valuable and provide significant economies. 
Limiting the effectiveness of JMMES contributing to improved ISR capabilities are the restricted 
footprint of the coverage and the inability to effectively search an area.  If properly cued, these limitations 
may not be an issue in ASW but would certainly impede the effectiveness of SAR missions. 
Notwithstanding all of the above potential capabilities, during the Operational Demonstrations JMMES 
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B. Resolution of Critical Operational Issues (COI) 
 
Table 1.  Critical Operational Issues (COI) for JMMES 
 
COI 1 – Operational Impact:  Does the JMMES sensor suite improve the warfighter’s situational 
awareness and level of reconnaissance in support of the eight user-prioritized mission areas?  
• Does JMMES detect, classify, identify, geo-locate, and track camouflaged and concealed objects 
fast enough and accurately enough to support tactical operations?  
• Do JMMES automated target recognition and automated cueing reduce manning requirements 
and increase the accuracy and/or certainty of target geo-location? 
 COI 2 – Functionality:  What is JMMES demonstrated capability in those eight user-prioritized mission 
areas?   
• How operationally effective is the JMMES capability? 
• Does JMMES architecture interface with current and future fielded equipment? 
• Is JMMES interoperable with existing sensor systems as related to intelligence Tasking, 
Processing, Exploitation, and Dissemination (TPED)? 
COI 3 – Suitability:  Is the JMMES capability operationally suitable for the eight user-prioritized mission 
areas?  
• Is JMMES reliable, trainable, supportable, and maintainable?  
 
 
In addition to the COIs, shown above in Table 1, Areas-of-Interest (AoIs), shown below, have been 
defined and evaluated by the OTA.  The AoIs are further broken down into sub-Areas, each of which is 
associated with a specific question(s) in the surveys given to subject matter experts (SMEs).   
The AoIs address JMMES capabilities in the following ten areas:  
• Mission Area Support 
• ISR Operations Support 
• Target Situational Awareness 
• ISR Collection Activities 
• Target Tracking 
• Planning and Operator Workloads 
• In-Flight Systems Management 
• Human-System Interaction 
• Automated Features 
• Post-Flight Processing 
Due primarily to immature algorithms, only five of the eight MAs were able to be evaluated (ASW, 
SUW, MIO, SAR, MCM. CIED was a data collect event only and no data was collected for CCCD and 
ICD).  Surveys of participants were a primary means for information capture for the JMMES assessment.  
Quantitative data were collected and compared to ground truth after the event by a member of the OTA 
team. 
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C. Top Level Capabilities and Metrics 
 
Subject matter experts (SMEs) rated JMMES capabilities for each Mission Area for the Critical 
Operational Issues (COIs) and Areas of Interest (AOIs).  Quantitative analysis of survey results was done 
through a numerical score for the SME ratings. The score for each rating is the same as the rating level, 0 
through 4.  The analysis produced a percentage rating, done as follows for each question:  
• Determine the number of times each rating level (0 through 4) is awarded by the SMEs  
• Multiply the rating score by the number of times it was awarded 
• Sum the result 
• Divide by the number of SME answers to provide the Rating (%) 
The resulting overall scores for the Critical Operational Issues by Mission Area are shown below. 
Table 2.  SME Scores for JMMES’ COIs by Mission Area 








All of the COI ratings by SMEs, shown in Table 2, were below 50%, indicating that the SMEs felt 
JMMES is not ready for operational use.  ASW was the lowest because JMMES does not possess an 
appropriate search/localization capability the way it is currently configured.  The MSAR results were 
most favorable because the system could provide useful imagery, especially at night.  The rating was 
below 50% because search capabilities were insufficient.  
There is no rating for MCM because all processing was done post-flight when the SMEs could not 
observe the mission analysis.  CIED is similar; those flights were only to capture information for 
algorithm development.   
Similar scoring tallies for Areas of Interest (AoIs) by Mission area are shown in Table 3, below. 
 
Table 3.  SME Scores for JMMES’ AoIs by Mission Area 
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 AoI Summary Rating 
AoI ASW SUW MSAR LSAR MCM 
Mission-Area Support 43% 35% 50% 50% 25% 
ISR Ops Support 44% 36% 59% 47% 48% 
Target SA 25% 55% 44% 23% 38% 
ISR Collect Activities 41% 33% 57% 48% 50% 
Operator Workload 52% 33% 42% 33% 50% 
In-Flight System Management 55% 66% 60% 49% 56% 
Human-System 60% 61% 59% 50% 48% 
Automated Features 58% 30% 75% 47% N.A.*  
 
 
*No automated features currently exist for the MCM mission area as all data are processed post-mission 
with no real-time target display available to the operator. 
The individual questions and other additional information are detailed in Appendix A.  Quantitative 
assessment results are contained in Appendix B.   
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D. Measures of Performance (MOPs), Measure of Effectiveness (MOEs), and Measures of 
Utility (MOUs) 
 
Specific key performance parameters (KPPs), MOPs, MOEs, or MOUs were not specified for the 
JMMES, but generic measures were identified and used by the OTA in the assessment of military utility. 
• Capable: JMMEs demonstrated it has the capability to detect and localize on specific targets.  
However, it is very limited in its ability to detect a target within a broad area (i.e. “search”).  
MOPs: 
• Reliable: JMMES had a high number of system crashes/resets. 
• Needed: JMMES provides information not generally available from present operational assets. 
• Flexible: JMMES is highly flexible in being able to shift mission area prosecution in a minimum 
of time with no significant individual effort.  It can also be easily installed on a variety of air 
platforms. 
• Accurate: JMMES demonstrated accuracy in detection and geo-location with a wide variance 
between mission areas.   
• Suitable: There were too many false positive detections to be operationally suitable. 
• Timely: Generally, JMMES detections were made and displayed in a timely fashion. 
• Automatic: JMMES demonstrated that significant management is needed at present to operate the 
system successfully.  More automation can be incorporated within the system. 
• Trusted: JMMES did not engender the trust of the SMEs and observers in the ODs largely due to 
the time it took to find targets and the high number of false positives. 
• Deployable: JMMES demonstrated that it is easily deployed and quickly operational. 
 
MOEs:   
• Reliable: Reliability is not yet assured with JMMES. 
• Capable: JMMES demonstrated capability, but more refinement is required. 
• Usable: JMMES was usable in MCM, and marginally usable in ASW, SUW, and MIO.  
Additional refinement is needed in the SAR Mission Area. MOUs: 
 
MOUs: 
• Improved:  JMMES can potentially improve the performance of operational activities, 
particularly in the prosecution of multiple Mission Areas. 
• Needed: JMMES is needed and can augment current capabilities.  JMMES can potentially mature 
to the point where it becomes an essential sensor, particularly when used as a complementary 
sensor. 
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• Applicable (can be applied to activity performance): with greater development, JMMES can 
potentially be useful to improve operational force detection and tracking performance. 
• Wanted (operational personnel want, will use, the capability): SMEs and observers tended to like 
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E. Military Utility Deficiencies  
Table 4.  Overall JMMES’ Capabilities 
 
 Overall  
Capability and Tasks/Attributes Rating Operational Deficiencies 
Efficient (workload)  Operator workload is excessive; no pilot SA 
Reliable  Most system resets required only 2-5 min. 
Clear (system configuration)  No interpretation difficulties observed 
Clear (system status)  Failures could be more clearly presented 
Clear (mission status)  Coverage display easily interpreted; lacks time 
indication 
Human-System Interaction  MVIVID moving barrier ops difficult; no pilot 
display; too much time to configure sensors 
Accurate  All positional information was sufficiently 
accurate for mission needs 
Sufficient (information)  Auto detect lacks target info; no tracks 
Timely  Auto Detects were available in real time except 
for MCM mode.  Unfortunately, they included 
many duplicates and false detections. 
Automatic (operator)  Operator is over tasked; automation and 
reduction in false and duplicate targets needed 
Automatic (detection)  Auto detections not consistently reliable 
Improved  Similar performance to current EO systems, but 
JMMES has greater potential 
Suitable  If optimized altitude for coverage, Pd was low; if 
flew low to improve Pd, coverage was limited; 
without track capability and pilot display, ops 
are inefficient. 
 
















2 1 0 
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Table 5.  JMMES’ Capabilities by Mission Area 
Capability and Tasks/Attributes ASW SUW MSAR LSAR MCM 
Efficient (workload)      
Reliable      
Clear (system configuration)      
Clear (system status)      
Clear (mission status)      
Human-System Interaction      
Accurate      
Sufficient (information)      
Timely      
Automatic (operator)      
Automatic (detection)      
Improved     N.A. 
Suitable      
 
  
1 1 1 1 1 
4 4 4 4 4 
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IV. Summary/Conclusions and Recommendations 
A. Military Utility Determination 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
JMMES is not yet mature.  Considerable additional development of algorithms and TTP are needed 
before JMMES will be ready for operational use. These developments should be accomplished before 
additional operational demonstrations and assessment.  The testing that has been done to date can be used 
as a baseline, so that new tests can concentrate on improvements and should provide testing efficiencies.   
JMMES has numerous potential benefits including its multi-mission capabilities, symbiotic pairing with 




• Integration of the JMMES multi-spectral and multi-sensor suite in a common turret is successful.  
• Algorithms for the Mission Areas are immature.  There are problems with algorithm 
performance.   
• The system has inherent search capabilities limitations, mainly because of its small observational 
footprint.  Most scenarios resulted in visual detections before JMMES detection (all except night 
Land SAR).  For this reason it may have greater potential to function as a complementary sensor 
for other search systems, e.g. to visually identify a radar contact.   
• The concept for executing multiple missions on the same flight has significant benefit.  
Theoretically all EO sensors can provide multi-mission capabilities and whether it is 
operationally useful depends on the algorithms available.  Because of mission algorithm 
deficiencies (a limited number of operational modes), it was not possible to fully run realistic 
multiple mission tests (transition between modes rarely occurs), so this utility remains an untested 
potential.   
• As currently configured, operator workload for system operation is too high.  Many operator -
executed functions need to be automated.  Also, operations that must be performed by separate 
controllers should be merged into a single human-system interface.  
 
AMPLIFYING INFORMATION 
• Five of eight originally planned mission areas were assessed (ASW, SUW, MIO, SAR, MCM).  
CIED missions were flown; however, collected data were used for algorithm development only.  
CCCD and ICD were not conducted as a suitable venue was not available. 
• Reliability.  System crashes and resets for various and often unknown reasons were 
commonplace. 
• The footprint limitations listed above, are significant weaknesses in SAR and SUW and an 
important restriction to localization in ASW.  
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• Algorithms.  
o JMMES was designed to exploit “proven advanced algorithms” from other operational 
systems. However, the results were not always effective.   
o Some algorithms were immature/not fully ready for the ODs (SAR and CIED).  The 
MCM algorithm was limited to post trial use. 
o Contact reports frequently listed duplicate/redundant contacts. 
o Often, even with direct overflights of targets, auto-detects were not accomplished. 
• JMMES does not have a true tracking capability, but instead tracking is accomplished through a 
series of individual auto-detects.  There is a tracking capability using Audio Video Tracker 
(AVT).  Maritime Video Verification of Identity (MVIVID) has a tracking capability, but was not 
shown to be effective.  Auto -track and more reliable auto-detect capabilities would provide 
significant benefit to JMMES. 
• MVIVID tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTP) are immature.   Because of the need for the 
operator to input manual points, it took too long to start MVIVID searches and information was 
already time-late.  Search/detection using JMMES took much too long.  In SUW, for example, 
the same thing can be done for a broad area with a single radar sweep in less than a second. 
• GUI.  
o JMMES has an excellent search coverage map for the operator. 
o A JMMES display is needed for the pilot. 
o When the JMMES Operator types a user comment it appears in the middle of screen 
obscuring most fields and displays. The comment display needs to be relocated. 
• Sun glint was a problem during several missions. 
• Unintended results (twilight scenarios) 
o Following a night Land SAR mission, a night Land MCM capability was demonstrated 
using thermal contrast. 
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B. Transition, DOTMLPF, CONOP and TTP Recommendations 
 
Transition 
• Software emphasis is key – algorithms, HSI, etc.  Additional development is needed. 
• Reliability.  System crashes and resets for various and often unknown reasons were 
commonplace.  Improvements will come from analysis of software. 
• As currently configured, operator workload for system operation is too high.  Many operator 
executed functions need to be automated.  Also, operations that must be performed by separate 




o Increased flexibility in prosecuting multiple missions 
o Reduction of technical and operational manuals 
• Organization 
o Potential limited reduction in organization size at the tactical level 
• Training 
o Potential reduction in training needs by reducing the number of systems needed to 
accomplish multiple missions 
• Materiel 
o Likely to gain personnel reductions and improved logistics support with JMMES system 
o Reduction in number of systems supported if JMMES can replace other systems 
• Leadership and Education 
o Likely to assist leadership in improved prosecution of ISR 
• Personnel 
o May lead to some reduction of personnel due to elimination of redundant systems 
• Facilities 
o Potential reduction in overall support facilities required by eliminating unique mission 
equipment. 
CONOPS 
• Review phenomenology to influence CONOPs to optimize use of the system.  
• Use JMMES in conjunction with other sensors, e.g. radar, acoustics, visual for improved 
identification of targets. 
• As currently configured, operator workload for system operation is too high.  Many operator 
executed functions need to be automated.  Also, operations that must be performed by separate 
controllers should be merged into a single human-system interface.  
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Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTP) 
• Prosecutions of targets are likely to be more timely with multi-mission equipment. 
• Prosecutions are likely to be more effective as proficiency improves using a standard system. 
• Procedures can likely be simplified when using only one system to accomplish multiple tasks. 
• Risk assessment is important to be done – altitude of preferred operations vs. vulnerability to 
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V. Acronyms 
 
ACE Aviation Combat Element 
AD Auto Detect 
AFB Air Force Base 
AL Anti Landing 
AOI Area of Interest 
AOR Area of Responsibility 
ASCM Anti-Ship Cruise Missile 
ASW Anti-Submarine Warfare 
AT Anti-Tank 
AT/FP Anti-Terrorism/Force Protection 
ATR Automatic Target Recognition 
AVT Auto Video Tracker 
BDA Battle Damage Assessment 
CCCD Counter-Camouflage, Concealment and Deception 
CD Counter Drug 
CDL Common Data Link 
CEP Circular Error Probable 
CG Coast Guard 
CIED Counter Improvised Explosive Device 
COA Course of Action 
COE Concept of Employment 
COI Critical Operational Issue 
COMEX Commencement of Exercise 
CONOPS Concept of Operations 
COP Common Operational Picture 
DA Direct Action 
DCGS-N Distributed Common Ground Station – Navy 
DDG Guided Missile Destroyer 
DED Demonstration Execution Document 
D-Level  Depot Level Maintenance 
D-MAD Digital Magnetic Anomaly Detector/Detection 
DoD Department of Defense 
DOTMLPF Doctrine, Organization, Training, Materiel, Leadership and education, Personnel, 
and Facilities 
DSP Digital Signal Processing 
EDT Eastern Daylight Time 
EO/IR Electro Optic/Infrared 
EOM Electro-Optic Medium (Field of View) 
EON Electro-Optic Narrow (Field of View) 
EOW  Electro-Optic Wide (Field of View) 
EPAS Electro-optic Passive ASW Sensor 
ESM Electronic Support Measures 
FAC Fast Attack Craft 
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FAR False Alarm Rate 
FCN Flight Collection Network 
FIAC Fast Inshore Attack Craft 
FIG  Frame Integration Grid 
FINEX Final Exercise 
FLIR Forward looking Infrared 
FOV Field of View 
FP Force Protection 
Fps  Frames per second 
FTSC Fleet Technical Support Center 
GFLOPS GIGAFLOPS (109 Floating Point Operations per Second) 
GMT  Greenwich Mean Time 
GPS  Global Positioning System 
GPU Ground Processing Unit 
GUI Graphical User Interface 
HCU Hand Control Unit 
HSI Human-System Interaction 
HVA High Value Asset 
IA Imagery Analyst 
IAP Integrated Assessment Plan 
ICD Illicit Crop Detection  
ID Identification/ Implementation Directive 
IED  Improvised Explosive Device 
I-level Intermediate Level Maintenance 
IMA Intermediate Maintenance Activity 
IPB Intelligence Preparation of the Battlespace 
IR Infrared 
ISAR Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar 
ISR Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance 
JCIDS Joint Capabilities Integration Development System 
JCTD Joint Technology Capability Demonstration 
JMMES Joint Multi-Mission Electro-Optic System 
JMPS Joint Mission Planning System 
JTF Joint Task Force 
Kd Diffuse attenuation/extinction coefficient 
KPP Key Performance Parameters 
LAMPS Light Airborne Multi-Purpose System 
LCD Liquid Crystal Display 
LCS Littoral Combat Ship 
LD/RF Laser Designator/ Range Finder 
LOS Line of Sight 
LSAR Land SAR 
LWIR Long Wave Infrared 
MA Mission Area 
MAD Magnetic Anomaly Detector 
MAGTF Marine Air Ground Task Force 
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MCM Mine Counter Measures 
MEU Marine Expeditionary Unit 
MHT Multi-Hypothesis Tracking 
MIO Maritime Interdiction Operation 
MIWC Mine Warfare Commander 
MMP Modular Mission Payload 
MODLOC Modified Location 
MOE Measure of Effectiveness 
MOP Measure of Performance 
MOT  Mark on Top 
MOU Measure of Utility 
MSAR Maritime SAR 
MSI Multi-Spectral Imaging 
MTS Multi-Spectral Targeting System 
MUA Military Utility Assessment 
MVIVID  Maritime Video Verification of Identity 
MWIR Mid-Wave Infrared 
NAVAIR Naval Air Systems Command 
NECC Naval Expeditionary Combat Command 
NMETL Navy Mission Essential Task List 
NPS Naval Postgraduate School 
NRT Near Real-Time 
NSWCPC Naval Surface Warfare Center Panama City 
NTA Navy Tactical Task (From NMETL) 
OD Operational Demonstration 
O-level Organizational Level Maintenance 
OM Operational Manager 
OMI Operator-Machine Interface 
OODA Observe, Orient, Decide, and Act 
OPAREA Operating Area 
OPDEC Operational Deception 
OPSEC Operational Security 
OS  On Station 
OSD Office of the Secretary of Defense 
OTA  Operational Test Agent 
OV Operational View 
PACOM U.S. Pacific Command 
PC Personal Computer 
PD  Periscope Depth 
Pd Probability of Detection 
Pfa Probability of False Alarm 
PIW Person in Water 
PMC Peripheral Component Interconnect Mezzanine Card 
PVC Polyvinylchloride 
RAID Redundant Array of Independent Drives 
RGB Red, Green, Blue 
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ROE Rules of Engagement 
RTB Return to Base 
SA Situational Awareness 
SAR  Search and Rescue  
SATCOM Satellite Communication 
SG Strike Group 
SLOC Sea Lines of Communication 
SME  Subject Matter Expert 
SNR  Signal to Noise Ratio 
SOCAL Southern California 
SOF Special Operations Forces 
SOUTHCOM U.S. Southern Command 
SPS System Performance Specification 
SR Special Reconnaissance 
SSN Nuclear Powered Submarine 
SUW  Surface Warfare 
SV System View 
SZ Surf Zone 
TCDL Tactical Common Data Link 
TCS Tactical Control System 
TD Technical Demonstration 
TM Technical Manager  
TPED Tasking, Processing, Exploitation, and Dissemination 
TTP Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures 
TW/TW09 Trident Warrior 09 [Sea Trial] 
UAS Unmanned Air System 
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (now replaced with UAS) 
UNTL Universal Naval Task List 
USCG United States Coast Guard 
VACAPES Virginia Capes (Operating Area) 
VNIR Very near IR 
VOI Vessel of Interest 
VSW Very Shallow Water 
VTUAV Vertical Takeoff Unmanned Air Vehicle 
XM Transition Manager  
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VI. Glossary 
 
• Activity: An associated series of tasks that contribute to accomplishment of a military mission, 
e.g. “search” as part of an ASW mission. 
• Bioluminescence: The emission of light by living organisms, such as certain fish, jellyfish, 
plankton, fungi, and bacteria. It occurs when a pigment (usually luciferin) is oxidized without 
giving off heat. 
• Data:  A representation of individual facts, concepts or instructions in a manner suitable for 
communication, interpretation or processing by humans or by automatic means. (IEEE 610.12) 
• Geo-location: The process of precisely locating a pixel of an image on the surface of the earth. 
• Measure of Effectiveness: A determination of how well a technology, organization, or process 
performs its functions (MOE is an “internal” measurement of the system under analysis). 
• Measure of Performance: A quantitative measure of a specific parameter of a technology, 
organization, or process. 
• Tracking:  EO/IR lock on a moving target and following the single target location; EO/IR multi-
target spatial referencing during scan operation;  passing  off geo-positional location to ground 
base in order for them to track and track correlate. 
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VII. Related Documents 
 
• CJCSINST 3170.01F Joint Capabilities Integration & Development System 
• Functional Concept for Battlespace Awareness (FCBA), V2.1:  Joint Chiefs of Staff. 31 December 
2003 
• DoD 5000.2-R   Mandatory Procedures for Major Defense Acquisition Programs and Major 
Automated Information System Acquisition Programs 
• DOD 5220.22-M National Industrial Security Program Operating Manual 
• ISO 9001:2000   Quality Program Requirements, 3rd edition, 12/15/2000 
• JCTD Practical Operating Guide (POG), 10 September 2007 
• JMMES Eglin MCM Demonstration Execution Document  (DED), 28 July, 2009 
• JMMES Trident Warrior 09 Demonstration Execution Document (DED), 06 June 2009 
• JMMES Demonstration Concept of Operation (CONOP), May 2009 
• JMMES JCTD Implementation Directive (ID), 5 March 2007 
• JMMES JCTD Integrated Assessment Plan (IAP), 30 September 2008 
• JMMES JCTD Management Plan (MP), January 2008 
• MIL-HDBK-1791(2)   Designing for Internal Aerial Delivery in Fixed Wing Aircraft 
• MIL-HDBK-217F (N2)   Reliability Prediction of Electronic Equipment,  
• MIL-HDBK-310  Global Climatic Data for Developing Military Products 
• MIL-HDBK-454  Electronic Equipment, General Guidelines for 
• MIL-HDBK-5400  Electronic Equipment, Airborne, General Guidelines For 
• MIL-HDBK-759  Human Engineering Design Guidelines 
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Appendix A.  SME Survey Analysis  
 
A.1   Survey Details  
 
JMMES surveys were completed by the JMMES operators for situational, context and workload 
information and the Mission Area SMEs for mission capability analysis information 
 
 The number of flights, and hence the number of Operator and Mission Area SME surveys, accomplished 
for each Mission were:    
ASW  7            
SUW (FAC) 2 
SAR    
   Land   4 
   Sea  4 
MCM   
   Land   4 
   Sea  4 
CIED  4 
CCCD  0 
ICD  0 
 
 
Surveys follow the JMMES objectives structure, with questions addressing the Areas-of-Interest (AoI) 
and additional questions for the COI.  Each AOI is listed below preceded by the code used for its 
questions.  
 
 MA - Mission Area Support   ISR - ISR Operations Support  
 TS - Target Situational Awareness  SM - In-Flight System Management 
HS - Human-System Interaction  AF - Automated Features 
 TT – Target Tracking   Coll – ISR Collection Activities 
 W – Planning and Operator Workloads 
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A master survey containing all questions was developed.  Questions were answered primarily by the 
Mission Area SME, workload questions were also answered by the system operator, and a member of the 
OTA team analyzed post-flight processing.   Table A-1 contains the mapping of questions to participants.  
The full set of master survey questions is presented in the Demonstration Execution Document (DED).  
The questions are listed in the DED and this appendix has several results tables that also contain the 
questions.   
 
The same surveys were used for all Mission Areas and each area was evaluated separately.  
 
Table A-1 Survey question assignments 
  Survey Questions Assignments 
















  Mission Area Support     
MA1 Rate how the System capability compares to current capabilities for this Mission Area.   X   
MA2 Rate the support provided for successful completion of this Mission Area's activities    X   
MA3 Are there any factors that reduce JMMES suitability to support this mission area?   X   
  ISR Operations Support       
ISR1 Rate the systems coverage capabilities for a day's ISR missions compared to current 
capabilities. 
  X   
ISR2 Does the system provide ISR collection/surveillance capabilities that are not available 
from other assets?   
  X   
ISR3 Does the system provide ISR information that is not available from other assets?      X   
ISR4 Rate the overall interoperability of JMMES with other ISR systems.       X   
ISR5 Does the capability to collect information for multiple missions provide ISR operations 
benefit?      
  X   
ISR6 Rate the following factors for prosecuting multiple mission areas during a single flight.   X X   
ISR7 Rate how the System capability compares to current capabilities for detection of   X   
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objects of interest.     
  Target Situational Awareness     
SA1 Rate the System's capabilities to provide target Situational Awareness in a flight’s 
assigned search area compared to current capabilities.       
  X   
SA2 Can you maintain Situational Awareness over the full search area during search?   X X   
  ISR Collection Activities     
Coll1 Rate how the System capability compares to current capabilities for search, detection, 
and ID. 
  X   
Coll2 Rate the overall effectiveness of the System for search, detection, and ID. X X X 
Coll3 Rate the speed of performing search, detection, and ID. X X X 
Coll4 Rate the accuracy of performing search, detection, and ID. X X X 
Coll5 List any System characteristic/capability that significantly impacts ISR collection 
effectiveness.  
X X X 
  Target Tracking     
TT1 Can object location (tracking) be maintained during search? X X X 
TT2 Can the operator provide persistent and accurate object location? X X X 
TT3 Can the System provide persistent and accurate automated object location? X X X 
  Planning and Operator Workloads     
W1 Rate how the System operator workload compares with current ISR assets.    X   
W2 Are there automated System features that reduce operator workload?     X X   
W3 List other features of the system that impact operator workload. X X   
W4 Estimate the % of operational flight time the operator spent on each of the activities. X X   
W5 Workload Comments X X   
  In-Flight System Management     
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SM1 Rate system management efficiency.  X X   
SM2 Rate in-flight sensor management efficiency. X X   
SM3 Rate system configuration efficiency (pre-planned or after system failure). X X   
SM4 Rate system status reports for how easily obtained, accurate, clear, and sufficient.  X X   
SM5 Rate the search status/coverage presentation for how easily obtained, accurate, clear, 
and sufficient.  
X X   
SM6 Rate System reliability.                                                Estimate % of time down______%  X X   
  Human-System Interaction     
HS1 List the training you had on the System prior to this exercise.   X X   
HS2 Rate how easy the System is to operate.   X     
HS3 Rate how easy the System is to learn.    X     
HS4 Rate the GUI for usability, clarity, accuracy, and relevance. X X   
HS5 Rate how well operator capabilities can be maintained during a flight.   
List any factors, such as disorientation or fatigue that impacted capabilities.  
X X   
HS6 Rate the ease of maintaining awareness of field-of-view, sensor pointing, target status, 
scan coverage. 
X X   
HS7 Rate the ease of performing sensor management, turret control, and view 
management.  
X     
HS8 Are there instances where performing System tasks caused a system malfunction? X X   
  Automated Features     
AF1 Indicate System automated features that are operational and rate their effectiveness. X X X 
AF2 Indicate (Y/N) whether automated detection improves probability of detection.  X X X 
AF3 Indicate (Y/N) whether automated detection reduces workload during search.    X X X 
AF4 Does automated detection produce an excessive number of false alarms? X X X 
AF5 Indicate (Y/N) whether automated detection improves the ability/speed of the 
operator for identifying objects.   
X X X 
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  Views, Images, and Processing     
The System contains advanced image and processing features. Indicate whether a feature is available (Y/N), 
and rate each that is available for its contribution to target detection, location, and ID. 
V1 Multi-image stitched images     X 
V2 Multi-sensor integration images     X 
V3 Multi-band images     X 
V4 High-power zoom images for     X 
V5 Spectral filter views      X 
V6 Spatial match filter views     X 
V7 Environmental suppression views     X 
V8 Multi-band target/background discrimination views      X 
V10 List and rate other advanced processing capabilities that aid in performing target 
assessment.  
    X 
  Post-Flight Products     
PF1 Does post-flight processing contribute to successful completion of the mission?   X X 
PF2 Does post-flight processing provide target information that was not obtained during 
the flight? 
  X X 
PF3 Rate post-flight products for timeliness, usability, clarity, completeness, and relevance.  
You are judging the support they provide for the mission area's military operations.   
  X X 
PF4 Rate the accuracy of post-flight target location.   X X 
  Critical Operational Issues     
C1.1 Does the System sensor suite improve the warfighter’s situational awareness and level 
of reconnaissance in support of the eight user-prioritized mission areas? 
  X   
C1.2 Does the System detect, classify, identify, and track camouflaged, and concealed 
objects fast enough to support tactical operations? 
  X   
C1.3 Do System automated target recognition and automated cueing reduce manning   X   
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requirements and increase the accuracy and/or certainty of target geolocation? 
C2.1 What is System demonstrated capability in those eight user-prioritized mission areas?   X   
C2.2 How operationally effective is the System capability?   X   
C2.4 Is the System interoperable with existing sensor systems as related to intelligence 
Tasking, Processing, Exploitation, and Dissemination (TPED)? 
  X   
C3.1 Is the System capability operationally suitable for the eight user-prioritized mission 
areas? 
  X   
C3.2 Is JMMES reliable, trainable, supportable, and maintainable?   X   
 
 
The table contains abbreviated, not full, questions to indicate their content.    
 
A.2 Level-1 Survey Sorting and Analysis   
 
Survey results are of two types:  
Numerical scores, summarized by  




Listing of comments, sorted by 
AoI for each Mission Area  
COI.  
 
Quantitative analysis of survey results is done through a numerical score for the SME ratings. The score 
for each rating is the same as the rating level, 0 (lowest) – 4 (highest).  The analysis produces a % rating 
and is done as follows:  
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For each question:  
Determine the number of times each rating level is awarded by the SMEs  
Multiply the rating score by the number of times it was awarded 
Sum the result 
Divide by the number of SME answers to provide the Rating (%) 
 
 This process is first applied to each question, then to the AoI, Mission Area, and COI.   
 
For ease of visualizing these results, histograms show the % of times each rating level is assigned for the 
various AoI and for the COI.   
 
The following appendix sections present these results in the following order:   
First – the COI 
Second – summary across Mission Areas and COI 
Third – each Mission Area 
 
It is important to understand the significance of the numerical scores:   
 
The numerical scores are a way to efficiently expressing the views of the 
SMEs.  They are not statistically significant, and are the result of fairly few 
samples.  Their purpose is to provide a quick/visual means to understand 
SME evaluations of military utility.   
 
The following sections in this appendix present survey content using the following means: 
• Summary ratings that summarize the levels assigned by the SMEs 
• Histograms that show frequency of level assignments 
• Summary ratings for each survey question 
• All SME comments, by survey question 
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A.3 COI Summary  
 
Table A-2 presents the summary ratings for four of the five Mission Areas.  Not enough information was 
provided to compute a rating for MCM.  Overall the SMEs gave a 35% rating that the COI are met, with 
MSAR having the highest and ASW the lowest rating.   
 
 









The histograms show the % of instances a particular rating is assigned by the Mission Area SMEs.  The 
top axis shows the rating, the bottom axis the % for that rating.  
 










Figure A-2. Frequency of SME level assignments for each Mission Area 
Percentages for each assignment are shown on the left axis, the level is the top axis, and the specific 
percentage is at the bottom of each category. 
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COI Summary Ratings from SME Surveys 
  Ratings are shown for each Mission Area. Y N 
Rating 
(%) 
  Critical Operational Issues (ASW)         
C1.1 Does the System sensor suite improve the warfighter’s situational 
awareness and level of reconnaissance in support of the eight 
user-prioritized mission areas?  4 3 21 
C1.2 Does the System detect, classify, identify, and track camouflaged, 
and concealed objects fast enough to support tactical operations?  2 3 38 
C1.3 Do System automated target recognition and automated cueing 
reduce manning requirements and increase the accuracy and/or 
certainty of target geolocation?  2 3 38 
C2.1 What is System demonstrated capability in those eight user-
prioritized mission areas?      0 
C2.2 How operationally effective is the System capability?      18 
C2.4 Is the System interoperable with existing sensor systems as related 
to intelligence Tasking, Processing, Exploitation, and Dissemination 
(TPED)?  2   63 
C3.1 Is the System capability operationally suitable for the eight user-
prioritized mission areas?  1 4 42 
C3.2 Is JMMES reliable, trainable, supportable, and maintainable?  1   25 
  Critical Operational Issues ASW Summary Rating    26% 
  Critical Operational Issues (SUW)         
C1.1 Does the System sensor suite improve the warfighter’s situational awareness and 
level of reconnaissance in support of the eight user-prioritized mission areas? 1   
50 
C1.2 Does the System detect, classify, identify, and track camouflaged, and concealed 
objects fast enough to support tactical operations?     
  
C1.3 Do System automated target recognition and automated cueing reduce manning 
requirements and increase the accuracy and/or certainty of target geolocation? 1   
25 
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C2.1 What is System demonstrated capability in those eight user-prioritized mission 
areas?     
50 
C2.2 How operationally effective is the System capability?     25 
C2.4 Is the System interoperable with existing sensor systems as related to intelligence 
Tasking, Processing, Exploitation, and Dissemination (TPED)?     
  
C3.1 Is the System capability operationally suitable for the eight user-prioritized 
mission areas?     
25 
C3.2 Is JMMES reliable, trainable, supportable, and maintainable?     25 
  Critical Operational Issues SUW Summary Rating  33% 
  Critical Operational Issues (LSAR)         
C1.1 Does the System sensor suite improve the warfighter’s situational awareness and 
level of reconnaissance in support of the eight user-prioritized mission areas? 1   
50 
C1.2 Does the System detect, classify, identify, and track camouflaged, and concealed 
objects fast enough to support tactical operations?   2 
  
C1.3 Do System automated target recognition and automated cueing reduce manning 
requirements and increase the accuracy and/or certainty of target geolocation?   3 
  
C2.1 What is System demonstrated capability in those eight user-prioritized mission 
areas?     
  
C2.2 How operationally effective is the System capability?     25 
C2.4 Is the System interoperable with existing sensor systems as related to intelligence 
Tasking, Processing, Exploitation, and Dissemination (TPED)?     
  
C3.1 Is the System capability operationally suitable for the eight user-prioritized 
mission areas?     
  
C3.2 Is JMMES reliable, trainable, supportable, and maintainable?       
  Critical Operational Issues LSAR Summary Rating 33% 
  Critical Operational Issues (MSAR)         
C1.1 Does the System sensor suite improve the warfighter’s situational awareness and 
level of reconnaissance in support of the eight user-prioritized mission areas? 2   38 
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C1.2 Does the System detect, classify, identify, and track camouflaged, and concealed 
objects fast enough to support tactical operations?       
C1.3 Do System automated target recognition and automated cueing reduce manning 
requirements and increase the accuracy and/or certainty of target geolocation? 1   75 
C2.1 What is System demonstrated capability in those eight user-prioritized mission 
areas?     38 
C2.2 How operationally effective is the System capability?     50 
C2.4 Is the System interoperable with existing sensor systems as related to intelligence 
Tasking, Processing, Exploitation, and Dissemination (TPED)?       
C3.1 Is the System capability operationally suitable for the eight user-prioritized 
mission areas?   2   
C3.2 Is JMMES reliable, trainable, supportable, and maintainable?   1   
  Critical Operational Issues MSAR Summary Rating 46% 
  Critical Operational Issues (MCM)         
C1.1 Does the System sensor suite improve the warfighter’s situational awareness and 
level of reconnaissance in support of the eight user-prioritized mission areas?     
  
C1.2 Does the System detect, classify, identify, and track camouflaged, and concealed 
objects fast enough to support tactical operations?     
  
C1.3 Do System automated target recognition and automated cueing reduce manning 
requirements and increase the accuracy and/or certainty of target geolocation?     
  
C2.1 What is System demonstrated capability in those eight user-prioritized mission 
areas?     
50 
C2.2 How operationally effective is the System capability?       
C2.4 Is the System interoperable with existing sensor systems as related to intelligence 
Tasking, Processing, Exploitation, and Dissemination (TPED)?   1 
  
C3.1 Is the System capability operationally suitable for the eight user-prioritized 
mission areas?     
  
C3.2 Is JMMES reliable, trainable, supportable, and maintainable?       
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Table A-4.  COI SME comments for each survey question 
  COI SME Survey Comments   
  MCM   
C1.1 Does the System sensor suite improve the warfighter’s situational awareness and level 
of reconnaissance in support of the eight user-prioritized mission areas? 
1.  Not enough post-flight information to accurately assess.  
2.  Unknown; I have not seen any MCM detection information nor any mission set 
operational data. 
C2.1 What is System demonstrated capability in those eight user-prioritized mission areas? 
1.  The only system that I saw that was endpoint data was the manual IR camera, which 
was average. 
C2.2 How operationally effective is the System capability? 
1.  From limited usage and information, still some improvement needed prior to 
operational implementation.  
2.  The system isn't mature enough to be operationally effective, except in a permissive 
environment. 
C3.2 Is JMMES reliable, trainable, supportable, and maintainable? 
1.  Reliable - no,     trainable - yes,      supportable - yes,      maintainable - yes. 
2.  Marginally to user intensive and not fully vetted to give real-time user data; post 
mission analysis might show some usability.   
  LSAR   
C1.1 Does the System sensor suite improve the warfighter’s situational awareness and level 
of reconnaissance in support of the eight user-prioritized mission areas? 
1.  Auto detect with further refinement will be a good tool.  
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C1.3 Do System automated target recognition and automated cueing reduce manning 
requirements and increase the accuracy and/or certainty of target geolocation? 
1.  The operator must screen a large number of contacts to verify legitimacy.  
C2.1 What is System demonstrated capability in those eight user-prioritized mission areas? 
1.  Limited. 
C2.2 How operationally effective is the System capability? 
1.  Is not.  
2.  Not operationally ready. 
C2.4 Is the System interoperable with existing sensor systems as related to intelligence 
Tasking, Processing, Exploitation, and Dissemination (TPED)? 
1.  No. 
C3.1 Is the System capability operationally suitable for the eight user-prioritized mission 
areas? 
1.  JMMES needs further refining.  
C3.2 Is JMMES reliable, trainable, supportable, and maintainable? 
1.  Reliable-No,          Trainable-Yes,         Supportable-Yes,             Maintainable-Yes.  
2.  Numerous crashes/resets and no in-flight analysis hamper the system.  
  MSAR   
C1.1 Does the System sensor suite improve the warfighter’s situational awareness and level 
of reconnaissance in support of the eight user-prioritized mission areas? 
1.  It can if ease of operation, system reliability and additional sensor interoperability 
increased. 
2.  Overall SA not greatly enhanced. Window that shows area covered does improve SA 
however. 
C2.2 How operationally effective is the System capability? 
1.  Too many crashes/resets and still too difficult to use. 
2.  SAR-very effective system- could be improved with increased search rated. 
C3.1 Is the System capability operationally suitable for the eight user-prioritized mission 
areas? 
1.  NO. 
2.  SAR-suitable for UAV ground station, not ready for manned aircraft integration. 
C3.2 Is JMMES reliable, trainable, supportable, and maintainable? 
1.  Too early, I would not expect these at this point. 
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  SUW   
C1.1 Does the System sensor suite improve the warfighter’s situational awareness and level 
of reconnaissance in support of the eight user-prioritized mission areas? 
1.  It can but only when these inherent flaws are worked out of the system. 
C1.3 Do System automated target recognition and automated cueing reduce manning 
requirements and increase the accuracy and/or certainty of target geolocation? 
1.  Again if it worked 4.0, then yes but not today. 
C2.1 What is System demonstrated capability in those eight user-prioritized mission areas? 
1.  The capability would put the system in a secondary/corroborative role. 
C2.2 How operationally effective is the System capability? 
1.  As of now, not good. 
C3.1 Is the System capability operationally suitable for the eight user-prioritized mission 
areas? 
1.  No 
C3.2 Is JMMES reliable, trainable, supportable, and maintainable? 
1.  Not reliable, yes trainable, maybe supportable, and yes maintainable. 
 
 




A.4 AoI Summary  
Table A-5 presents summaries of the SME ratings calculated for the various AoI for each Mission Area.   
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Table A-5.  Summary SME survey ratings for each AoI by Mission Area 
 AoI Summary Rating 
AoI ASW SUW MSAR LSAR MCM 
Miss-Area Support 43% 35% 50% 50% 25% 
ISR Ops Support 44% 36% 59% 47% 48% 
Target SA 25% 55% 44% 23% 38% 
ISR Collect Activities 41% 33% 57% 48% 50% 
Operator Workload 52% 33% 42% 33% 50% 
In-Flight Syst Mgmt 55% 66% 60% 49% 56% 
Human-System 60% 61% 59% 50% 48% 
Automated Features 58% 30% 75% 47%   
 
It is readily seen that the overall rating is around 50%.  Histograms and other specific AoI information are 
not presented in this sub-section; they are in the individual Mission Area sub-sections.  
 
A.5  ASW  
 
The contents of each Mission Area sub-section are identical, so content explanations are provided only in 
this one.  
 
Table A-6 presents summary ratings for each AoI for the ASW Mission Area.  A 100% rating would 
mean that the SME believe that JMMES performed at level-4 for all aspects of that AoI that were tested.   
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Table A-6.  ASW SME Survey Summary Ratings for Each AoI 
ASW JMMES SME AoI Summary Ratings 
Area of Interest Rating 
Mission Area Support Summary Rating 43% 
ISR Operations Support Summary Rating 44% 
Target Situational Awareness Summary Rating 25% 
ISR Collection Activities Summary Rating 41% 
Planning & Operator Workloads 52% 
In-Flight System Management Summary Rating 55% 
Human-System Interaction Summary Rating 60% 
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Table A-7 shows the summary ratings for the SME answers to each question.  This is the basic 
information that is used for all subsequent calculations.  It is presented here because it provides the 
SME’s opinion about specific JMMES performance, such as ease of use, workload requirements, support 
to SA, etc.   
 
Table A-7 ASW SME Survey Summary Ratings for Each Question 
ASW Summary Ratings from SME Surveys 
  Ratings are shown for each Area-of-Interest and its components. Y N 
Rating 
(%) 
  Mission Area Support         
MA1 Rate how the System capability compares to current capabilities for this Mission 
Area.     43 
MA2 Rate the support provided for successful completion of this Mission Area's 
activities and also rate the below individual support factors.       31 
  Speed of activity/task completion       33 
  Information sufficiency/completeness       50 
  Information quality       55 
MA3 Are there any factors that reduce JMMES suitability to support this mission area? 4     
  Mission Area Support Summary Rating 43% 
  ISR Operations Support         
ISR1 Rate the systems coverage capabilities for a day's ISR missions compared to 
current capabilities.     43 
ISR2 Does the system provide ISR collection/surveillance capabilities that are not 
available from other assets?        If so, list and rate effectiveness. 1 4   
  Capability-1       75 
  Capability-2       75 
  Capability-3       88 
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  Capability-4       75 
ISR3 Does the system provide ISR information that is not available from other assets?    
If so, list and rate information utility.   6   
ISR4 Rate the overall interoperability of JMMES with other ISR systems.   
List and explain any incompatibilities.       42 
ISR5 Does the capability to collect information for multiple missions provide ISR 
operations benefit?      5 1   
ISR6 Rate the following factors for prosecuting multiple mission areas during a single 
flight.         
  Speed of changing missions       42 
  Efficiency for changing missions software       50 
  Efficiency for changing missions hardware settings       25 
  Ease of switching SA from one mission area to the next     63 
ISR7 Rate how the System capability compares to current capabilities for detection of 
objects of interest.         Rate the following detection factors.     8 
  Detection speed      15 
  Operator identification/recognition speed      40 
  Ease/Efficiency of operator identification/recognition      60 
  Tracking capabilities       31 
  ISR Operations Support Summary Rating 44% 
  Target Situational Awareness         
SA1 Rate the System's capabilities to provide target Situational Awareness in a flight’s 
assigned search area compared to current capabilities.           25 
SA2 Can you maintain Situation Awareness over the full search area during search?          
Rate the following SA attributes. 1 5   
  Situation clarity       31 
  SA sufficiency        17 
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  Timeliness of developing SA        33 
  Ease of maintaining SA across the full area during search        17 
  Target Situational Awareness Summary Rating 25% 
  ISR Collection Activities         
Coll1 Rate how the System capability compares to current capabilities 
for   
Search 
    4 
   Detection     39 
   Operator ID     54 
Coll2 Rate the overall effectiveness of the System for Search     11 
   Detection     46 
    Operator ID     63 
Coll3 Rate the speed of performing each activity with the System Search     20 
   Detection     50 
    Operator ID     75 
Coll4 Rate the accuracy of performing the activity  Search     40 
   Detection     63 
    Operator ID     65 
  ISR Collection Activities Summary Rating 41% 
  Target Tracking         
TT1 Can object location (tracking) be maintained during search for Stationary 
Objects 5     
    Moving 
Objects   5   
TT2 Can the operator provide object location (tracking) that is  Persistent 1 5   
    Accurate 4 2   
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TT3 Can the System provide automated object location (tracking) that is Persistent   5   
    Accurate 2 3   
  Planning and Operator Workloads         
W1 Rate how the System operator workload compares with current ISR assets.      36 
W2 Are there automated System features that reduce operator workload?     
List and rate the features.  6     
  Auto detect, look-back, auto-contact report       70 
  Planning and Operator Workload Summary Rating 52% 
  In-Flight System Management         
SM1 Rate system management efficiency.        42 
SM2 Rate in-flight sensor management efficiency.       58 
SM3 Rate system configuration efficiency (pre-planned or after system failure).     46 
SM4 Rate system status reports for how Easily 
Obtained 6     
   Accurate 6     
   Clear 5 1   
    Sufficient 5 1   
SM5 Rate the search status/coverage presentation for how Easily 
Obtained     70 
   Accurate     70 
   Clear     65 
    Sufficient     65 
SM6 Rate System reliability.                                            Estimate % of time down______%      29 
  In-Flight System Management Summary Rating 55% 
  Human-System Interaction         
 58  
HS1 List the training you had on the System prior to this exercise.         
HS4 Rate the GUI for Usability      56 
   Clarity     56 
   Accuracy       63 
    Relevance     44 
HS5 Rate how well operator capabilities can be maintained during a flight.   
List any factors, such as disorientation or fatigue that impacted capabilities.      63 
HS6 Rate the ease of maintaining awareness of Field of View     61 
   Sensor 
Pointing     70 
   Target 
Status     63 
    Scan Cover     58 
HS8 Are there instances where performing System tasks caused a system malfunction? 
If so list the operation that caused the malfunction.  3     
  Human-System Interaction Summary Rating 60% 
  Automated Features         
AF1 Indicate (Y/N) System automated features that are operational and rate the 
effectiveness of those that are.         
  Auto detection   6   42 
  Contact Look-Back   4 1 75 
AF2 Indicate (Y/N) whether automated detection improves probability of detection.   
If Y, rate the improvement.  4 1 56 
AF3 Indicate (Y/N) whether automated detection reduces workload during search.   
If Y, rate the reduction.  3 3 50 
AF4 Does automated detection produce an excessive number of false alarms? 2 3   
AF5 Indicate (Y/N) whether automated detection improves the ability/speed of the 1 3 75 
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operator for identifying objects.       If Y, rate the improvement.  
  Automated Features Summary Rating 58% 
 
 
Table A-8 presents all of the survey comments made for the ASW Mission Area.  These comments apply 
to the various survey questions, so they address specific aspects of JMMES operational support.   
 
Table A-8 ASW SME Survey Comments for Each Question 
Table A-8 appears in the classified Appendix I. 
 
A.6 MSAR  
Table A-9 MSAR SME Survey Summary Ratings for Each AOI 
MSAR JMMES SME AoI Summary Ratings 
Area of Interest Rating 
Mission Area Support Summary Rating 
50% 
ISR Operations Support Summary Rating 59% 
Target Situational Awareness Summary 
Rating 44% 
ISR Collection Activities Summary Rating 57% 
Planning & Operator Workload 42% 
In-Flight System Management Summary 
Rating 60% 
Human-System Interaction Summary Rating 59% 
Automated Features Summary Rating 
75% 
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Table A-10. MSAR SME Survey Summary Ratings for Each Question 
MSAR Summary Ratings from SME Surveys 
  Ratings are shown for each Area-of-Interest and its components. Y N 
Rating 
(%) 
  Mission Area Support         
MA1 Rate how the System capability compares to current capabilities for this Mission 
Area.     50 
MA2 Rate the support provided for successful completion of this Mission Area's 
activities and also rate the below individual support factors.       50 
  Speed of activity/task completion       42 
  Information sufficiency/completeness       50 
  Information quality       63 
MA3 Are there any factors that reduce JMMES suitability to support this mission area? 2     
  Mission Area Support Summary Rating 50% 
  ISR Operations Support         
ISR1 Rate the systems coverage capabilities for a day's ISR missions compared to 
current capabilities.     50 
ISR2 Does the system provide ISR collection/surveillance capabilities that are not 
available from other assets?        If so, list and rate effectiveness. 2 1   
  Auto detect and look-back       100 
ISR3 Does the system provide ISR information that is not available from other assets?    
If so, list and rate information utility. 1 2   
ISR5 Does the capability to collect information for multiple missions provide ISR 
operations benefit?      2     
ISR6 Rate the following factors for prosecuting multiple mission areas during a single 
flight.         
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  Speed of changing missions       25 
  Ease of switching SA from one mission area to the next     50 
ISR7 Rate how the System capability compares to current capabilities for detection of 
objects of interest.         Rate the following detection factors.     75 
  Detection speed      25 
  Operator identification/recognition speed      50 
  Ease/Efficiency of operator identification/recognition       75 
  ISR Operations Support Summary Rating 59% 
  Target Situational Awareness         
SA1 Rate the System's capabilities to provide target Situation Awareness in a flight’s 
assigned search area compared to current capabilities.           25 
SA2 Can you maintain Situation Awareness over the full search area during search?          
Rate the following SA attributes. 1 1   
  Situation clarity       50 
  SA sufficiency        50 
  Timeliness of developing SA        50 
  Ease of maintaining SA across the full area during search        58 
  Target Situation Awareness Summary Rating 44% 
  ISR Collection Activities         
Coll1 Rate how the System capability compares to current capabilities 
for   
Search 
    50 
   Detection     75 
   Operator ID     63 
Coll2 Rate the overall effectiveness of the System for Search     50 
   Detection     75 
    Operator ID     63 
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Coll3 Rate the speed of performing each activity with the System Search     25 
   Detection     63 
    Operator ID     50 
Coll4 Rate the accuracy of performing the activity  Search     50 
   Detection     63 
    Operator ID     63 
  ISR Collection Activities Summary Rating 57% 
  Target Tracking         
TT1 Can object location (tracking) be maintained during search for Stationary 
Objects   1   
    Moving 
Objects 1 1   
TT2 Can the operator provide object location (tracking) that is  Persistent 1 2   
    Accurate 3     
TT3 Can the System provide automated object location (tracking) that 
is 
Persistent 
  3   
    Accurate 1 2   
  Planning and Operator Workloads         
W1 Rate how the System operator workload compares with current ISR assets.      25 
W2 Are there automated System features that reduce operator workload?     
List and rate the features.  2     
  Auto detect, look-back, auto-contact report       75 
  Planning and Operator Workload Summary Rating Summary Rating 42% 
  In-Flight System Management         
SM1 Rate system management efficiency.        50 
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SM2 Rate in-flight sensor management efficiency.       75 
SM3 Rate system configuration efficiency (pre-planned or after system failure).     63 
SM4 Rate system status reports for how Easily 
Obtained 1     
   Accurate 1     
   Clear   1   
    Sufficient   1   
SM5 Rate the search status/coverage presentation for how Easily 
Obtained     75 
   Accurate     75 
   Clear     75 
    Sufficient     75 
SM6 Rate System reliability.                                                Estimate % of time 
down______%      42 
  In-Flight System Management Summary Rating 60% 
  Human-System Interaction         
HS6 Rate the ease of maintaining awareness of Field of View     50 
   Sensor 
Pointing     63 
   Target 
Status     75 
    Scan Cover     50 
HS8 Are there instances where performing System tasks caused a system malfunction? 
If so list the operation that caused the malfunction.    2   
  Human-System Interaction Summary Rating 59% 
  Automated Features         
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AF1 Indicate (Y/N) System automated features that are operational and rate the 
effectiveness of those that are.         
  Auto detection   2   75 
  Contact Look-Back   1   75 
AF2 Indicate (Y/N) whether automated detection improves probability of detection.   
If Y, rate the improvement.  2   75 
AF3 Indicate (Y/N) whether automated detection reduces workload during search.   
If Y, rate the reduction.  1   75 
AF4 Does automated detection produce an excessive number of false alarms? 1 2   
AF5 Indicate (Y/N) whether automated detection improves the ability/speed of the 
operator for identifying objects.       If Y, rate the improvement.  1   75 




Table A-11. MSAR SME Survey Comments for Each Question 
MSAR SME Survey Comments 
  Mission Area Support   
MA1 Rate how the System capability compares to current capabilities for this Mission Area. 
1.  Current EO systems, right vision devices, and my human eyeballs are just as good 
for SAR; due to the unreliability of auto detect, JMMES does not increase SAR 
capability as of yet. 
2.  When the system was operating properly. The auto detect feature was helpful, on 
both JMMES and MVIVID. However, manually inputting search points for MVIVID is a 
big detractor.  Limited instantaneous area coverage is a detractor for both MVIVID and 
JMMES. 
3.  AD worked on Boat and life raft -no known human-in-water auto detect capability. 
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MA2 Rate the support provided for successful completion of this Mission Area's activities 
and also rate the below individual support factors.   
1.  Overall level of support provided seemed to improve today. 
2.  Able to see most stuff on MWIR but processed imagery and AD aided msn. 
  Speed of activity/task completion 
1.  An example from today: after visually sighting the target, we had to come down in 
altitude and directly overfly the target several times prior to a reliable detection and 
ID. There was also a system crash during this time.  From sighting to first reliable track 
took 23 minutes.  I could have effected a complete rescue (survivors in helo) by this 
time. 
2.  I think as operators have been becoming more familiar with their systems, speed 
has increased. 
  Information sufficiency/completeness 
1.  Main detractor is the tracking capability. Tracking means developing a course and 
speed.  JMMES has no tracking capability and MVIVID, while it does, cannot track 
accurately. 
  2.  Information quality   
MA3 Are there any factors that reduce JMMES suitability to support this mission area? 
If so, list and rate the magnitude of the difficulty. 
  1.  Reliability crashed/reset 7 times during sortie. 
2.  Low coverage area. 
3.  Operator difficulty/workload. 
4.  Small look area- had to fly directly over target. 
  
  ISR Operations Support   
ISR1 Rate the systems coverage capabilities for a day's ISR missions compared to current 
capabilities. 
1.  Same: EO sensors, inherently, have a low level of coverage. 
ISR2 Does the system provide ISR collection/surveillance capabilities that are not available 
from other assets?   If so, list and rate effectiveness. 
  MVIVID: auto detect   
  JMMES: auto detect   
  JMMES: thermal and resolution   
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  Auto detect and look back very useful features not available now.   
ISR3 Does the system provide ISR information that is not available from other assets?    
If so, list and rate information utility. 
  Multi-spectral imaging   
ISR4 Rate the overall interoperability of JMMES with other ISR systems.   
List and explain any incompatibilities.  
No SME comments.  
ISR5 Does the capability to collect information for multiple missions provide ISR operations 
benefit?      
 
1.  Theoretically all EO systems can provide a benefit/assistance to multiple missions 
but if MIVIVD and JMMES could auto detect and auto track there would be a 
significant benefit. 
2.  Did not switch msn modes on this op. 
ISR6 Rate the following factors for prosecuting multiple mission areas during a single flight.   
  Speed of changing missions    
 
1.  Slow. Because MVIVID is reliant on JMMES information, MVIVID is only as fast as 
JMMES; there is also time that’s must be devoted to reinserting parameters for 
different altitudes within the same mission area. 
ISR7 Rate how the System capability compares to current capabilities for detection of 
objects of interest.        Rate the following detection factors. 
 
1.  Good detects when in FOV but search rate faster manually. 
  Target Situational Awareness   
SA1 Rate the System's capabilities to provide target Situational Awareness in a flight’s 
assigned search area compared to current capabilities.       
 
1.  Search rate slow, look area (FOV) small. 
SA2 Can you maintain Situational Awareness over the full search area during search?          
Rate the following SA attributes. 
1.  Search rate slow, look area (FOV) small. 
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  Situational clarity    
1.  At times, SA picture can be good but there are still too many environmental factors 
like sun glint which can totally clutter and obscure SA. 
  SA sufficiency  
1.  When working and covering a specific area, level of SA is sufficient. 
  Timeliness of developing SA  
No SME comments. 
  Ease of maintaining SA across the full area during search  
1.  So far, MVIVID and JMMES can only accurately search a relatively small area at a 
given time (approx. 1000m) accurately. To cover an entire search area is a full order. 
  ISR Collection Activities   
Coll1 Rate how the System capability compares to current capabilities for   Search 
    No SME comments. Detection 
  1.  Search slower but added detection capability and operator ID 
confidence with processed imagery. 
Operator ID 
Coll2 Rate the overall effectiveness of the System for Search 
  1.  Processed imagery added detection capability; having to come out 
of imagery screens to confirm AD is cumbersome. 
Detection 
   No SME comments. Operator ID 
Coll3 Rate the speed of performing each activity with the System Search 
   No SME comments. Detection 
  1.  Slow search rate and small fov auto detection ~10 seconds after 
seeing in raw video ID process cumbersome and lose SA while doing it. 
Operator ID 
Coll4 Rate the accuracy of performing the activity  Search 
   No SME comments. Detection 
  1.  Good. Operator ID 
Coll5 List any System characteristic/capability that significantly impacts ISR collection 
effectiveness, and circle whether positively (P) or negatively (N).   
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  1.  N   The sun will always be around so the developer needs the ability to auto detect 
with sun glint. To find a way to compensate for it. 
2.  P   Provides a non human means of contact detection. 
3.  P   Good for UAV's or manned systems if radar or other ISR systems are down 
  Target Tracking   
TT1 Can object location (tracking) be maintained during search for Stationary 
Objects 
  1.  Kind of; again, tracking ultimately mean creating a course/speed 
solution. Having this would also be beneficial to the systems target 
look back capability. 
2.  No tracking but AD location (target look back). 
Moving 
Objects 
TT2 Can the operator provide object location (tracking) that is  Persistent 
    Accurate 
TT3 Can the System provide automated object location (tracking) that is Persistent 
    Accurate 
  Planning and Operator Workloads   
W1 Rate how the System operator workload compares with current ISR assets.  
 
1.  System much more user intensive. 
W2 Are there automated System features that reduce operator workload?     
List and rate the features.  
  1.  Auto detect   
  2.  Sensor scanning.   
W3 List other features of the system that impact operator workload and circle whether 
positively (P) or negatively (N). 
  1.  P   System operation difficulty/complexity.   
W4 Estimate the % of operational flight time the operator spent on each of the following 
activities (there are overlaps so will not add to 100%). 
  Sensor configuration/management                   FAC     20%         Non-FAC 15% 
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  GUI configuration/management                                    20% 50% 
  Turret adjustment/management                                   10% 7% 
  Search                                                                                  20% 47% 
  Actively processing targets                                              30% 52% 
W5 Workload Comments 
1.  GUI workload seemed high, contact classification workload not too high but lose SA 
bringing up that page. 
  In-Flight System Management   
SM1 Rate system management efficiency.     
1.  MVIVID manually having to input search points is the main detractor in efficiency. 
2.  JMMES: GUI operation and parameters management takes away from efficiency. 
SM2 Rate in-flight sensor management efficiency.   
SM3 Rate system configuration efficiency (pre-planned or after system failure). 
1.  Not too sure about pre-planned but the system was coming back online relatively 
faster than usual today after crash or failure 
SM4 Rate system status reports for how 
1.  Same as SM3. 
Easily 
Obtained 
    Accurate 
  1.  You can definitely feel if the system is down, however, the system 
failure alerts can be difficult to decipher. 
Clear 
    Sufficient 
SM5 Rate the search status/coverage presentation for how Easily 
Obtained 
  1.  I definitely like the use of the FIG [frame integration grid] (JMMES) 
and the MVIVID search area overlay display. You can see the entire 
search area and where detected contacts are relative to the aircraft 
and geo location. 
Accurate 
  Clear 
  Sufficient 
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SM6 Rate System reliability.                                                 Estimate % of time down_10, 20, 
15%  
1.  Today was much better; MVIVID, during the FAC  mission, was dealt a bad hand due 
to the power brick failing but that cannot be blamed on MVIVID; the JMMES only went 
down four times today. 
  Human-System Interaction   
HS4 Rate the GUI for Usability  
   Clarity 
   Accuracy   
    Relevance 
HS5 Rate how well operator capabilities can be maintained during a flight.   
List any factors, such as disorientation or fatigue that impacted capabilities.  
1.  MVIVID again manually inputting search points creates a huge workload on the 
generator. 
  2.  JMMES the same. 
HS6 Rate the ease of maintaining awareness of Field of View 
  1.  Have to come out of scan mode and manually point. Sensor 
Pointing 
   Target Status 
    Scan 
Coverage 
HS8 Are there instances where performing System tasks caused a system malfunction? 
If so list the operation that caused the malfunction.  
  1.  7- failures w/ no sole task causing malfunction. 
2.  One occurrence during target lookback system failed due to saturation issues. 
3.  No failures were solely attributed to a specific task. 
  Automated Features   
AF1 Indicate (Y/N) System automated features that are operational and rate the 
effectiveness of those that are.     
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  Auto detection 
1.  MVIVID: inability to compensate for glint and high number of false alarms   JMMES: 
Auto detects works well but the process of confirming the contact is not so 
automated. 
2.  Worked very well, got contacts on boat, life boat and sea dye. 
  Contact Look-Back 
1.  Would be better is course/speed solution could be developed. 
2.  Worked pretty well, not exactly on contact but may be due to contact drift. 
AF2 Indicate (Y/N) whether automated detection improves probability of detection.   
If Y, rate the improvement.  
1.  Huge improvement if operator is not staring at the screen-if he is there is not much 
improvement at all. 
AF3 Indicate (Y/N) whether automated detection reduces workload during search.   
If Y, rate the reduction.  
1.  Same as AF2. 
AF4 Does automated detection produce an excessive number of false alarms? 
1.  YES, high number of false alarms was created by MVIVID. 
2.  Clean environment during test period so system not strained. 
AF5 Indicate (Y/N) whether automated detection improves the ability/speed of the 
operator for identifying objects.          If Y, rate the improvement.  
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A.7 LSAR 
Table A-12.  LSAR SME Survey Summary Ratings for Each AoI 
LSAR JMMES SME AoI Summary Ratings  
Area of Interest Rating 
Mission Area Support Summary Rating 50% 
ISR Operations Support Summary Rating 47% 
Target Situational Awareness Summary Rating 23% 
ISR Collection Activities Summary Rating 48% 
Planning & Operator Workload 33% 
In-Flight System Management Summary Rating 49% 
Human-System Interaction Summary Rating 50% 
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Figure A-5.  LSAR Percentage of Instances the SMEs Assigned a Rating Level, by AoI 
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LSAR Summary Ratings from SME Surveys 
  Ratings are shown for each Area-of-Interest and its components. Y N 
Rating 
(%) 
  Mission Area Support         
MA1 Rate how the System capability compares to current capabilities for this Mission 
Area.     
50 
MA2 Rate the support provided for successful completion of this Mission Area's 
activities and also rate the below individual support factors.       
50 
  Speed of activity/task completion       50 
  Information sufficiency/completeness       50 
  Information quality       50 
MA3 Are there any factors that reduce JMMES suitability to support this mission area? 3     
  Mission Area Support Summary Rating 50% 
  ISR Operations Support         
ISR1 Rate the systems coverage capabilities for a day's ISR missions compared to 
current capabilities.     
38 
ISR2 Does the system provide ISR collection/surveillance capabilities that are not 
available from other assets?        If so, list and rate effectiveness. 1 2 
  
  Auto detection     75 
ISR4 Rate the overall interoperability of JMMES with other ISR systems.       0 
ISR3 Does the system provide ISR information that is not available from other assets?    
If so, list and rate information utility.   3 
50 
ISR7 Rate how the System capability compares to current capabilities for detection of 
objects of interest.         Rate the following detection factors.     
50 
  Detection speed      50 
  Operator identification/recognition speed      50 
  Ease/Efficiency of operator identification/recognition      50 
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  Tracking capabilities       50 
  ISR Operations Support Summary Rating 47% 
  Target Situational Awareness         
SA1 Rate the System's capabilities to provide target Situational Awareness in a flight’s 
assigned search area compared to current capabilities.           
50 
SA2 Can you maintain Situational Awareness over the full search area during search?          
Rate the following SA attributes.   2 
  
  Situational clarity       17 
  SA sufficiency        17 
  Timeliness of developing SA        17 
  Ease of maintaining SA across the full area during search        17 
  Target Situational Awareness Summary Rating 23% 
  ISR Collection Activities         
Coll1 Rate how the System capability compares to current capabilities 
for   
Search 
    
58 
   Detection     50 
   Operator ID     50 
Coll2 Rate the overall effectiveness of the System for Search     50 
   Detection     50 
    Operator ID     50 
Coll3 Rate the speed of performing each activity with the System Search     33 
   Detection     33 
    Operator ID     50 
Coll4 Rate the accuracy of performing the activity  Search     50 
   Detection     50 
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    Operator ID     50 
  ISR Collection Activities Summary Rating 48% 
  Target Tracking         
TT1 Can object location (tracking) be maintained during search for Stationary 
Objects 3   
  
    Moving 
Objects   2 
  
TT2 Can the operator provide object location (tracking) that is  Persistent 1 2   
    Accurate 3     





    Accurate 1 2   
  Planning and Operator Workloads         
W1 Rate how the System operator workload compares with current ISR assets.      33 
W2 Are there automated System features that reduce operator workload?     
List and rate the features.    3 
  
  ISR Collection Activities Summary Rating 33% 
  In-Flight System Management         
SM1 Rate system management efficiency.        50 
SM2 Rate in-flight sensor management efficiency.       50 
SM3 Rate system configuration efficiency (pre-planned or after system failure).     38 
SM4 Rate system status reports for how Easily 
Obtained     
67 
   Accurate     67 
   Clear     50 
    Sufficient     58 
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SM5 Rate the search status/coverage presentation for how Easily 
Obtained     
50 
   Accurate     42 
   Clear     42 
    Sufficient     25 
SM6 Rate System reliability.                                                Estimate % of time 
down______%      
25 
  In-Flight System Management Summary Rating 49% 
  Human-System Interaction         
HS4 Rate the GUI for Usability      42 
   Clarity     42 
   Accuracy       58 
    Relevance     58 
HS5 Rate how well operator capabilities can be maintained during a flight.   
List any factors, such as disorientation or fatigue that impacted capabilities.      
42 
HS6 Rate the ease of maintaining awareness of Field of View     58 
   Sensor 
Pointing     
58 
   Target 
Status     
50 
    Scan Cover     42 
  Human-System Interaction Summary Rating 50% 
  Automated Features         
AF1 Indicate (Y/N) System automated features that are operational and rate the 
effectiveness of those that are.       
  
  Auto detection   3   38 
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  Contact Look-Back   3   67 
AF2 Indicate (Y/N) whether automated detection improves probability of detection.   
If Y, rate the improvement.  3 1 
50 
AF3 Indicate (Y/N) whether automated detection reduces workload during search.   
If Y, rate the reduction.    1 
50 
AF4 Does automated detection produce an excessive number of false alarms? 1 1   
AF5 Indicate (Y/N) whether automated detection improves the ability/speed of the 
operator for identifying objects.       If Y, rate the improvement.  1 2 
0 




Table A-14. LSAR SME Survey Comments for Each Question 
LSAR SME Survey Comments 
  Mission Area Support   
MA1 Rate how the System capability compares to current capabilities for this Mission Area. 
1.  Provides no added benefit, currently. 
MA3 Are there any factors that reduce JMMES suitability to support this mission area? 
  1    Reliability 
2    Auto detection 
3    Operator workload 
4    The pilots need to have a navigation window that shows aircraft position, payload 
stare point. 
  ISR Operations Support   
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ISR1 Rate the systems coverage capabilities for a day's ISR missions compared to current 
capabilities. 
1.  No real advantage, as of now.  
2.  Currently below average; in the hopes that auto detect will work, system must be 
operated in EO-mid. This prevents zooming out and restricts the operator’s ability to 
use it even as an imaging only sensor. 
3.  Operated in EOM; this prevents zooming out and restricts the operator’s ability to 
use it even as an imaging only sensor.  
ISR2 Does the system provide ISR collection/surveillance capabilities that are not available 
from other assets?   If so, list and rate effectiveness. 
  1.  Without auto detect reliably operating, system is no better than the current system 
I employ.  
2.  Auto detection is key, but JMMES inability to demonstrate auto detects makes the 
system no better than the systems currently in use.  
3.  Auto detect is a nice feature. 
ISR4 Rate the overall interoperability of JMMES with other ISR systems.   
List and explain any incompatibilities.   
1.  No interoperability. 
ISR5 Does the capability to collect information for multiple missions provide ISR operations 
benefit?      
1.  I do not consider going from dual (ASW/SUW) SAR mode to  engineering mode 
switching the system to another mission.   
ISR7 Rate how the System capability compares to current capabilities for detection of 
objects of interest.        Rate the following detection factors. 
Most radar systems can detect objects faster and at greater ranges. 
  Tracking capabilities 
1.  Unable to track. 
2.  Cannot compute course/speed. 
  Target Situational Awareness   
SA1 Rate the System's capabilities to provide target Situational Awareness in a flight’s 
assigned search area compared to current capabilities.       
1.  Found the system auto-video-tracker-lock can be obtained but I can do that with 
the current system I operate.  
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SA2 Can you maintain Situational Awareness over the full search area during search?          
Rate the following SA attributes. 
1.  The search area was at an appropriate size to have good SA.  
  ISR Collection Activities   
Coll1 Rate how the System capability compares to current capabilities for   Search 
  1.  Auto detect will be a great function when it is fully developed; as it 
stands now there were numerous false detections.  
Detection 
  Operator ID 
Coll5 List any System characteristic/capability that significantly impacts ISR collection 
effectiveness, and circle whether positively (P) or negatively (N).   
  1.  N Overall system reliability. 
2.  N User difficulty level. 
3.  N No pilot interoperability. 
4.  N Inability to auto detect. 
5.  N System-to-pilot interaction = none; SAR requires pilots to fly specific patterns but 
the pilot's inability to see any part of the system restricts pattern effectiveness.   
  Target Tracking   
TT3 Can the System provide automated object location (tracking) that is Persistent 
  1.  Tracking worked as advertised. Accurate 
  Planning and Operator Workloads   
W1 Rate how the System operator workload compares with current ISR assets.  
1.  Requires 2 operators who are fully consumed with working their system. 
W2 Are there automated System features that reduce operator workload?     
List and rate the features.  
  1.  Auto detection is designed to reduce operator workload but the system's instability 
actually increased workload due to increased trouble shooting. 
W3 List other features of the system that impact operator workload and circle whether 
positively (P) or negatively (N). 
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  1.  N GUI level of difficulty/complexity requires full-time operator attention.  
2.  N Inability of a single operator to work the GUI and hand control unit 
simultaneously. 
3.  N The GUI and HCU must be operated by 2 separate operators.   
4.  N GUI difficulty.  
W4 Estimate the % of operational flight time the operator spent on each of the following 
activities (there are overlaps so will not add to 100%). 
  Sensor configuration/management         7% 
  GUI configuration/management               24% 
  Turret adjustment/management             3% 
  Search                                                                 64% 
  Actively processing targets                       5% 
W5 Workload Comments 
1.  This is not a user-friendly system; in a manned helicopter the most valuable sensor 
during a SAR mission is the eyeball; operators are expected to share their time 
operating their assigned sensor and maintain an external visual scan.  
2.  GUI operator is consumed with management/troubleshooting; HCU needs to be 
controlled separately by another operator.   
  In-Flight System Management   
SM4 Rate system status reports for how 
1.  System status reports appeared as problems occurred but the 
operator had some difficulty interpreting them. 
Clear 
SM5 Rate the search status/coverage presentation for how 
1.  The navigation window needs to show aircraft position, payload 
start point, and terrain data.  
Easily 
Obtained 
    Sufficient 
SM6 Rate System reliability.                                                Estimate % of time down_45%  
  Human-System Interaction   
HS4 Rate the GUI for Usability  
  1.  Too complex, not user friendly.  Clarity 
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HS5 Rate how well operator capabilities can be maintained during a flight.   
List any factors, such as disorientation or fatigue that impacted capabilities.  
1.  One particular instance of operator disorientation.  
2.  Disorientation: often confused the current location and flight profile. 
3.  The hand controller is very fatiguing (i.e., small thumb pad and screen)  
HS6 Rate the ease of maintaining awareness of Field of View 
  1.  On the hand controller screen MWIR is displayed as '24' and VNIR 
says '20 24'; none of which is displayed on the GUI.  
Sensor 
Pointing 
HS8 Are there instances where performing System tasks caused a system malfunction? 
If so list the operation that caused the malfunction.  
  1.  Start up. 
2.  First 6 start attempts failed.  
3.  Crash during survivor search at 500 ft. 
4.  Crash at re-start.  
5.  System crashed when attempting to mark-on-top of survivors; lost "hotlink". 
6.  Switching between manual and collection runs.  
  Automated Features   
AF1 Indicate (Y/N) System automated features that are operational and rate the 
effectiveness of those that are.   
  Auto detection 
1.  Though auto detect did work a few times at the end of the SAR mission, it  was only 
after the survivors were visually identified and walking down a large dirt road. 
2.  Never worked. 
3.   Good feature; too many false contacts.  
  Contact Look-Back 
1.  Works as advertised. 
2.  Seems to work; initiated contact look-back on a manually inserted reference point.  
AF2 Indicate (Y/N) whether automated detection improves probability of detection.   
1.  Auto detection theoretically improves Pd but only when it works.   
2.  Auto detect makes a lot of contacts that the user must look through in order to see 
if it is a false or positive contact...very user intensive.   
AF3 Indicate (Y/N) whether automated detection reduces workload during search.   
Same as AF2. 




A.8 SUW (FAC) 
 
Table A-15.  SUW SME Survey Summary Ratings for Each AoI 
 
SUW  JMMES SME AoI Summary Ratings 
Area of Interest Rating 
Mission Area Support Summary Rating 35% 
ISR Operations Support Summary Rating 36% 
Target Situational Awareness Summary Rating 55% 
ISR Collection Activities Summary Rating 33% 
Planning & Operator Workload 33% 
In-Flight System Management Summary Rating 66% 
Human-System Interaction Summary Rating 61% 
Automated Features Summary Rating 30% 
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Table A16. SUW SME Survey Summary Ratings for Each Question 
SUW Summary Ratings from SME Surveys 
  Ratings are shown for each Area-of-Interest and its components. Y N 
Rating 
(%) 
  Mission Area Support         
MA1 Rate how the System capability compares to current capabilities for this Mission 
Area.     
25 
MA2 Rate the support provided for successful completion of this Mission Area's 
activities and also rate the below individual support factors.       
25 
  Speed of activity/task completion       25 
  Information sufficiency/completeness       25 
  Information quality       75 
MA3 Are there any factors that reduce JMMES suitability to support this mission area? 1     
  Mission Area Support Summary Rating 35% 
  ISR Operations Support         
ISR1 Rate the systems coverage capabilities for a day's ISR missions compared to 
current capabilities.     
25 
ISR2 Does the system provide ISR collection/surveillance capabilities that are not 
available from other assets?        If so, list and rate effectiveness. 1   
  
  Auto, electronic LOG capability. However must be further deigned to read more 
clearly.     
75 
  On board image collection a good tool for post flight analysis.     75 
ISR3 Does the system provide ISR information that is not available from other assets?    
If so, list and rate information utility.   1 
  
ISR7 Rate how the System capability compares to current capabilities for detection of 
objects of interest.         Rate the following detection factors.     
25 
  Detection speed      25 
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  Operator identification/recognition speed      0 
  Ease/Efficiency of operator identification/recognition      25 
  Tracking capabilities         
  ISR Operations Support Summary Rating 36% 
  Target Situational Awareness         
SA1 Rate the System's capabilities to provide target Situational Awareness in a flight’s 
assigned search area compared to current capabilities.           
25 
SA2 Can you maintain Situational Awareness over the full search area during search?          
Rate the following SA attributes. 1   
  
  Situational clarity       50 
  SA sufficiency        75 
  Timeliness of developing SA        50 
  Ease of maintaining SA across the full area during search        75 
  Target Situational Awareness Summary Rating 55% 
  ISR Collection Activities         
Coll1 Rate how the System capability compares to current capabilities 
for   
Search 
    
25 
   Detection     25 
   Operator ID     50 
Coll2 Rate the overall effectiveness of the System for Search     25 
   Detection     25 
    Operator ID     50 
Coll3 Rate the speed of performing each activity with the System Search     25 
   Detection     25 
    Operator ID     50 
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Coll4 Rate the accuracy of performing the activity  Search     25 
   Detection     25 
    Operator ID     50 
  ISR Collection Activities Summary Rating 33% 
  Target Tracking         
TT1 Can object location (tracking) be maintained during search for Stationary 
Objects     
  
    Moving 
Objects 1   
  
TT2 Can the operator provide object location (tracking) that is  Persistent   1   
    Accurate 1     
TT3 Can the System provide automated object location (tracking) that 
is 
Persistent 
  1 
  
    Accurate   1   
  Planning and Operator Workloads         
W1 Rate how the System operator workload compares with current ISR assets.      0 
W2 Are there automated System features that reduce operator workload?     
List and rate the features.  1   
  
  Auto detect, look-back, auto-contact report.       50 
  Auto-track, same as above.       50 
  ISR Collection Activities Summary Rating 33% 
  In-Flight System Management         
SM1 Rate system management efficiency.        25 
SM2 Rate in-flight sensor management efficiency.       25 
SM3 Rate system configuration efficiency (pre-planned or after system failure).     75 
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SM5 Rate the search status/coverage presentation for how Easily 
Obtained     
75 
   Accurate     75 
   Clear     75 
    Sufficient     75 
SM6 Rate System reliability.                                       Estimate % of time down______%      100 
  In-Flight System Management Summary Rating 66% 
  Human-System Interaction         
HS4 Rate the GUI for Usability      25 
   Clarity     25 
   Accuracy       75 
    Relevance     75 
HS5 Rate how well operator capabilities can be maintained during a flight.   
List any factors, such as disorientation or fatigue that impacted capabilities.      
50 
HS6 Rate the ease of maintaining awareness of Field of View     100 
   Sensor 
Pointing     
75 
   Target 
Status     
50 
    Scan Cover     75 
  Human-System Interaction Summary Rating 61% 
  Automated Features         
AF1 Indicate (Y/N) System automated features that are operational and rate the 
effectiveness of those that are.       
  
  Auto detection   1   25 
  Contact Look-Back   1   50 
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AF2 Indicate (Y/N) whether automated detection improves probability of detection.   
If Y, rate the improvement.  1   
25 
AF3 Indicate (Y/N) whether automated detection reduces workload during search.   
If Y, rate the reduction.  1   
25 
AF5 Indicate (Y/N) whether automated detection improves the ability/speed of the 
operator for identifying objects.       If Y, rate the improvement.  1   
25 
  Automated Features Summary Rating 30% 
 
Table A-17.  SUW SME Survey Comments for Each Question. 
SUW SME Survey Comments 
  Mission Area Support   
MA1 Rate how the System capability compares to current capabilities for this Mission Area. 
1.  Current FAC  tactics preach visual detection and action using EO sensors as 
corroborative detection; simply put when a ship is leaving a foreign port in a relatively 
confined area, i can visually provide track data (ID, heading,speed) almost 
instantaneously with relatively good accuracy; if I were to use means other than  my 
eyeballs, I would initially obtain radar tracks and slew the MTS FLIR to individual 
tracks; current SH-6OB and MH-6OR software correlates radar data directly to the EO 
system via a 1553 bus. 
2.  When the system was operating properly. The auto detect feature was helpful, on 
both JMMES and MVIVID. However, manually inputting search points for MVIVID is a 
big detractor.  Limited instantaneous area coverage is a detractor for both MVIVID and 
JMMES. 
MA2 Rate the support provided for successful completion of this Mission Area's activities 
and also rate the below individual support factors.  
1.  Overall, I was using visual information to help MVIVID find targets. Should be the 
other way around. 
  Speed of activity/task completion 
1.  Too slow. By the operator inputting manual points, it took too long to start MVIVID 
searches and information was already time-late. 
  Information sufficiency/completeness  
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1.  Only obtained one detect/track on a total of 2 runs, unsat. 
2. Theoretically all EO systems can provide a benefit/assistance to multiple missions 
but if MVIVID and JMMES could auto detect and auto track there would be a 
significant benefit. 
3.  Main detractor is the tracking capability. Tracking means developing a course and 
speed. JMMES has no tracking capability and MVIVID, while it does, cannot track 
accurately. 
  Information quality 
1.  Information quality seemed ok when there was active information to be conveyed. 
MA3 Are there any factors that reduce JMMES suitability to support this mission area? 
If so, list and rate the magnitude of the difficulty. 
  1.  Speed of search, detection and tracking. 
2.  Actual capability of detecting of small craft with relatively low signatures. 
3.  Operator workload; FAC missions require both an inside and outside scan. 
  ISR Operations Support   
ISR1 Rate the systems coverage capabilities for a day's ISR missions compared to current 
capabilities. 
1.  With advanced radar systems (i.e. ISAR RADAR) on board airframes like the MH-
6OR radar to visual/EO correlation will always be a preferred method. 
ISR2 Does the system provide ISR collection/surveillance capabilities that are not available 
from other assets?    
  1. Auto, electronic log capability. However must be further designed to read more 
clearly. 
2.  On-board image collection a good tool for post flight analysis. 
3.  MVIVID and JMMES: auto detect 
ISR4 Rate the overall interoperability of JMMES with other ISR systems.   
List and explain any incompatibilities.   
  1.  Radar correlation: currently, the USN helos equipped with radar and an EO system 
have correlation software where one system can track to the other. 
2.  ES [electronic system] correlation: the same concept as radar correlation but based 
on threat emitter intercepts. 
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ISR5 Does the capability to collect information for multiple missions provide ISR operations 
benefit?      
1.  Theoretically all EO systems can provide a benefit/assistance to multiple missions 
but if MIVIVD and JMMES could auto detect and auto track there would be a 
significant benefit. 
ISR6 Rate the following factors for prosecuting multiple mission areas during a single flight.   
Speed of changing missions    
 
1.  Slow. Because MVIVID is reliant on JMMES information, MVIVID is only as fast as 
JMMES; there is also time that’s must be devoted to reinserting parameters for 
different altitudes within the same mission area. 
  
ISR7 Rate how the System capability compares to current capabilities for detection of 
objects of interest.        Rate the following detection factors. 
1.  Most radar systems can detect objects faster and at greater ranges. 
  Detection speed 
1.  MTS [Multi-Spectral Targeting System] FLIR [Forward Looking Infrared] seems just 
as good at ID/recognition. ISAR radar can also be used for ID/recognition at long 
ranges. 
  Operator identification/recognition speed 
1.  Not currently user friendly. 
  Ease/Efficiency of operator identification/recognition 
1.  Not good as radar. 
  Target Situational Awareness   
SA1 Rate the System's capabilities to provide target Situational Awareness in a flight’s 
assigned search area compared to current capabilities.       
1.  Operator actually lost SA when using the system; current NAV layout needs work. 
SA2 Can you maintain Situational Awareness over the full search area during search?          
Rate the following SA attributes. 
  Situation clarity 
1.  The NAV overlay can be useful but it is difficult to relate position based on aircraft 
heading (i.e. Target 3 o'clock- um…where? 
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  SA sufficiency 
1.  When a valid target is tracked, information assisting SA is good, however in the 
case of FAC constant relative bearings from threat to High value asset must be known. 
  Timeliness of developing SA 
1.  Based on detection speed; overall search area SA is almost instantaneous and good 
but without valid tracks.  Who cares? 
  Ease of maintaining SA across the full area during search 
1.  With the overall NAV overlay, when tracks are developed SA would be good.  
2.  So far, MVIVID and JMMES can only accurately search a relatively small area at a 
given time (approx. 1000m) accurately. To cover an entire search area is a full order. 
  ISR Collection Activities   
Coll1 Rate how the System capability compares to current capabilities for   Search 
  This EO technology would not be the preferred means of search or 
detection.  
2.  Operator ID capabilities are pretty comparable to current systems. 
Detection 
  Operator ID 
Coll2 Rate the overall effectiveness of the System for Search 
  Had problem both searching and detecting. Detection 
Coll3 Rate the speed of performing each activity with the System Search 
  Search/detection phase TAKES way too long; why would I use this to 
search if I can do the same thing with a single radar sweep taking less 
than 1 second. 
Detection 
  Operator ID 
Coll4 Rate the accuracy of performing the activity  Search 
  Again only made one detection out of a potential 11; on a brighter 
note, the single detection looked ok. 
Detection 
  Operator ID 
Coll5 List any System characteristic/capability that significantly impacts ISR collection 
effectiveness, and circle whether positively (P) or negatively (N).   
  1.  P   Data collection capabilities (logs, image collection). 
2.  N   Speed. 
3.  N    Capability to actually detect and track. 
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  Target Tracking   
TT1 Can object location (tracking) be maintained during search for 
1.  Did not track any stationary objects today. 
Stationary 
Objects 




TT2 Can the operator provide object location (tracking) that is  Persistent 
  1.  Ability to track was not good.  
2.  Once track was established accuracy was fine. 
Accurate 
TT3 Can the System provide automated object location (tracking) that is Persistent 
  1.  Based on altitude and search mode, track accuracy was affected. Accurate 
  Planning and Operator Workloads   
W1 Rate how the System operator workload compares with current ISR assets.  
1.  100% time and attention must be devoted to working the system with current 
systems; I can aviate while running multiple systems. 
W2 Are there automated System features that reduce operator workload?     
List and rate the features.  
  1.  Auto detect this is providing that the operator as does not have to work so hard to 
input search patterns like it did today. 
2.  Auto track same. 
W3 List other features of the system that impact operator workload and circle whether 
positively (P) or negatively (N). 
  1.  N   Search inputs.   
W4 Estimate the % of operational flight time the operator spent on each of the following 
activities (there are overlaps so will not add to 100%). 
  Sensor configuration/management         4% 
  GUI configuration/management               5% 
  Turret adjustment/management             10% 
  Search                                                                 75% 
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  Actively processing targets                       5% 
W5 Workload Comments 
1.  As mentioned previously, operator workload is far too great; perhaps acceptable 
when operating from a UAV with a ground operator whose sole purpose is 
MVIVID/JMMES operation; not possible in a manned aircraft. 
  In-Flight System Management   
SM1 Rate system management efficiency.     
1.  MVIVID manually having to input search points is the main 
detractor in efficiency.  
2.  JMMES: GUI operation and parameters management takes away 
from efficiency. 
 
SM5 Rate the search status/coverage presentation for how Easily 
Obtained 
  Overall layout of search status is good. However, the blue FOV box 
should have a feature that disappears over time to indicate how time-
late a particular search In a given area is. 
Accurate 
  Clear 
  Sufficient 
SM6 Rate System reliability.                                                Estimate % of time down_0__%  
  Human-System Interaction   
HS4 Rate the GUI for usability  
  I don't care if I'm flying a UAV or a manned helo; I refuse to type linux codes to run the 
GUI. 
HS5 Rate how well operator capabilities can be maintained during a flight.   
List any factors, such as disorientation or fatigue that impacted capabilities.  
  1.  Overall SA operator was unaware of aircraft status and flight regimes. 
2.  Fatigue: intense workload. 
3.  Disorientation. 
4.  MVIVID: manually inputting search points creates a huge workload on the 
generator. 
  Automated Features   
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AF1 Indicate (Y/N) System automated features that are operational and rate the 
effectiveness of those that are.     
  Auto detection 
1.  MVIVID: inability to compensate for glint and high number of false alarms   JMMES: 
Auto detects works well but the process of confirming the contact is not so 
automated. 
AF3 Indicate (Y/N) whether automated detection reduces workload during search.   
1.  Same as AF2. 
AF4 Does automated detection produce an excessive number of false alarms? 






Table A-17.  MCM SME Survey Summary Ratings for Each AoI 
JMMES SME AoI Summary Ratings for MCM 
Area of Interest Rating 
Mission Area Support Summary Rating 25% 
ISR Operations Support Summary Rating 48% 
Target Situational Awareness Summary Rating 38% 
ISR Collection Activities Summary Rating 50% 
Planning & Operator Workload 50% 
In-Flight System Management Summary Rating 56% 
Human-System Interaction Summary Rating 48% 
Automated Features Summary Rating   
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Figure A-7  MCM Percentages of Instances the SMEs Assigned a Rating Level, by AoI 
 
Table A-18.  MCM SME Survey Summary Ratings for Each Question 
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MCM Summary Ratings from SME Surveys 
  Ratings are shown for each Area-of-Interest and its components. Y N 
Rating 
(%) 
  Mission Area Support         
MA1 Rate how the System capability compares to current capabilities for this Mission 
Area.     
  
MA2 Rate the support provided for successful completion of this Mission Area's 
activities and also rate the below individual support factors.       
  
  Speed of activity/task completion       25 
  Information sufficiency/completeness         
  Information quality         
MA3 Are there any factors that reduce JMMES suitability to support this mission area? 4     
  Mission Area Support Summary Rating 25% 
  ISR Operations Support         
ISR1 Rate the systems coverage capabilities for a day's ISR missions compared to 
current capabilities.     
50 
ISR2 Does the system provide ISR collection/surveillance capabilities that are not 
available from other assets?        If so, list and rate effectiveness.   2 
  
  EO/IR camera system     50 
ISR3 Does the system provide ISR information that is not available from other assets?    
If so, list and rate information utility.   1 
  
ISR4 Rate the overall interoperability of JMMES with other ISR systems.       13 
ISR6 Rate the following factors for prosecuting multiple mission areas during a single 
flight.   
      
  Efficiency for changing mission software 
Operator had to switch parameter in the computer when switching from EOM to 
    50 
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EON and the computer crashed. 
  Efficiency for changing mission hardware settings 
Operator made all setting changes and did so efficiently.  
      75 
ISR7 Rate how the System capability compares to current capabilities for detection of 
objects of interest.         Rate the following detection factors.     
  
  Detection speed      50 
  Operator identification/recognition speed      50 
  Ease/Efficiency of operator identification/recognition      50 
  Tracking capabilities       50 
  ISR Operations Support Summary Rating 38% 
  Target Situational Awareness         
SA1 Rate the System's capabilities to provide target Situational Awareness in a flight’s 
assigned search area compared to current capabilities.           
75 
SA2 Can you maintain Situational Awareness over the full search area during search?          
Rate the following SA attributes. 1 2 
  
  Situational clarity       38 
  SA sufficiency        25 
  Timeliness of developing SA        25 
  Ease of maintaining SA across the full area during search        25 
  Target Situational Awareness Summary Rating 38% 
  ISR Collection Activities         
Coll1 Rate how the System capability compares to current capabilities 
for   
Search 
    
50 
   Detection     50 
   Operator ID     50 
Coll2 Rate the overall effectiveness of the System for Search     25 
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   Detection     50 
    Operator ID     50 
Coll3 Rate the speed of performing each activity with the System Search     50 
   Detection     50 
    Operator ID     50 
Coll4 Rate the accuracy of performing the activity  Search     50 
   Detection     50 
    Operator ID     50 
  ISR Collection Activities Summary Rating 50% 
  Target Tracking         
TT1 Can object location (tracking) be maintained during search for Stationary 
Objects 2   
  
    Moving 
Objects 2   
  
TT2 Can the operator provide object location (tracking) that is  Persistent 2     
    Accurate 2     
TT3 Can the System provide automated object location (tracking) that 
is 
Persistent 
2   
  
    Accurate 2     
  Planning and Operator Workloads         
W1 Rate how the System operator workload compares with current ISR assets.      50 
W2 Are there automated System features that reduce operator workload?     
List and rate the features.    3 
  
  ISR Collection Activities Summary Rating 33% 
  In-Flight System Management         
SM1 Rate system management efficiency.        50 
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SM2 Rate in-flight sensor management efficiency.       56 
SM3 Rate system configuration efficiency (pre-planned or after system failure).     44 
SM4 Rate system status reports for how Easily 
Obtained 
    56 
   Accurate     63 
   Clear     63 
    Sufficient     56 
SM5 Rate the search status/coverage presentation for how Easily 
Obtained     
56 
   Accurate     63 
   Clear     63 
    Sufficient     63 
SM6 Rate System reliability.                                                Estimate % of time down 6%      42 
  In-Flight System Management Summary Rating 56% 
  Human-System Interaction         
HS1 List the training you had on the System prior to this exercise.         
HS4 Rate the GUI for Usability      38 
   Clarity     50 
   Accuracy       50 
    Relevance     50 
HS5 Rate how well operator capabilities can be maintained during a flight.   
List any factors, such as disorientation or fatigue that impacted capabilities.      
44 
HS6 Rate the ease of maintaining awareness of Field of View     44 
   Sensor 
Pointing     
50 
   Target     50 
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Status 
    Scan Cover     63 
  Human-System Interaction Summary Rating 48% 
  Automated Features (no rating)         
 
 
Table A-19.  MCM SME Survey Comments for Each Question 
 
  MCM SME Survey Comments   
  Mission Area Support   
MA1 Rate how the System capability compares to current capabilities for this Mission Area. 
1.  I have not seen a finished product from our missions.  
MA2 Rate the support provided for successful completion of this Mission Area's activities.   
  Speed of activity/task completion 
1.  To strip map overland it's very user intensive and a slow process. 
MA3 Are there any factors that reduce JMMES suitability to support this mission area? 
  1.  Takes too long to search a given area. 
2.  JMMES to pilot interoperability. 
3.  Needs a dedicated integrated system to work from, more of a future requirement. 
4.  No comprehensive capability to automatically map an area. 
  ISR Operations Support   
ISR1 Rate the systems coverage capabilities for a day's ISR missions compared to current 
capabilities.  
1.  In terms of depicted sensor coverage displayed on the screen, it takes too many 
runs/time to cover a relatively small area. 
2.  Average.  
ISR2 Does the system provide ISR collection/surveillance capabilities that are not available 
from other assets?    
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  1.  Average EO/IR camera system. 
ISR4 Rate the overall interoperability of JMMES with other ISR systems.   
List and explain any incompatibilities.   
  1.   There is no interoperability. 
2.   Currently there is no interoperability with any other system. 
  
ISR6 Rate the following factors for prosecuting multiple mission areas during a single flight.   
  Efficiency for changing mission software 
1.  Operator had to switch parameter in the computer when switching from EOM to 
EON and the computer crashed. 
  Efficiency for changing missions hardware settings 
1.  Operator made all setting changes and did so efficiently.  
  
ISR7 Rate how the System capability compares to current capabilities for detection of 
objects of interest.        Rate the following detection factors. 
  Detection speed 
1.  Manual mode average. 
  
  Operator identification/recognition speed 
1.  Average. 
  
  Ease/Efficiency of operator identification/recognition 
1.  Average. 
  
  Tracking capabilities 
1.  Average. 
  
  Target Situational Awareness   
SA1 Rate the System's capabilities to provide target Situational Awareness in a flight’s 
assigned search area compared to current capabilities.       
1.  Good sensor coverage, SA.  
2.  Manual / strip map. 
SA2 Can you maintain Situational Awareness over the full search area during search?          
1.  Pretty good for geo-location & sensor field of view/coverage/history. 
2.  Manual / strip map. 
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  Ease of maintaining SA across the full area during search  
1.  Aside from instantaneous coverage area, no data was available in 
engineering mode for SA development.  
  
  ISR Collection Activities   
Coll1 Rate how the System capability compares to current capabilities for   Search 
   Detection 
   Operator ID 
Coll2 Rate the overall effectiveness of the System for search 
1.  The pilot MUST know where to fly and what the camera is looking 
at all times.  
Search 
Coll5 List any System characteristic/capability that significantly impacts ISR collection 
effectiveness, and circle whether positively (P) or negatively (N).   
  1.   N   Time 
2.   N   Camera cannot slew to a point on the navigation panel.  
  
  Target Tracking   
TT1 Can object location (tracking) be maintained during search for Stationary 
Objects 
  1.  I assume it can track a moving object; stationary truck did not lock 
very well.  
Moving 
Objects 
  Planning and Operator Workloads   
W1 Rate how the System operator workload compares with current ISR assets.  
1.  The operator is consumed by the system, but other ISR systems require just as 
much attention.  
2.  Operator is consumed by running the system.  
W2 Are there automated System features that reduce operator workload?     
List and rate the features.  
W3 List other features of the system that impact operator workload and circle whether 
positively (P) or negatively (N). 
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  1.  N   GUI 
2.  N   Inability for flying pilot to see JMMES display, pilot had to be verbally directed 
by the SME for the majority of the flight.  
W4 Estimate the % of operational flight time the operator spent on each of the following 
activities (there are overlaps so will not add to 100%). 
  Sensor configuration/management         7% 
  GUI configuration/management               10% 
  Turret adjustment/management             0 
  Search                                                                 85% 
  Actively processing targets                       0 
W5 Workload Comments 
1.  Currently, a single operator cannot run the system, another person must be for 
crew coordination and hand controller management.  
2.  GUI management is always a high workload area. 
3.  I spent the entire time trying to tell the pilot where to fly, not focusing on 
collection/exploitation. 
4.  No turret adjustment/manipulation, it was locked. 
5.  All processing was done in post-mission analysis. 
  In-Flight System Management   
SM3 Rate system configuration efficiency (pre-planned or after system failure). 
1.  System too complicated (GUI). 
SM5 Rate the search status/coverage presentation  
1.  Coverage may need to be deduced at times, need more coverage information 
telling me what I am looking at now.   
SM6 Rate System reliability.                                                Estimate % of time down__6 %  
  Human-System Interaction   
HS4 Rate the GUI    
  1.  Too complex; turret intuitive.  
2.  Too complex; requires more automation and soldier proofing.  
3.  Information is good for an experienced operator. 
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HS5 Rate how well operator capabilities can be maintained during a flight.   
List any factors, such as disorientation or fatigue that impacted capabilities.  
  1.  The hand controller is very fatiguing (thumb pad with very small IR only screen) 
HS6 Rate the ease of maintaining awareness of: Field of View, Sensor Pointing, Target 
Status, Scan Coverage 
  1.  The pilot won't be able to see where/what the JMMES is pointing and where to fly 
to complete mission requirements.   
2.  The hand-held doesn't give clear FOV.  
HS8 Are there instances where performing System tasks caused a system malfunction? 
If so list the operation that caused the malfunction.  
  1.   Crash due to excessive frame rate-3 times, 1 unknown crash. 
2.   Crash most likely due to excessive saturation, bit-rate failure. 
3.   Crashed on 3 subsequent startup, required a full system reboot to get system back 









The ASW Quantitative Data Analysis appears in the classified Appendix I. 
 
B.2 MCM 
B.2.1.  MCM Sorties 
 
Four MCM sorties were flown over the A15 range at Eglin Air Force Base. The range contained arrays of 
both sea and land mines and obstacles. The dimensions of the sea mine area were 432 x 489 meters and 
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the land mine area 1991 x 893 meters. The corner coordinates of the search boxes are listed in Tab 4 to 
this appendix.  Table B-1 lists the MCM sorties flown. The locations of the aircraft seat positions noted in 
Table B.1 are shown in Figure B-1. 
 
Table B-1.  MCM Sorties 
 





2 8/22 1259 1441 Yu (4) Heller (3) Cottis (5)  
4 8/23 0852 1033 Yu (3) Heller (2) Manzano (4) OTA in copilot 
seat 
5 8/23 1255 1447 Kansey (3) Heller (4) Cottis (5) Yu copilot 
6 8/23 1643 1837 Kansey (3) Wood (2) Cottis (4)  
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Figure B-1. Seat Configuration in the Bell 407 Helicopter 
The nominal positions of each of the crew are shown in the diagram.  Positions occupied were altered for 
some of the sorties. The arrows at the seat positions indicate which direction the occupant was facing. 
 
 
Table B-2 provides a synopsis of what was accomplished during each of the MCM sorties.  The sorties 
were generally divided into a part A and a part B one of which was a survey of the land box the other the 
sea box.  For MCM sorties the JMMES sensor was fixed forward at an elevation angle of 15 degrees up 
from nadir; 75 degrees down from the horizon.  The sea box was normally covered with a racetrack 
(R)flight plan, the land box with a ladder (L) search pattern. These search methods are illustrated in 
Figure B-2. 
Table B-2. MCM Sortie Accomplishments 
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2A EOW 500 Sea R Survey complete in 21 minutes with 7 tracks. Box 
coverage estimated at 95%. 
Glint was a problem. The crew could not see below 
water surface. 
2B EOM 3000 Land  L Survey southern part of island. Only about 50% of 
the northern part of the island was surveyed. 
Several JMMES crashes beloved to be due to 
setting frame rate above 2.2 fps. 
4A EOW 500 Sea R Box covered with 8 tracks. A few more over flights 
to pick up holidays. Crew estimates 100% coverage. 
4B EOM 3000 Sea R Resurveyed the sea box with land sensor settings 
and altitude. Estimate 95% coverage 
4C EOM 3000 Land  L Surveyed northern part of land box for about 20 
minutes before the aircraft had to RTB. 
5A EOM 3000 Land  L The box was surveyed for about 70 minutes with 
24 tracks. Another pass was used to pick up 
holidays. 
5B EOM 500 Sea  Manually scanned the whole box from the 
helicopter hovering outside of the box. 
6A EOW 500 Sea R Box was surveyed in 20 minutes with 14 passes. 
Coverage estimated at 100%. 
6B EOM 3000 Land  L Box was covered in 70 minutes with 22 tracks. 
Coverage estimated to be 95% complete. 
R = racetrack, L = ladder 
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Figure B-2. MCM Search Methodologies 
 
For the sea mine search box the small size of the box made a race track search plan feasible. For the 
larger land mine search box a ladder search plan was employed. 
 
 
B.1.1 MCM Objective Analysis 
 
The objective analysis of JMMES MCM sorties includes a comparison of the developer post flight 
analyses mine detection lists to the ground truth information provided by   the Naval Surface Warfare 
Center Panama City (NSWCPC).  The analyses reported here are limited to those sorties where essentially 
full coverage was reported for the relevant search box. Table B-3 lists which sorties were analyzed as a 
function of mine mission area. Sorties 5 and 6 both provided essentially complete coverage of the land 
mine area. The developer performed no post trial analysis on sortie 6 and provided a very limited 
detection list for sortie 5.  Therefore the sortie with the most complete mine coverage with an associated 
comprehensive JMMES detection list, sortie 2, was analyzed. 
Tab 1 describes the developer’s MCM data analysis process. 
Land mine search box 
Sea mine 
search box 
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Table B-3. Objective Analyses of Sorties 
 





B.1.2.1  In-Water Mines 
B.1.2.1.1  In-Water Objects: Ground Truth 
 
Tab 2 to this appendix lists the locations and types for 94 in-water objects provided by NSWCPC. The list 
includes the objects of types and numbers listed in Table B-4.  Figure B-3 plots these objects.  Table B-5 
provides the NSWCPC descriptions of the mine and barrier objects.  Figures B-4 and B-5 are photographs 
of the in-water mines.  
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Table B-4. In-Water Objects on the A15 Range 
 
Target type Number Comments 
AL-type 1 30 Anti Landing mine type 1. Three lines of mines 
Sea Urchin 21 Eight groups. GPS locations refer to the end points and in some 
cases the mid points of these 8 arrays. 
AL-type 2 6 Anti Landing mine type 2 
Hedgehog 11  
Miscellaneous 26 Includes: row markers, buoys, sensors, resolution panels (4x4 
feet) 
 
Table B-5. NSWCPC Mine and Barrier Descriptions 
 
Target Type Target Description 
AL-type 1 13 inch hemisphere on top of a 14 inch square bolted onto a 30 inch round 
steel plate and have a tilt rod 
Sea Urchin Three pieces of 5/8 inch rebar welded into a teepee shape and stand about 
six feet tall 
AL-type 2  Eight inch sphere on the top of a six foot supporting rod. There is a two foot 
tilt rod on top of the sphere 
Hedgehog Made of four inch wide angle iron and are about waist high 
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Figure B-3.  The Array of In-Water Objects on the A-15 Range 
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Figure B-4.  In-Water Mines (Note: Mines are easily visible with the naked eye.) 
 
Figure B-5. Additional In-Water Mines (Note: Mines are easily visible with the naked eye.) 
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1.2.1.2  Sortie 4 
 
Tab 3 to this appendix is a list of 222 sea objects detected in the JMMES post trial MCM analysis of the 
data from sortie 4.  These objects were provided as four separate files labeled water mines. Inspection of 
the data in Tab 3 shows that there are many entries with identical coordinates.  In several cases there are 
four or five table entries with the same coordinates. These mine detections are plotted in Figure B-6.  A 
count of objects in this figure shows about 94 unique objects. In a few cases the objects are very close 
together and likely represent the same object. 
 
As noted in Table B-2, for sortie 4 the sea box was completely surveyed twice with different sensors.  
Information was not provided as to which objects were detected with which sensors. 
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Figure B-7 is a plot of the JMMES MCM detections plotted on the NSWCPC ground truth data.  This 
figure shows there were no JMMES detections of the AL Type 2 mines and that there a scattering of 
outlying detections that do not correspond to the positions of emplaced objects on the A15 range. These 
outlying objects and the AL Type 2 mines have been deleted from Figure B-8 which provides a higher 
resolution image of the main mine arrays.  The conspicuous characteristics of the JMMES detections and 
ground truth comparison are as follows: 
 
• The detection rate for mine- like objects and the hedgehogs are listed  in the table below 
 
Table B-6.  Number of JMMES Detects by Object Type 
Target type Number of objects Number detected by JMMES 
AL-type 1 30 27 
AL-type 2 6 0 
Hedgehog 11 11 
 
• Many of the sea urchins were not detected. NSWC provided 21 locations that correspond to the 
endpoints, and sometimes the mid points, of eight sea urchin arrays.  JMMES reported three or 
possible four detections that correspond to the sea urchin locations. 
 
• For the upper two rows of AL Type 1 mines and the Sea Urchin array the JMMES reported 
positions are systematically offset from the ground truth positions by about four meters to the 
south. This positional offset is not seen for the hedgehogs or the most southerly row of AL Type 
1 detections. 
 
• Although many of the miscellaneous objects were detected many of these objects were not barrier 
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Figure B-7.  JMMES MCM Detections from Sortie 4 Plotted with the NSWCPC Ground Truth Data 
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Figure B-8.  JMMES MCM Detections from Sortie 4 Plotted with the NSWCPC Ground Truth Data with 
outlying contacts deleted. 
 
 
Table B-7 gives the difference between the JMMES detected mine locations and ground truth for the six 
of eight AL type 1 mines detected in the most southerly line.  In most cases, the developer noted multiple 
mine detection entries for a given mine.  In three cases these multiple detections have identical 
coordinates.  In several other cases both coordinates (long. and lat.) are not identical but the longitudes are 
identical indicating they are not independent observations. The mean positional difference between the 
JMMES MCM detections and the NSWCPC mine locations have been computed for the six mines.  
Where the JMMES detections have any duplicate coordinates they have not been included in the 
computation.  The mean positional difference is 5.7 meters. The accuracy of the NSWCPC ground truth 
positions is better than one meter for all targets and in most cases better than 0.5 meters.  Therefore most 
of the observed difference will be due to inaccuracies in the JMMES positions. 
 
Table B-7. Comparison of JMMES Determined Mine Locations with Ground Truth 
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Mine ID JMMES Coordinate Ground Truth Positional 
difference 
(meters) 
(see Tab 5) 
Comments 
 Lat. Long Lat Long   
AL-type1-#1 30.3849224 -86.81085957 30.38496 -86.8108 7.08  
AL-type1-#1 30.3849224 -86.81085957 30.38496 -86.8108 7.08 Duplicate 
AL-type1-#1 30.3849144 -86.81085205 30.38496 -86.8108 7.11  
AL-type1-#2 30.38491477 -86.81096638 30.38492 -86.811 3.28  
AL-type1-#3 30.38489379 -86.81106556 30.38489 -86.811 6.32  
AL-type1-#4 30.38488616 -86.81116474 30.38489 -86.8111 6.24  
AL-type1-#4 30.38488425 -86.81116474 30.38489 -86.8111 6.26 Duplicate 
longitude 
AL-type1-#5 30.38487853 -86.81127156 30.38486 -86.8112 7.18  
AL-type1-#5 30.38487662 -86.81127156 30.38486 -86.8112 7.12 Duplicate 
longitude 
AL-type1-#6 30.38485373 -86.81137074 30.38485 -86.8114 2.84   
AL-type1-#6 30.38485373 -86.81137074 30.38485 -86.8114 2.84  Duplicate 
AL-type1-#6 30.38485183 -86.81137074 30.38485 -86.8114 2.82  





B.1.1.2  Sortie 2 
 
MCM detections from sortie 2 were provided in 13 separate files listing a total of 1191 contacts..  Few if 
any of these objects appear to be in-water objects.  The aircrew reported that glint off the surface of the 
water prevented them from seeing below the surface of the water.  This glint effect is presumably the 
reason JMMES detected no in-water objects during this sortie.  The land mine detections for these sorties 
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B.1.1.3  Sea MCM Findings 
• Glint prevented sea mine detection in sortie 2. 
• The sortie detection lists had many duplicate detects. Some contacts had both coordinates 
identical; some shared only one identical coordinate.  The sortie detection lists also contained 
many redundant contacts. 
• Detected target locations in some cases showed systematic offsets from NSWCPC provided target 
locations. For a mine array with no systematic offset the JMMES contact locations and NSWPC 
locations differed by  5.7 meters on average 
• There was a high probability of detection for mine type AL1 (90 percent) and hedgehogs (100 
percent). 
• There was a low probability of detection for Sea urchins and zero probability of detection for AL 
type 2 mines. This is presumed due to the fact that these were the deepest mines. The bottom was 
at 15-16 feet and the mines were six feet above the bottom.  Search efficiency would improve 
significantly if the pilot had a JMMES coverage display. 
• The SME and/or the OTA observer were needed to assist operationally with the flight.  This was 
particularly true with regard to assisting the pilot in effectively flying the search patterns. 
• The search leg that the aircraft is currently flying should be a different color in the JMMES 
coverage display so that the crew can better see what they are covering. This is especially 
important for filling in holidays in the coverage. 
 
B.1.2.2  Land Mines and Obstacles 
 
B.1.2.2.1  Land Mines and Obstacles: Ground Truth 
 
NSWCPC provided the coordinates of 810 mine-like objects, barrier objects, and panels in the test area on 
Santa Rosa Island. These objects are plotted in Figure B-9. The majority of these objects (71%) consist of 
simulated large and small AT mines. The boundaries of the land mine search area are also shown in this 
figure.   The number and types of objects are listed in Table B-8.  Note that land mines are easily visible 
from the air with the naked eye, Figures B-10 and B-11. 
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Figure B-9.  NSWCPC Ground Truth Data for the Land MCM Range 
 
Figure B-10.  Land Mines and Obstacles as Seen from the Air 
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Figure B-11. Additional Land Mines and Obstacles as Seen from the Air 
 
Table B-8. Land Mines and Obstacles on the A15 Range 
Object Number Description 
Large AT mine 459 Metal, 13 inches in diameter 
Large AT mine 
(buried) 
20 Metal, 13 inches in diameter. Mine depth is barely 
covered to three inches below the surface 
Small AT mine 93 Plastic, nine inches in diameter 
Concertina wire, 
wire 
52 The provided coordinates do not relate to physical 
features of the wire. The coordinates were taken at 
intervals along the length of the barrier 
Small PVC cap 50 Four inches in diameter 
4’x 8’ and 4’x 4’ 
panels 
49  
Hedgehog 26 Made of four inch wide angle iron and about waist high 
Tangle foot 20 Rectangle of barbed wire with wire criss-crossing 
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through the middle 
AL type 1 17 13 inch hemisphere on top of a 14 inch square bolted 
onto a 30 inch round steel plate and have a tilt rod 
Sea Urchins 12 Made of three pieces of 5/8 inch rebar welded into a 
teepee shape and stand about six feet tall 
Tetrahedron 7 Three sided pyramid 
Concrete block 5  
 
 
B.1.2.2.2  JMMES Land MCM Detections 
 
Two sorties (five and six) provided essentially complete coverage of the land mine area but the developer 
provided no mine detections for sortie 6 and only a small number for sortie 5. Sortie 2 showed the largest 
number of mine detections for any of the sorties for which land mine detections were provided by the 
developer. The plot of those MCM detections is shown in Figure B-12.  The observer logs for that sortie 
indicate that the MCM survey was complete for the southern half of the island but not complete for the 
northern half.  A comparison of Figures B-9 and B-12 shows that coverage appears complete to about 
latitude 30.388. The developer’s MCM detection lists for sortie 2 reported 1191 objects for effectively 
only half the mine area. These lists include many detections with only slight differences in coordinates 
that represent redundant detections.  In the analyses of these data only arrays south of latitude 30.388 
were considered. 
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Figure B-12.  Developer Post Sortie Reported MCM Detections for Sortie 2 
  
 
Cursory comparative inspection of the two figures reveals several points of interest. 
• In general, there is a good correspondence between ground truth and detections south of 30.388 
• Most arrays are linear, or have linear segments, which would enhance their probability of 
detection with the JMMES line detection algorithm  
• The buried array of large AT mines in the vicinity of 30.3865, -86.813 was not detected. 
• The array of small AT mines near 30.3864, -86.81 was not detected. The southern part of the 
Single Row Mixed array of large AT and small AT mines (longitude -86.8105) was not detected. 
This may be a result of a holiday in the coverage 
• Two arrays in the vicinity of 30.387, -86.808 were reported in the developer results but do not 
appear in the NSWCPC ground truth data 
• There are no detections corresponding to the panel objects. It is assumed these were rejected as 
unlike mine or barrier objects. 
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B.1.2.2.3  Detailed Comparison of JMMES MCM Detections with Ground Truth for Selected Arrays 
 
In the following figures the mine and obstacle array ground truth data for several arrays are compared in 
detail to the JMMES detections. 
 
B.1.2.2.3.1  Mixed Doublet Array 
 
Figure B-13 is a plot of the NSWPCP Mixed Doublet Array and corresponding JMMES detections.   The 
probabilities of detections are listed in the Table B-9.  There are a total of 70 objects reported in the 
JMMES detection lists that correspond to the position of the Mixed Doublet Array.  A total of 52 detected 
objects are seen in Figure B-13. The difference is due to the fact that there are detections with coordinates 
very near those of other detections that do not appear as discrete objects. A number of the discrete 
detections are also redundant detections. The detections percentages are 73 and 77 for the large and small 
AT mines respectively. The positions of the detected objects are systematically offset from the ground 
truth positions by about 3.9 meters. 
 
Table B-9.  JMMES Detections Rates for the Mixed Doublet Array 
 
Mine Type Number 
of Mines 
Number detected by 
JMMES 
Percent detected Number of JMMES 
discrete detections 
Large AT 26 19 73 27 
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Figure B-13. JMMES MCM Detections for the Mixed Doublet Array 
 
 
B.1.2.2.3.2  Central Array Complex 
 
Figure B-14 presents a plot of JMMES detections and NSWCPC ground truth for the cluster of arrays in 
the south central part of the land mine area. The NSWCPC ground truth data provides the positions of 177 
objects of seven types of mine-like and obstructive objects. The NSWCPC types and the numbers of 
objects are listed in Table B-10. There are a total of 687 JMMES detections represented in Figure B-14. 
The following observations are made regarding the figure. 
 
• For the smaller objects (PVC caps, concertina wire, and tangle foot) it is impossible to provide 
the number of detects or the percent of objects detected given the density of the objects on the 
ground and the large number of detection events.  There are clearly multiple detections for many 
of these objects. 
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• For the large AT, AL type 1 and Hedgehog objects the probability of detection is very high.  
There are multiple detections for many of these objects.  The reported JMMES positions are 
offset from the ground truth positions by 3.3 meters for the AL type 1 and hedgehog arrays.  The 
two offsets for the large AT arrays are 2.3 and 4.8 meters. 
 
• There are no detections for the small AT mine array.  There is a high detection rate for this type 
of mine in other cases (see Section 1.2.2.3.1).  This may represent a coverage holiday. 
 
• The lines of detections at longitudes -86.8119 and -86.8109 represent fences that bound the arrays 
 
 














Large AT 32 31  97 47 
Small AT 11 0 0 0 
AL type 1 7 7 100 7 
Hedgehog 11 11 100 11 
PVC caps 50 ?   
Concertina Wire 46 ?   
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Figure B-14.  JMMES MCM Detections for the NSWCPC Central Array Complex 
 
 
B.1.2.2.3.3  Full Scattered Array 
 
Figure B-15 is a plot of the JMMES detects and the NSWCPC ground truth data for the Full Scattered 
array of large AT mines.  There are 101 JMMES detects and 80 large AT mines plotted in the figure. The 
detection statistics are presented in Table B-11. The number of detections that appear in the figure (77) is 
well below the total number of detections plotted. The detections that do not appear in the plot are 
detections sufficiently close to the position of other detections that they do not appear as discrete points at 
the resolution of this figure.  Most of the undetected mines are at the extreme upper left of the array and 
may represent a coverage holiday. The positions of the detections are offset from the ground truth mine 
locations by about 3.7 meters.  The line detect algorithm presumable would not work for this scattered 
array yet the probability of detection was high. 
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Figure B-15.  JMMES MCM Detections for the Full Scattered Array 
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Large AT 80  63 79  77 101 
 
 
B.1.2.2.4  Land MCM Night Flight 
 
The standard JMMES operational MCM procedure is to fly mine detection sorties during daylight hours.  
All Eglin MCM sorties were flown during the day.  During the final Eglin sortie (sortie 13) after 
completion of the scheduled SAR mission the aircraft over flew the land MCM area after dark (about 
2100 local time). The aircrew was able to see mines on the MWIR display.  During the time of the test 
(the interval 20:59 to 21:07) a total of 74 SUW auto detects were reported all of which were classified as 
Unknown.  In Figure B-16 these auto-detects are plotted with the land MCM ground truth data.  There 
appears to be little or no correspondence between the auto-detects and the location of the emplaced mines 
and obstacles. 
 
The developer conducted a post trial MCM analysis of the imagery collected during this sortie but they 
did not provide the detection lists to the OTA. 
 
This night approach to land MCM detection merits further investigation. 
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Figure B16.  Auto-detects from Sortie 13 Plotted with the Land MCM Mine and Obstacle Locations 
 
 
B.1.2.2.5  MCM Land Mine and Obstruction Findings 
 
• The detection lists provided no information as to the nature of or confidence in the detections 
• The JMMES detection lists contain large numbers of redundant detections 
• The positions of the detections are generally within about five meters of the ground truth mine or 
obstacle position.  This difference is usually a systematic offset rather than a random error. 
• Buried mines were not detected 
• There was a high probability of detection for the larger surface  mine-like and barrier objects.  
Where the probability of detection of these objects was low the problem is thought to be holidays 
in the coverage. 
• Search efficiency would improve significantly if the pilot had a JMMES coverage display 
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• The search leg that the aircraft is currently flying should be a different color in the JMMES 
coverage display so that the crew can better see what they are covering. This is especially 
important for filling in holidays in the coverage. 
• The SME and/or the OTA observer were needed to assist operationally with the flight.  This was 
particularly true with regard to assisting the pilot in effectively flying the search patterns.  At 
times this resulted in one of these persons occupying the copilot seat. 
• JMMES can’t do land and sea mine searches at the same time since the JMMES exposure must 
be set very differently for the two kinds of searches 
• Glare on the display was a problem for the SME, particularly when trying to monitor coverage 
details 
• Night mine detection merits further investigation 
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Tab 1 MCM Post Sortie Processing 
 
JMMES logs all imagery collected during a flight.  This logged imagery and metadata was used for post-
flight MCM processing. The process is described below. 
 
 
1. The Process 
 
1.  With the search box defined, the collected images that fall within the search box are identified and 
collected into a directory. 
 
2.  Define the parameters (filter, stacking, etc.) 
 
3.  Collections of the order of 50-150 images for an aircraft pass (track) over the search box, or a 
portion of a track, are created. FIGs, containing of the order of 10 frames, are constructed for these 
tracks and the FIGs for a given track are stitched together. Multiple tracks are constructed for the 
search box. 
 
4.  The Detection Stacking Graphical User Interface (DeStaGUI) application is run to produce a list of 
contacts from the EO imagery for each track.  There is no classification of contact types. Redundant 
contacts of the same object that appears on adjacent overlapping images of the track are deleted. The 
number of contacts is sensitive to the threshold setting of the anomaly detector. The contacts and their 
coordinates are obtained from the raw imagery not the FIGs. The contacts are plotted on the FIGs 
which are used for identification and confirmation of the contact. 
 
For land EOM imagery collected at 3000 feet, it takes 10-15 seconds per image for 
DeStaGUI processing. 
 
For sea EOW imagery collected at 500 feet, it takes 20-30 second per image for DeStaGUI 
processing. 
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5.  For land contacts only; run the Line Detection Graphical User Interface (LineDetGUI) application 
to identify lines of contacts. This takes only a few minutes. 
 
6.  Each EO contact is manually reviewed for validity with reference to: the user comment log, 
chipped images, and MWIR stacked images. 
 
7.  A final validated contact list is produced for each track.  The list does not identify the nature of the 
object but a reliable mine/ hedgehog distinction could be provided. No estimated accuracy is 
associated with the contact coordinates.  A  CEP of ~ 5 meters on the contact location would be 
typical. A separate contact list is provided for those contacts found by LineDetGUI to be in a line of 
contacts. 
 
8.  The separate tracks could be tied together to produce a stitched image for the whole search area 
and a single contact list for the whole search area. These data could be used to eliminate redundant 
contacts between tracks and identify mine lines that cross tracks. Such a product could be produced in 
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Tab 2 
 
Table B-12. In-Water Objects on the A-15 Range 
(Data provided by NSWCPC) 
 
 
-86.8109 30.38578 Row A AL-type1-#1 
-86.811 30.38576 Row A AL-type1-#2 
-86.8111 30.38575 Row A Al-type1-#3 
-86.8112 30.38573 Row A AL-type1-#4 
-86.8113 30.38573 Row A Al-type1-#5 
-86.8114 30.38572 Row A AL-type1-#6 
-86.8115 30.38571 Row A AL-type1-#7 
-86.8116 30.3857 Row A AL-type1-#8 
-86.8117 30.38569 Row A AL-type1-#9 
-86.8118 30.38568 Row A AL-type1-#10 
-86.8119 30.38566 Row A AL-type1-#11 
-86.812 30.38565 Row A Row A marker 
-86.8109 30.3857 Row B AL-type1-#1 
-86.811 30.38569 Row B AL-type1-#2 
-86.8111 30.38568 Row B Al-type1-#3 
-86.8112 30.38568 Row B AL-type1-#4 
-86.8113 30.38566 Row B Al-type1-#5 
-86.8114 30.38566 Row B AL-type1-#6 
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-86.8115 30.38565 Row B AL-type1-#7 
-86.8116 30.38563 Row B AL-type1-#8 
-86.8117 30.38562 Row B AL-type1-#9 
-86.8118 30.38561 Row B AL-type1-#10 
-86.8119 30.3856 Row B AL-type1-#11 
-86.812 30.3856 Row B Row B marker 
-86.8119 30.38554 Row G Sea Urchin 
-86.8119 30.38554 Row G Sea Urchin 
-86.8118 30.38554 Row G Sea Urchin 
-86.8118 30.38555 Row G Sea Urchin 
-86.8117 30.38555 Row G Sea Urchin 
-86.8117 30.38555 Row G Sea Urchin 
-86.8116 30.38556 Row G Sea Urchin 
-86.8116 30.38556 Row G Sea Urchin 
-86.8115 30.38557 Row G Sea Urchin 
-86.8115 30.38556 Row G Sea Urchin 
-86.8115 30.38556 Row G Sea Urchin 
-86.8115 30.38556 Row G Sea Urchin 
-86.8114 30.38557 Row G Sea Urchin 
-86.8114 30.38557 Row G Sea Urchin 
-86.8114 30.38557 Row G Sea Urchin 
-86.8113 30.38557 Row G Sea Urchin 
-86.8113 30.38558 Row G Sea Urchin 
-86.8112 30.38558 Row G Sea Urchin 
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-86.8111 30.38559 Row G Sea Urchin 
-86.8111 30.38559 Row G Sea Urchin 
-86.8111 30.3856 Row G Sea Urchin 
-86.8108 30.38528 Row X Hedgehog#1 
-86.8109 30.38528 Row X Hedgehog#2 
-86.811 30.38528 Row X Hedgehog#3 
-86.8111 30.38526 Row X Hedgehog#4 
-86.8112 30.38524 Row X Hedgehog#5 
-86.8113 30.38524 Row X Hedgehog#6 
-86.8115 30.38524 Row X Hedgehog#7 
-86.8115 30.38524 Row X Hedgehog#8 
-86.8117 30.38525 Row X Hedgehog#9 
-86.8118 30.38523 Row X Hedgehog#10 
-86.8119 30.38521 Row X Hedgehog#11 
-86.8114 30.38494 Row C Surface Buoy 
-86.8109 30.38503 Row C Mid-Buoy 
-86.8111 30.38501 Row C Bottom Buoy 
-86.8112 30.385 Row C Surface Buoy 
-86.8115 30.38499 Row C Mid-Buoy 
-86.8117 30.38496 Row C Bottom Buoy 
-86.8108 30.38496 Row D   AL-type1-#1 
-86.811 30.38492 Row D   Al-type1-#2 
-86.811 30.38489 Row D   AL-type1-#3 
-86.8111 30.38489 Row D   Al-type1-#4 
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-86.8112 30.38486 Row D   AL-type1-#5 
-86.8114 30.38485 Row D   AL-type1-#6 
-86.8115 30.3848 Row D   AL-type1-#7 
-86.8116 30.38479 Row D   AL-type1-#8 
-86.8119 30.38475 Row D Marker 
-86.8107 30.38492 Row E Surface Buoy 
-86.8108 30.38478 Row E Mid-Buoy 
-86.8109 30.38478 Row E Bottom Buoy 
-86.811 30.38472 Row E Surface Buoy 
-86.8111 30.3847 Row E Mid-Buoy 
-86.8112 30.38473 Row E Bottom Buoy 
-86.8113 30.38472 Row E Surface Buoy 
-86.8113 30.3847 Row E Mid-Buoy 
-86.8115 30.38465 Row E Bottom Buoy 
-86.8119 30.38465 Row E Marker 
-86.8102 30.38378 water sensor deep Alan Sensor 
-86.8106 30.38409 Row F AL-type2 
-86.8109 30.38409 Row F AL-type2 
-86.8111 30.38408 Row F AL-type2 
-86.8112 30.38403 Row F AL-type2 
-86.8115 30.38401 Row F AL-type2 
-86.8116 30.38389 Row F AL-type2 
-86.8107 30.38467 shallow sensor  Alan Sensor 
-86.8105 30.38489 mike water sensor deep Mike Sensor 
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-86.8105 30.38502 mike shallow sensor Mike Sensor 
-86.8107 30.38495 deep resolution panel  4x4 ft resolution  
-86.8107 30.38507 res panel shallow 4x4 ft resolution  
-86.8109 30.38588 res panel beach 4x4 ft resolution  
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Tab 3 Table B-13. JMMES Reported Water Mines, Sortie 4 
Longitude 1 Latitude 1 Longitude 2 Latitude 2 
-86.81383077 30.38546825 -86.81192342 30.38556171 
-86.81382314 30.38546825 -86.81192342 30.38556362 
-86.8127474 30.38509632 -86.81192342 30.38556553 
-86.8127474 30.38510204 -86.81192342 30.38556553 
-86.81273214 30.38542057 -86.81192342 30.38562275 
-86.81272451 30.38541866 -86.81192342 30.38562275 
-86.81272451 30.38541866 -86.8119158 30.3851955 
-86.81272451 30.38541866 -86.8119158 30.3851955 
-86.81242696 30.38546062 -86.8119158 30.38519741 
-86.81202261 30.38549686 -86.81190054 30.3852222 
-86.81199972 30.3855598 -86.81183187 30.3852222 
-86.81199972 30.3856113 -86.81183187 30.38557697 
-86.81199209 30.38555599 -86.81183187 30.38563801 
-86.81199209 30.3855579 -86.81183187 30.38563801 
-86.81199209 30.3855579 -86.81182424 30.38557316 
-86.81199209 30.3855598 -86.81182424 30.38557506 
-86.81199209 30.3855598 -86.81182424 30.38557506 
-86.81199209 30.38560749 -86.81182424 30.3856361 
-86.81199209 30.3856113 -86.81182424 30.38563801 
-86.81193105 30.38556553 -86.81181661 30.38557316 
-86.81193105 30.38556743 -86.81181661 30.38557506 
-86.81193105 30.38562656 -86.8117861 30.38520122 
-86.81193105 30.38562847 -86.8117861 30.38520122 
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-86.81193105 30.38562847 -86.81172506 30.38564945 
Longitude 3 Latitude 3 Longitude 4 Latitude 4 
-86.81171743 30.3852222 -86.81124441 30.38522411 
-86.81171743 30.38558651 -86.81121389 30.38570095 
-86.81170217 30.38566662 -86.81121389 30.38570095 
-86.81167928 30.38523555 -86.81120626 30.38569904 
-86.8116564 30.38552356 -86.81119863 30.38563991 
-86.81161825 30.38566089 -86.81119863 30.38564182 
-86.81161825 30.38566471 -86.81116049 30.38523555 
-86.81161062 30.38559795 -86.81116049 30.38523746 
-86.81158773 30.3852222 -86.81115286 30.38523555 
-86.81158773 30.38522411 -86.81110708 30.3857143 
-86.81151907 30.38567424 -86.81109945 30.38571048 
-86.81151144 30.38561321 -86.81109945 30.38571239 
-86.81150381 30.3855331 -86.81109182 30.38556553 
-86.81150381 30.38562275 -86.81109182 30.38564754 
-86.81146566 30.38522793 -86.81109182 30.38564945 
-86.81141226 30.38568378 -86.81108419 30.38556362 
-86.811397 30.38521457 -86.81103079 30.38525272 
-86.811397 30.38521457 -86.81103079 30.38525654 
-86.81131307 30.38569141 -86.81100027 30.38572956 
-86.81130544 30.3856895 -86.81099264 30.38572765 
-86.81129781 30.38562847 -86.81098501 30.38565708 
-86.81129781 30.38562847 -86.81091634 30.38526417 
-86.81125204 30.38522602 -86.81090109 30.38574482 
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-86.81124441 30.3852222 -86.81088583 30.38566852 
-86.81124441 30.38522411 -86.81084005 30.38575054 
Longitude 5 Latitude 5 Longitude 6 Latitude 6 
-86.81083242 30.38526417 -86.81064595 30.38483847 
-86.81039755 30.38550831 -86.81137074 30.38485373 
-86.81020681 30.38534809 -86.81066883 30.38505782 
-86.81124867 30.38522376 -86.81191242 30.38519133 
-86.81127156 30.38487853 -86.81141651 30.38469542 
-86.81128681 30.38497962 -86.81159199 30.38467635 
-86.81137074 30.38485373 -86.81169117 30.38455619 
-86.81096638 30.38502158 -86.81167591 30.3852333 
-86.81178273 30.38519896 -86.81181324 30.38491858 
-86.81139363 30.38521232 -86.81185902 30.38461341 
-86.81158436 30.38521994 -86.81141651 30.38469733 
-86.81163777 30.38493766 -86.81141651 30.38469733 
-86.81163777 30.38493766 -86.81048573 30.38474311 
-86.81185902 30.38461341 -86.81108845 30.38476027 
-86.81083668 30.38526381 -86.81124867 30.38522185 
-86.81083668 30.38526572 -86.81097401 30.38502349 
-86.81121052 30.3847412 -86.8111266 30.38501014 
-86.81080616 30.38504447 -86.81078327 30.38480414 
-86.8109206 30.38526191 -86.81139363 30.3852085 
-86.81121052 30.3847412 -86.81085957 30.3849224 
-86.81048573 30.38474501 -86.81045521 30.38483275 
-86.81049336 30.38504065 -86.81158436 30.38467444 
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-86.81049336 30.38503875 -86.8109969 30.38463248 
-86.81141651 30.38469733 -86.81137074 30.38485183 
-86.81134022 30.3847145 -86.81197346 30.38461532 
Longitude 7 Latitude 7 Longitude 8 Latitude 8 
-86.81197346 30.38461341 -86.81163777 30.38493575 
-86.81167591 30.3852352 -86.81085957 30.3849224 
-86.81139363 30.38521041 -86.81079853 30.38504256 
-86.81146229 30.38522567 -86.81134022 30.38471259 
-86.81080616 30.38504065 -86.81137074 30.38485183 
-86.81092823 30.38479079 -86.81127156 30.38487662 
-86.81043232 30.38488616 -86.81092823 30.38526572 
-86.81056965 30.38481368 -86.81066883 30.38505591 
-86.81096638 30.38491095 -86.80970001 30.38468742 
-86.81106556 30.38489379 -86.80970001 30.38468933 
-86.81103504 30.38525618 -86.80969238 30.38468742 
-86.81084431 30.38526572 -86.80970001 30.38468933 
-86.81101216 30.38460196 -86.80944061 30.38458633 
-86.81116474 30.38488616 -86.81049347 30.38474274 
-86.81158436 30.38521804 -86.81045532 30.38482475 
-86.81080616 30.38504256 -86.81085205 30.3849144 
-86.81146229 30.38522376 -86.81082153 30.38479996 
-86.81083668 30.38526191 -86.81079102 30.38479996 
-86.81096638 30.38491477 -86.81121063 30.38473129 
-86.81116474 30.38488425 -86.81097412 30.38476944 
-86.81050099 30.38504065 -86.81079102 30.38480186 
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-86.81050099 30.38504065 -86.81058502 30.38480377 
-86.8109206 30.38526191 -86.81134796 30.38471222 
-86.81096638 30.38502158 -86.81185913 30.38460732 
-86.81096638 30.38502158 -86.81175232 30.38455009 
Longitude 9 Latitude 9 Longitude 10 Latitude 10 
-86.81175232 30.38455009 -86.81021881 30.38376617 
-86.8115921 30.38466644 -86.81021881 30.38376808 
-86.81143188 30.38469124 -86.81021118 30.38376617 
-86.81351471 30.384161 -86.81021118 30.38378716 
-86.81351471 30.38415718 -86.81021118 30.38378525 
-86.81351471 30.384161 -86.81017303 30.38344002 
-86.81352234 30.3841629 -86.81109619 30.38339043 
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Tab 4 
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Tab 5 
 
Conversion of Longitude and Latitude Differences in Degrees to Meters 
 
The difference between the developer MCM contact and NSWCPC coordinates in terms of degrees of 
longitude and latitude was converted to a difference in meters using the equations listed below (taken 
from the Observer’s Handbook 2002, p.28).   
 
 
One degree of latitude = 111.13295 -.55982cos2& +.00117cos4& km 
 
   = 111.13295 -.55982*..4883166 + .00117*(-.5230937) 
 
One degree of latitude =110.8589686 km 
 
 
One degree of longitude = 111.41288 cos& -.09350 cos3& + .00012 cos 5& km 
  =111.41288*.8626461 -.09350*(-.02015718) + .00012*(-.88233229) 
  
One degree of longitude =96.11166524km 
 
 
Where & is the latitude of the test. A latitude of 30.385 degrees was used in the calculations 
 
 




B.3.1  SUW (FAC) 
 
SUW mission area testing was conducted in two venues in TW09.  One was executed when the King Air 
was in transit to and from the ASW operations area.  The aircraft crew would look for surface targets of 
opportunity and on visually detecting a surface target overfly it in an attempt to obtain JMMES auto 
detects. The other approach was implemented in sorties 1 and 11.  On these occasions the DDG USS 
Bulkeley was moving between the Hampton Roads Bridge and the Chesapeake Bay Bridge. Between 
these bridges multiple simulated attacks by FAC and jet skis were scheduled. MVIVID was employed to 
acquire and track these attacking small craft. MVIVID was also employed in a portion of a SAR sortie 
(sortie 12). Only the MVIVID SUW sorties are addressed in this section. 
 
B.3.2  MVIVID 
 
JMMES software currently has no capability to track detected targets.  MVIVID, an application 
developed at another developer facility, is designed to acquire and track multiple surface targets. This 
capability will eventually be incorporated into JMMES and therefore MVIVID is included in the SUW 
assessment of JMMES.  When MVIVID is employed there is currently a requirement for both an 
MVIVID and JMMES operator.  MVIVID was only flown in the Bell 407 helicopter.  The seating 
arrangement for operators and observers was as shown in Figure B-17.  There were required to be two 
pilots in the aircraft for the two FAC sorties and the need for both JMMES and MVIVID operators meant 
there was no room in the aircraft for the OTA observer. 
MVIVID and JMMES operate simultaneously and can independently detect targets, but MVIVID takes 
control of the JMMES turret and determines where the sensor is pointed. 
MVIVID can track multiple targets, the exact number is dependent on the geometry.  As MVIVID 
identifies targets and continues its defined scan pattern it will revisit the targets at scheduled intervals (the 
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Figure B-17. Seat Configuration in the Bell 407 Helicopter for MVIVID Flights 
The positions of each of the crew are shown in the diagram. The arrows at the seat positions indicate 
which direction the occupant was facing. In MVIVID SAR sortie 12 only one pilot was required. For that 
sortie the OTA observer occupied seat 4 and the JMMES operator sat at the copilot position. 
 
 
B.3.2.1  MVIVID FAC Scenario 
 
The FAC scenario called for MVIVID to develop a sensor barrier around a protected ship (DDG) that 
would detect and track any potential threats moving toward the DDG.   
 
For MVIVID the desired operating conditions were to have the aircraft fly at an altitude of 3000 feet and 
to maintain position over the protected asset. The latter was not aerodynamically feasible so the aircraft 
orbited about the position of the DDG. The operator set up MVIVID to scan a ring about a defined 
geographic location (nominally the ship location).  The ring was constructed of eight scan blocks and 
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covered the range from 800 to 2500 meters from the center of the ring (see Figure 3 in Appendix J). It 
took four seconds to scan each block and hence 32 seconds to scan the complete ring. Presumably if a 
number of targets were acquired it would take a little longer to complete the ring since the acquired 
targets have to be revisited to maintain track.  The DDG, nominally the center of the scan, was moving so 
the center of the scan circle had to be re-determined after every scan and the new scan circle shifted to 
allow for the ship’s motion.  This was not done automatically and required over flights of the defended 
ship to determine its position and manually reconfigure the centers of the new scan blocks.  
 
B.3.2.2  MVIVID Sorties 
 
The three TW09 sorties in which MVIVID was employed, two FAC sorties (1 and 11) and a SAR sortie 
(12), are listed in the table below. 
 




B.3.2.2.1  Sortie 1 
 
For this sortie the JMMES SUW processor and MWIR sensor were enabled 
 
There were two pilots on this flight therefore there was no room for the OTA observer. 
 
Although MVIVID controlled the JMMES sensor, the JMMES SUW algorithm was independently trying 
to auto detect targets. The JMMES auto detects, primarily on the DDG, are not addressed in this section. 
 

















1 6/22 816 827 931 938 Yu NA Manzano Zajic 
11 6/26 1107 1121 1228 1235 Yu NA Manzano Zajic 
12 6/26 1425 1439 1551 1603 Yu Wood Reyes Zajic 
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The air crew perceived three or possibly four simulated attacks on the Bulkeley. The FACs were visually 
acquired by the crew.  In the first attack (~ 0843 EDT), the FACs were already inside the MVIVID scan 
circle before it could be set up so there were no detections.  
 
On the second attack (~ 0852 EDT), MVIVID detected and tracked one of the two FACs. The circular 
scan was stopped and a search was initiated for the other target and track was lost on the first target.  
Table B-15 contains information from the MVIVID log covering the time of the second attack. It lists, for 
every 10 seconds between 848 and 854, the number of tracks reported by MVIVID and the track numbers 
(IDs). FAC and MVIVID tracks from this attack are plotted in Figure B-18. These tracks cover the 
interval from 8:51 to 8:54 June 22 and are centered on the time it was reported MVIVID had generated a 
FAC track.  The FAC positions were recorded on Tracksticks.  These positions are nominally reported 
every five seconds.  Only two FAC tracks appear in the figure, the third FAC was remote from this area. 
The MVIVID tracks are updated about every 0.18 seconds. It is manually laborious to extract these data 
from the MVIVID logs so the MVIVID tracks in the figure are updated only every 10 seconds.  The 
plotted MVIVID positions represent 16 different track IDs and each of the various tracks as plotted in 
Figure B-18 are represented by between one and ten points over the plotted interval.   Most of the 
MVIVID track IDs are associated with a single target, the DDG. MVIVID track 20 which appears 
between 8:52:50 and 8:53:50 agrees well with the track of FAC 710 over that interval. Figure B-19 is a 
JMMES screen capture from about a minute after the MVIVID FAC track was reported. 
 
The protected ship was moving rapidly (12-15 knots) making it difficult to manage the circle scan of the 




On the third attack (~0915 EDT), which included jet skis, there were no apparent real time detections or 
tracks. It was not expected MVIVID would be able to detect jets skis. It is optimized to detect boats with 
the minimum and maximum pixel size set to four and 30 respectively. On this attack the helo was forced 
to descend to 1500-2000 feet because of clouds. This is lower than desired for MVIVID operations.  At 
the lower altitude the pixels have elongated footprints and the detection probability would be lowered. 
The image polarity was changed because the FACs were cooler than the water. There was low contrast 
between the boats and the water.  
 
The timeline for this sortie, consisting of comments in the SME log and the JMMES operator User 
Comment log is shown in Table B-16. 
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The aircraft returned early because the DDG passed the Chesapeake Bay Bridge which was the trial 
termination point. 
 
Table B-15.  MVIVID Log Data for Sortie 1  
 
Time (EDT) MWIR 
Frame 
Number of Current Tracks MVIVID Track IDs 
84800 1089 2 1,2 
84810 1147 1 2 
84820 1205 2 2,3 
84830 1261 2 2,3 
84840 1317 2 2,3 
84850 1374 0  
84900 1430 8 4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11 
84910 1482 8 4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11 
84920 1537 10 4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13 
84930 1593 9 4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12 
84940 1646 7 4,5,6,7,8,10,12 
84950 1703 7 4,5,6,7,8,10,12 
85000 1757 7 4,5,6,7,8,10,12 
85010 1813 7 4,5,6,7,8,10,12 
85020 1867 7 4,5,6,7,8,10,12 
85030 1919 7 4,5,6,7,8,10,12 
85040 1972 7 4,5,6,7,8,10,12 
85050 2026 8 4,5,6,7,8,10,12, 15 
85100 2081 8 4,5,6,7,8,10,12, 15 
85110 2138 7 4,5,6,7,8,10,12 
85120 2194 8 4,5,6,7,8,10,12, 17 
85130 2248 8 4,5,6,7,8,10,12, 17 
85140 2303 6 4,6,7,8,10,12 
85150 2360 5 4,8,10,12,18 
85200 2416 5 4,8,10,12,18 
85210 2470 5 4,8,10,12,19 
85220 2525 5 4,8,10,12,19 
85230 2581 4 4,8,10, 19 
85240 2637 1 8 
85250 2685 1 20 
85300 2754 1 20 
85310 2810 1 20 
85320 2864 3 20,21,22 
85330 2921 5 20,21,22,23,24 
85340 2979 5 20,21,22,23,24 
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85350 3034 4 20,21,22,23 
85400 3088 3 21,22,23 
 
 
Figure B-18. FAC and MVIVID Tracks 851 to 854 EDT June 22, Sortie 1 
Trackstick tracks are shown for FACs, 423 and 710.  The great majority of the 16 MIVID tracks are 
associated with the DDG which is about midway between the two FAC tracks.  MVIVID track 20 closely 
matches the last third of the FAC 710 track. 
 
Table B-16. Sortie 1 Timeline 
Time Source Remarks 
833 JO Proceeding to westernmost bridge 
837-38 S, JO MOT. On top of DDG reference point collected coordinates 
838 JO FAC visible 
838-40 S, JO Eight scan boxes entered in MVIVID search started 
840 S  Detect and track on DDG 
843 S FACs not detected tracks on commercial vessels only 
844 S On top DDG for new coordinates, two FACs starboard side 0.2 nm aft 
quarter 
845 JO FACs exiting? 
849 JO MOT DDG 
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851 JO MOT DDG 
852 JO FAC attack to rear 
852 S, JO MVIVID track on one FAC 
855 S, JO  Dropping to 2000 due to clouds 
857 S, JO On top DDG for coordinates 
901 S FACs positioning two miles ahead of DDG 
906 S, JO Collect coordinates  for half a nautical mile in front of ship 
912 JO MOT DDG 
914 S Two FACs attacking. No MVIVID detects 
915 JO DDG approaching bridge (Chesapeake Bay Bridge) 
915 JO Back online 
915-16 S, JO Three FACs attacking. No MVIVID detects 
918 S Three FACs astern, one detected no track 
920 S MOT DDG 
926 S JMMES requires reboot 




Figure B-19.   A Screen Capture from the JMMES Display, 22 June 2009, 8:53:44 EDT 
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The image at the upper left is a single MWIR image of the DDG.  The image at the right is a FIG stack of 
images. It shows the helicopter track (dotted line) and the blue polygons show successive fields of view of 
the MWIR sensor.  The DDG is right of center of the image. Two FAC images are at the left. The two 
FAC images have been assigned contact numbers (21 and 22) by JMMES and are the same FAC seen at 
different times. The screenshot was captured about a minute after MVIVID detected a FAC. 
 
B.3.2.2.2  Sortie 11 
 
For this sortie the JMMES SUW processor and MWIR sensor were enabled. 
There were two pilots on this flight therefore there was no room for the OTA observer. 
The mission was flown at an altitude of 3000 feet. Visibility was poor. 
Because of the difficulty with laying out the ring search in sortie 1, the MVIVID operator planned to 
search two boxes in front to the protected ship and two behind. These would be easier and faster to 
implement than the ring search. 
The SME monitor was off so he did not get to see the MVIVID display. 
The MVIVID laptop had a power supply failure. It had to run off its battery and only lasted for one of the 
simulated attacks on the Bulkeley. 
It was not clear in real time if MVIVID got a track on a FAC. Post experiment operator review of the data 
demonstrated that a FAC had been detected and tracked. 
The timeline for this sortie, consisting of comments in the SME log and the JMMES operator User 
Comment log is shown in Table B-17. 
 
Table B-17. Sortie 11 Timeline 
 
Time Source Remarks 
1114 S Altitude 3000 
1117 S MVIVID getting enroute detects 
1121 S, JO ID DDG, MVIVID detects on DDG 
1131 S JMMES operator helping to compute MVIVID search points 
1141 S MVIVID still detecting DDG 
1148 S MVIVID still detecting DDG 
1152 S MVIVID losses power 
1201 S MVIVID back up on battery power 
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1205 S JMMES crash/reset 
1208 S JMMES back up 
1209 S MVIVID reacquires DDG 
1210 S JMMES crash/reset 
1213 S FAC start attack, JMMES requires reboot 
1217 S FAC attack complete; resetting 
1219 JO JMMES back up 
1220 JO MVIVID battery low 
1221 S FAC start attack 
1225 S FAC attack complete 
1228 S FACs begin attack. MVIVID down, battery power gone 
Sources are: S =SME, JO = JMMES Operator 
 
B.3.2.2.3  Sortie 12 
The JMMES operator enabled the ASW and SUW processors and the MWIR and EOW sensors 
Sortie 12 was a SAR mission. Because of the limited amount of data collected on MVIVID from the two 
SUW FAC sorties MVIVID was added to this sortie. The timeline below only addresses the MVIVID 
portion of the sortie. 
The intent was for MVIVID to develop a sensor barrier in the vicinity of the life raft and detect and track 
the small boat as it made attack runs at the raft. But the boat never moved far enough from the raft to be 
able to execute this. MVIVID did detect and establish tracks for  the boat and the raft. This MVIVID 
mission was executed with helicopter altitudes between 500 and 2000 feet. 
The timeline for this sortie, consisting of comments in the SME log, the OTA observer log, and the 
JMMES operator User Comment log is shown in Table B-18. 
 
Table B-18. Sortie 12 Timeline 
 
Time Source Remarks 
1450 S Boat and raft detected by MVIVID 
1502 S JMMES crash/reset 
1507 S, O Climb from 1000 to 2000 
1510-12 JO, S Start MVIVID portion 
1512 JO MVIVID scheduling points 
1512 O Boat beginning runs at raft 
1513-14 S,O MVIVID has tracks on boat and raft 
1515 S, JO,O 1000 
1517 JO, S Boat attacking raft, MVIVID tracks on boat and raft 
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1519 JO Boat moving away from raft 
1521 S Sun causing glint and many MVIVID false contacts 
1528 S,O Flying figure 8 to keep targets to the east and avoid glint 
1531 S MVIVID has tracks on boat and raft 
1532 S 500 
1542-43 S MOT raft. No detects by MVIVID due to glint 
1544 S JMMES crash/reset 
1547 S, O JMMES and MVIVID back up 
1549 S MVIVID has tracks on boat and raft 
Sources are: S =SME, JO = JMMES Operator, O = OTA Operator 
 
 
B.3.3.2.4  Findings 
 
Setting up and shifting the MVIVID sensor ring barrier around a moving defended asset must be done 
manually and it is difficult for the operator to do this in a timely manner. The MVIVID operator’s 
workload is far too great. The process needs to be automated.   
 
In Sortie 1, with at least three attacks with multiple FACs, MVIVID obtained a track on only one FAC. 
Post experiment it was discovered a MVIVID FAC track had also been obtained in sortie 11. MVIVID’s 
low detection and track success for FACs in TW is at least partly attributable to the following: 
 
• The difficulty of manually setting up and maintaining the scan barrier around a moving defended 
asset 
• JMMES and MVIVID crashes (sortie 11) 
• clouds requiring the aircraft to fly at less than optimum altitudes (Sortie 1) 
• The frequent appearance of the DDG in the imagery. The effect of large targets in the imagery 
degrades the probability of detection of small targets (see Appendix  J) 
• The MVIVID target detection was hampered by video graininess. The video quality of the 
JMMES Gen 3 system was inferior to that of sensors that MVIVID has previously used 
 
The FACs were visually acquired by the air crew. The SME was providing information to help the 
MVIVID operator find targets rather than vice versa. 
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MVIVID is set to detect objects of 4-30 pixel dimensions.  It therefore has a low probability of detecting 
something as small as a jet ski and in fact did not detect them in TW. 
The search coverage display by JMMES is very useful.  But it needs to have the most recent footprint 
colored differently or have the footprint polygons fade as they age. The MVIVID operator sometimes had 
to restart to declutter the screen. 
Comparison of the FAC and MVIVID tracks from the second attack in sortie 1 showed: 
• MVIVID generated multiple track IDs  for a single large object (the DDG) 
• MVIVID provided a good track on one FAC for about 60 seconds 
 
MVIVID track information needs to be more accessible for dissemination and assessment. 
 
B.4   SUW/MIO  
SUW mission area testing was conducted in two venues in TW09.  One was executed when the King Air 
was in transit to and from the ASW operations area. The aircraft crew would look for surface targets of 
opportunity and on visually detecting a surface target overfly it in an attempt to obtain JMMES 
autodetects and orbit and image the ship for the MIO mission On many transits there was either no time to 
look for surface targets, the system state did not permit a search for targets, or no targets presented 
themselves.  The ASW sorties that exhibited the most SUW/MIO activity are listed in Table B-19. The 
SUW mission area testing conducted with MVIVID is addressed in the previous section. 
 
Originally part of the reason for conducting ASW and SUW mission area testing in the same sortie was to 
demonstrate the ability of JMMES to rapidly transition, in flight, from one mission area to another.  Both 
SUW to ASW and ASW to SUW were scheduled to be demonstrated.  This generally did not happen. For 
day sorties JMMES was in Dual mode and started both the EOW and MWIR sensors for both the ASW 
and SUW missions. For night sorties both mission areas called for the SUW processor and the MWIR 
sensor. 
 
Table B-19. ASW Missions with SUW/MIO Mission Content 
 








5 6/23 1835 2130 Yu Schulz Reyes 
6 6/24 947 1415 Hudson Brown Cottis 







7 6/24 1943 0023 Muller Wood Reyes 
4b 6/25 1133 1632 Yu Schulz Cottis 
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B.4.1     Sortie 5 
 
Table B-20 presents the timeline for the SUW portion of Sortie 5. A USN ship was visually detected and 
over flown twice. The first over flight produced no autodetects. The second produced three confirmed 
autodetects but all three have identical coordinates and therefore represent only a single contact. The SME 
took manual control of the turret and tracked a helicopter to a landing on the ship and observed personnel 
on the ship. The autodetect events and contacts with duplicate coordinates are listed in Tables B-22 and 
B-23 respectively.For this SUW mission JMMES was in SUW mode and employed the MWIR sensor. 
After completing the SUW/MIO mission JMMES went to dual mode and used the EOW and MWIR 
sensors for the ASW mission. The transition took about two minutes. Table B-21 presents information 
from the JMMES Session logs that provide processor and sensor status over the interval of the SUW/MIO 
mission.  
 




18:43:06 C Autodetect 1 SUW rejected 
1845 JO At 3000 feet heading for SUW targets of opportunity 
1850 S, O, JO Pilot visual sighting of  boat. Currently in SUW large mode heading for 
target 
1853-55 S, O No autodetect generated. Half of ship in MWIR FOV 
1856 JO Wake in FOV 
1856 S, O Autodetects 2, 3, 4. Ship in MWIR and  EOW FOV 
18:56:21 C Autodetect 2 SUW confirmed 
18:56:31 C Autodetect 3 SUW confirmed 
18:56:42 C Autodetect 4 SUW confirmed 
1858 JO SME controlling turret with hand controller 
1900-01 S, O, JO Good AVT lock on helo. In medium FOV 
1903 S, JO FIGs not generated in very narrow FOV 
1905 JO In very narrow FOV helo landed on carrier saw people on board 
1906 JO Breaking off of helo coming back to ship 
1907-08 S, O Breaking contact to attempt to reacquire 
1909 JO Wake of ship in FOV 
1914-15 S Switch to ASW mode 
1917 S Both SUW and ASW modes 
1918 S JMMES crash and restart 
Sources are: S =SME, JO = JMMES Operator, O = OTA observer, C=JMMES Contact list 
 
Table B-21 Processor and Sensor Status for Sortie 5 





1842 SUW processor and MWIR sensor started 
1915 SUW processor and MWIR sensor stopped 
1917 ASW day, SUW processors started, EOW, MWIR sensors started 
 
Table B-22. Sortie 5 SUW/ MIO Mission Autodetects 
Autodetect Type Operator Classification Totals 
 Confirmed Rejected Unknown  
SUW  3  1    4 




Table B-23. Sortie 5 Contacts with Identical Coordinates 
 
Identical Coordinates 
(both Long. and Lat.) 
Identical Longitudes Identical Latitudes 
2,3,4     
 
 
B.4.2  Sortie 6 
 
Table B-24 presents the timeline for the SUW portion of Sortie 6. The  Confirmed autodetects are 
included in the table. The JMMES Session logs show that Dual mode and the MWIR and EOW sensors 
were employed for the full duration of sortie 6. But there were no SUW processor autodetects during the 
SUW mission. All the autodetects were ASW Day. The operator attributed this to an incorrect altitude 
parameter setting. This was corrected but all the contacts subsequent to that change (10:31) were also 
ASW. The autodetect statistics for the SUW mission in sortie 6 are shown in Table B-25.  A large 
percentage of the contacts show identical coordinates. These contacts are listed in Table B-26. 
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1012 S SUW contact LHA amphib. Contact 3 
10:12:53 C Autodetect 3 ASW day confirmed 
1014-
1017 
S, O Transition to hand controller to continue generating contacts. Contacts 
6, 7, 8. In Dual mode 
10:15:30 C Autodetect 6 ASW day confirmed 
10:15:43 C Autodetect 7 ASW day confirmed.  
10:15:55 C Autodetect 8 ASW day confirmed 
1021-23 S, O Hand controller forced contacts 16-20 ASW Day only. No SUW large 
10:22:41 C Autodetect 15 ASW day confirmed 
10:22:52 C Autodetect 16 ASW day confirmed 
10:23:04 C Autodetect 17 ASW day confirmed 
10:23:15 C Autodetect 18 ASW day confirmed 
10:23:27 C Autodetect 19 ASW day confirmed 
10:23:27 C Autodetect 20 ASW day confirmed 
1025 S, O Contacts 22, 23, 24 with fly over and sensor scan. Get many more 
contacts when fly over than when looks from side. All contacts ASW 
day. SUW large failed to generate a contact 
10:25:29 C Autodetect 22 ASW day confirmed 
10:26:03 C Autodetect 23 ASW day confirmed 
10:26:14 C Autodetect 24 ASW day confirmed.  
1027 JO Lots of SUW large contacts while pointing at target in ASW mode. 
Lowering SUW SNR to 35 to try and get SUW contacts 
1029 S, O, JO MOT. Flyover. Half view of LHA No contacts 
1031-32 S, O, JO Operator had system in 6000 foot altitude mode when at 3000. 
Probably why no SUW contacts. Climbing to 6000 
1035 O Contact 25 not the LHA 
1036 S, O Overfly LHA. Contact 26 ASW day 
10:35:54 C Autodetect 26 ASW day confirmed 
10:36:05 C Autodetect 27 ASW day confirmed.  
   
  ASW mission 
   
1355-56 S, O MOT. Overfly destroyer/cruiser. ASW day contacts 1,2,3, 4 
13:54:32 C Autodetect 1 ASW day confirmed 
13:54:43 C Autodetect 2  ASW day confirmed 
13:54:55 C Autodetect 3 ASW day confirmed.  
13:55:06 C Autodetect 4 ASW day confirmed.  
1401 JO Lost EOW. Zoomed in on destroyer 
Sources are: S =SME, JO = JMMES Operator, O = OTA observer, C=JMMES Contact list 
 
Table B-25. Sortie 6 SUW Mission Autodetects 
Autodetect Type Operator Classification Totals 
 Confirmed Rejected Unknown  
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SUW 0 0 0 0 
ASW Day  19 9 2  30  
 
Table B-26. Sortie 6 Contacts with Identical Coordinates 
Identical Coordinates 
(both Long. and Lat.) 
Identical Longitudes Identical Latitudes 
 6, 7 18, 20   10, 12 
23, 24 15, 16 16, 17 
26, 27  1, 2 
2,3, 4   




B.4.3  Sortie 7 
 
Table B-27 presents the timeline for the SUW/MIO portion of sortie 7. The Confirmed autodetects are 
included in the table.  For the SUW/MIO mission on the return flight there was only one SUW autodetect 
classified as Unknown. The autodetect statistics for the SUW mission in sortie 7 are shown in Table B-28. 
The contacts with identical coordinates are listed in Table B-29. 
 
Except for an abortive attempt to start the biolume sensor, the SUW processor and the MWIR sensor were 
employed for the full sortie. 
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1951 JO In transit looking for targets of opportunity for SUW 
2008-10 S, O, JO Pilots have visual on USN target. Climbing to 3000 feet 
2010 O Autodetect USN H60  
2010 JO MOT on MWIR. Autodetects 2, 3, 4 
20:10:11 C Autodetect 2 SUW confirmed 
20:10:21 C Autodetect 3 SUW confirmed.   
20:10:33 C Autodetect 4 SUW confirmed   
2012 S, O, JO Visible MOT LCS. Saw in MWIR and Autodetect simultaneous. MOT on 
MWIR. Autodetects 7, 8, 9 
20:12:40 C Autodetect 7 SUW confirmed 
20:12:51 C Autodetect 8 SUW confirmed.   
2015 S Visible MOT. MWIR +30 seconds, autodetect + 10 seconds 
2013-16 S, O, JO Performed contact look back. SME takes control of turret with hand 
controller 
2017-18 S,O, JO MIO mission. Circling see two sailors 
2021-23 S, O End mission Break off 
   
  ASW mission 
   
2358 O Circle freighter 
2359 O Contact look back 
2400 S, O Overhead MIO on tanker 
0002 O Man walking on deck (manually tracked with hand controller by SME). 
Screen view on hand controller is poor. Possible autodetect 
Sources are: S =SME, JO = JMMES Operator, O = OTA observer, C=JMMES Contact list 
 
 
Table B-28. Sortie 7 SUW Mission Autodetects 
Autodetect Type Operator Classification Totals 
 Confirmed Rejected Unknown  
SUW  5 6 1 12 
ASW Day 0  0 0  0  
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Table B-29. Sortie 7 Contacts with Identical Coordinates 
Identical Coordinates 
(both Long. and Lat.) 
Identical Longitudes Identical Latitudes 
 2, 3, 4 8,11     
7, 8   
 
 
B.4.4  Sortie 4b 
 
Table B-30 presents the timeline for the SUW/MIO portion of Sortie 4b. This flight returned to base 
(landed 13:39) after a RAID failure.  After repairs the mission was resumed at 14:14. JMMES logs were 
not provided for the SUW/MIO mission of sortie 4b. These data may have been lost in the RAID failure 
that happened subsequent to the completion of the SUW/MIO mission. Accordingly, there are no data for 
the SUW mission autodetects. 
 




1156 O, S Dual mode 3100 feet altitude 
1158 O, S Visual ID of small vessel.  SUW Autodetect  
1204 S Surface target sighted visually 
1206 O, S Autodetects on DDG ASW day and SUW. Three overhead passes. 
Assumed circular orbit around target and used hand controller  to track 
and zoom in on target 
1215 O, S EOW frozen JMMES recycle 
1220 O, S JMMES RAID failure 
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B.5  SUW/MIO Findings 
 
• For both day and night TW09 operations in the SUW and ASW mission areas the JMMES 
standard configuration for processors and sensors was the same 
• On day sortie 6, the SUW processor failed to generate any autodetects on the LHA contact.  All 
the autodetects were produced by the ASW processor. 
• Many of the autodetects have duplicate coordinates. 
• Cumulative SUW autodetects for sorties 5, 6, and 7 are presented in Table B-31. The large ship 
autodetects show a high Confirmed level of autodetects (59 percent) and few Unknown 
classifications. For these SUW missions there was only one reported over flight where an auto 
detect was not obtained. 
 
 
Table B-31. Sortie 5, 6, and 7 SUW/ MIO Mission Autodetects 
 
Autodetect Type Operator Classification Totals 
 Confirmed Rejected Unknown  
SUW 8  7   1 16  
ASW Day 19   9   2 30  
Totals 27 16 3 46 
 





During TW09 in June and at Eglin AFB in August, sorties were executed to assess JMMES’ capabilities 
in the Search and Rescue (SAR) mission area in both maritime (TW09) and land (Eglin) environments.   
Table B-32 lists the times, locations, and crews for these sorties. All SAR missions were conducted with 
the Bell 407 Helicopter and the Gen 3 JMMES. 
 
 




Table B-32.  SAR Sorties 
The MVIVID operator T. Zajic also flew on MSAR sortie 12. Two JMMES operators flew on land SAR sortie 
7. All times are EDT. 
 
B.5.1  Maritime SAR (MSAR) Sorties 
B.5.1.1  Sortie 8 
 
The ASW day and SUW processors and the EOW and MWIR sensors were enabled. For SAR day 
searches the aircraft altitude was 500 -1000 feet and the sensor was fixed forward and was directed 15 
degrees off nadir; 75 degrees below the horizontal. 
The scenario for this sortie involves the search for civilian boaters. JMMES was assigned a search box. 
Targets included: a small Coast Guard boat, a life raft with an Oscar, and an Oscar in the water. When the 
aircraft reached the search box a ladder search was initiated but the targets were acquired visually and the 
sortie consisted primarily of passes over the visually identified targets in an effort to obtain auto detects 















TW09          
8 Lost boaters 6/25 1656 1703 1824 1831 Yu Wood Manzano 
9 Downed 
pilot 
6/25  2040 2047  2143  2153  Muller Brown Manzano 
12 Downed 
pilot  
6/26 1425 1439 1551 1603 Yu Wood Reyes 
13 Man 
overboard 
6/26 1954 2002 2125 2130 Muller Brown Cottis 
Eglin          
7 lost vehicle  
(C52) 




8/24 1414 1427 1630 1644 Yu Heller Manzano 
9 Downed 
pilot (C52) 
8/24 1818 1828 2007 2019 Kansy Wood Manzano 
13 lost vehicle 
(A15) 
8/25 1858 1917 2104 2126 Kansy Wood Cottis 
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on the targets.  Some of the over flights produced no auto detects, some many, but only a few of the auto 
detects were confirmed by the operator. Auto detects were obtained on the boat and life raft but not the 
Oscar in the water although the latter was visible on MWIR imagery. 
 
 
Table B-33 is a timeline for the mission. It includes only the confirmed auto detects. These represent only 
eight percent of the total number of auto detects.  Between 17:06 and 18:24 there were 193 auto detects 
reported by JMMES.  The auto detect statistics for this sortie are shown in Table B-34.  Large numbers of 
the reported auto detects have times separated by only a few seconds, in fact it is common to have a 
sequence of four or five auto detects with identical times. In addition, some of these contacts have 
identical positions. Therefore each JMMES contact does not represent a unique contact. Despite the large 
number of auto detects, as the timeline indicates, there were a number of over flights of the targets that 
did not result in any auto detects. A section of a JMMES Contact log from sortie 8 that contains four 
confirmed contacts is shown in Table B-35. 
 





1705 B JMMES start search pattern 
1706 B Recreational boat in area 
 1710  S  Visual contact on small boat. May be target 
1713 S, O JMMES crash/reset 
1713 S,O MOT boat 
1714 S,O Visually spot object 500 m east of boat 
1716-17 S, O MWIR imagery of boat 
1720 S, O JMMES back up 
1722 S, O MOT. Four confirmed ASW auto detects on boat 
17:22:16 C Auto detect 19 ASW day confirmed 
17:22:16 C Auto detect 20 ASW day confirmed 
17:22:39 C Auto detect 21 ASW day confirmed 
17:22:50 C Auto detect 22 ASW day confirmed 
17:24:10 C Auto detect 23 ASW day confirmed 
1724-28 S, O JMMES crash/reset 
1725  S, O From 2000 to 500 feet to ID number of survivors 
1728 B Helo flying directly over Oscar 
1730 O AVT issues 
1731  S, O JMMES back up 
1734-37 S, O, JO MOT. Visual on Oscar. No confirmed auto detects 
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1737 O Changing auto detect parameters 
1737 B Pick Oscar out of water 
1738  S Oscar retrieved by boat 
1739 B Oscar and raft in the water 
1739 S Visual on raft on starboard side of boat 
1740 B Deploy mirror50 yards east of raft 
1742 O Flyover no auto detect 
1744 S, O, JO MOT. Raft in EOW. No auto detects 
1747 O Still at 500 feet 
1747-48 S, O Change algorithm parameters 
1748 B Pencil flare failure 
1749 B Deploy mirror 
1754 S, O System down, must restart JMMES 
1754 B Helo overhead 
1755 B Kayaker in area 
1756 S Restart failed, trying again 
1801 S, O Climbing to 1000 feet 
1801 B Mirror up 
1801-03 S, O JMMES up 
1805 S, O MOT boat and raft. ASW and SUW auto detects on boat. In EO and 
MWIR 
18:05:11 C Auto detect 27 ASW day confirmed 
18:05:14 C Auto detect 26 SUW confirmed 
18:05:22 C Auto detect 29 ASW day confirmed 
18:06:20 C Auto detect 35 SUW confirmed 
1808 O Mirror signaling 
1808 B Mirror down 
1809 B Mirror up 
1809 S Overfly raft. Imagery but no auto detect 
1810 B Mirror down 
1810 S Overfly raft, no imagery or auto detect 
1812 B Mirror up 
1812 S, O Overfly raft. Imagery, ASW and SUW auto detects 
18:12:00 C Auto detect 88 ASW day confirmed 
18:12:03 C Auto detect 87 SUW confirmed 
18:12:14 C Auto detect 87 SUW confirmed 
1813-15 S, O Overfly raft. Imagery, ASW and SUW auto detects 
18:13:42 C Auto detect 126 ASW day confirmed 
18:14:04 C Auto detect 133 SUW confirmed 
1815-16 S, O JMMES crash/reset while attempting lookback 
1819-22 S, O JMMES up 
1823 S, O Overfly boat and raft, imagery. Auto detect on boat and possibly raft 
18:23:24 C Auto detect 186 ASW day confirmed 
1824 S, O JMMES crash/reset 
1825 B Finex. Oscar and raft out of water 
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Sources are: S =SME, JO = JMMES Operator, O = OTA observer, C=JMMES Contact list; B= Coast Guard 
boat observer 
 
Table B-34. Sortie 8 Auto detects 
 
Auto detect Type Operator Classification Totals 
 Confirmed Rejected Unknown  
SUW 5  97 102 
ASW Day 10  81 91 
Totals 15  178 193 
 
Table B-34.  A  Section of a Sortie 8 Contact List 
ID Type Classification Time (GMT) Latitude Longitude 
24 SUW Unknown 22:04:52.035654719 36.72313051998 -75.91287706678 
25 SUW Unknown 22:05:03.080180418 36.72313051998 -75.91287706678 
26 SUW Confirmed 22:05:14.091343668 36.72313051998 -75.91287706678 
27 ASW 
Day 
Confirmed 22:05:10.659169204 36.72321327097 -75.91283716582 
28 SUW Unknown 22:05:25.135873333 36.72311249749 -75.91287706678 
29 ASW 
Day 
Confirmed 22:05:22.022971953 36.72321327097 -75.91283716582 
30 SUW Unknown 22:05:36.180403924 36.72313051998 -75.91287706678 
31 ASW 
Day 
Unknown 22:05:33.386779467 36.72321327097 -75.91285955373 
32 SUW Unknown 22:05:47.258296296 36.72313051998 -75.91287706678 
33 SUW Unknown 22:05:58.302825545 36.72313051998 -75.91287706678 
34 SUW Unknown 22:06:09.380722329 36.72313051998 -75.91287706678 
35 SUW Unknown 22:06:20.391881799 36.72313051998 -75.91287706678 
Times are GMT. The Difference between GMT and EDT is four hours 
 
 
Table B-35 lists the data for 12 contacts reported over an 88 second interval. The longitude and latitude of 
contacts 24, 25, 26, 30, 32, 33, 34 and 35 are identical; the longitude of contact 28 is also identical to that 
of the above eight contacts but its latitude is not. Contacts 26 and 35 are classified as Confirmed but the 
other contacts with the same coordinates are classified as Unknown. The longitude and latitude of 
contacts 27 and 29 are identical; the latitude of contact 31 is also identical with that of contacts 27 and 29, 
but its longitude is not. 
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Figure B-20. Comparison of the Positions of JMMES Contacts and SAR Targets for an Arbitrarily Selected 
Interval in Sortie 8  
The four JMMES contacts lie on the Coast Guard boat track. 
 
Figure B-20 is a plot of the JMMES contacts listed in Table B-35 and the Trackstick recorded GPS 
positions for the Coast Guard (CG) boat, the Oscar in the raft and the Oscar in the water. The Trackstick 
nominally updates once every five seconds but it reports only in integer minutes. To correspond with the 
time interval covered by the JMMES contact reports in Table B-35, all track stick positions for 18:04, 
18:05, and 18:06 EDT were plotted.  In Figure B-20, the 12 contacts appear as four discrete contacts all 
associated with the track of the CG boat. There are two CG boat tracks because there were two track 
sticks on the CG boat.  In Figure B-21 the tracks for Oscar and one of the CG boat tracks have been 
dropped and the plotted CG track is shown as a function of time. The eight contacts that report the same 
position are spread over the whole time interval examined.  In the figure it appears the contact positions 
should correspond to the position of the boat at about 19:04:40 but the mean time associated with the 
contacts is about 19:05:37.  It appears the time associated with the contact is the time the algorithm 
reported the auto detect rather than the time that the target was at that location. 
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Figure B-21. Comparison of JMMES Contacts and the Coast Guard Boat Track as a Function of Time  
The CG boat track is broken up according to the minute in which the track position was reported. The 
JMMES contacts appear on the CG boat track at a time that corresponds to ~ 18:04:40. But the mean 
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B.5.1.2  TW09 Sortie 9 
 
For night SAR missions the SUW processor and the MWIR sensor were enabled. The turret was fixed 
forward 15 degrees above nadir; 75 degrees below the horizontal. Regulations do not permit the aircraft to 
descend below 1000 feet in night operations. The scenario for this sortie was a downed pilot lost in a non-
hostile environment.  The crew was given the aircraft heading and last known location. The target of the 
mission was an Oscar in a life raft (accompanied by a small boat). 
 
The illuminated boat accompanying the target was visually acquired by the crew.  The target was over 
flown several times and the boat and life raft observed in MWIR imagery.  No auto detects were obtained 
in the target area.  Operations were restricted and ultimately terminated by extensive cloud coverage. The 
timeline for this sortie is presented in Table B-36. 
 
In the sortie 9 JMMES contact list there were 14 SUW auto detects. All are classified as Unknown. These 
auto detects occurred between 20:51 and 21:18 before the target was acquired and over flown.    
 





2047 O, S ASW night mode started (SUW mode) 
2048 O, S Changes parameters for SAR mission. Took 33 secs 
2048 S Clouds thicker, minimal holes to surface 
2048 B Raft, Oscar and dye in water 
2100 B CG vessel lights on so data collector can work 
2100 S 2000 feet 
 2101  O Downed aircraft last location covered by clouds 
2103-04 O, S System crash/reset 
2105 S Back up 
2110 O, S Stop/start imaging 
2111-12 O, S Reset power on Flight Collection Network (FCN) 
2113 O Second reset of FCN 
2114 O Clouds closing in 
2123 B Visual on helo 
2125 S Boat is visible (lights on) 
2128 JO Over target no detections 
2128 JO Thick cloud layer 
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2131 B Oscar back in water, dye in water 
2131-33 S, JO MOT. Saw boat in video, no auto detect 
2135 JO Over target 
2135 B CG boat strobe on 
2135 B Hand flare fired 
2136 B Pencil flare fired 
2136 S  Pilot reported flare, JMMES not pointed there 
2136 B Hand flare out 
2137 B Fired second and third pencil flare 
2137-38 S, JO MOT. Saw boat and possibly life raft in video 
2138 O System crash/reset, clouds moving in 
2140 JO Over target 
2142-43 O, S, B Finex. RTB due to weather 
Sources are: S =SME, JO = JMMES Operator, O = OTA observer, B= Coast Guard boat observer 
 
 
B.5.1.3  Sortie 12 
 
The scenario for this sortie was a downed pilot in a hostile environment.  The crew was given the aircraft 
heading and last known location. The target is an Oscar in a life raft (accompanied by a small boat).  After 
the target was located, MVIVID took over the operation of the JMMES turret and was to set up a sensor 
barrier to acquire and track a hostile small boat that was making runs at the life boat target.   
The ASW day and SUW processors and the EOW and MWIR sensors were enabled. For SAR day 
searches the aircraft altitude was 500 -1000 feet and the sensor fixed forward 15 degrees off nadir and 75 
degrees below the horizontal.  
 
The SAR portion of this sortie covered the interval 14:41 to 15:02 (EDT). The JMMES auto detects are 
summarized in Table B-38. Of the total of 71 auto detects only one was confirmed. That one confirmed 
auto detect is included in the timeline (Table B-37). The details of those auto detects around the time of 
the one confirmed auto detect are shown in Table B-39. The longitude and latitude are identical for 
contacts 36 and 38. The longitude and latitudes are identical for contacts 41 and 42, the latitude of contact 
39 is also identical to that of 41 and 42 but its longitude is slightly different. The time tags of contacts 39 
and 40 are identical. The seven JMMES contacts from a 17 second interval around the time of the 
confirmed contact (contact 39) appear in Figure B-22 as four discrete contact positions.  Two of the 
positions, including contacts 36, 38, and 40, are on the location of the Oscar in the raft. All these contacts 
were classified as Unknown. The remaining contacts, including the confirmed contact, appear to be false 
contacts or at least not associated with known targets. The Trackstick points plotted are all the reported 
locations for the CG boat and the Oscars for 18:57 and 18:58 GMT (14:57 to 14:58 EDT) 
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1436 B Comex. Raft Oscar in water 
1437 B Dye in water 
1441 S,O, JO Search started. Altitude 2000 feet 
1448 JO Still no joy on downed pilot in search mode 
 1448-49  S, O Green dye marker visually spotted  
1449 B CG boat can see helo 
1450 S, O, JO MOT. Boat and raft seen in EOW and MWIR imagery. Auto detect 14 
1453 S, JO MOT. Confirmed auto detects. Altitude 1000 feet 
1453 O Change parameters, switch profiles 
1456 S, JO On top raft? Probable auto detect on raft 25, 23 
1458 S, O, JO On top raft. Visible in MWIR. Confirmed auto detect 39. SNR turned up to 
40 
14:58:04 C Auto detect 39 ASW day confirmed 
1459 S, O, JO On top boat then raft. Both appeared in EOW and MWIR imagery. No 
confirmed auto detects 
1502 S, O On top raft then boat. Both seen in EOW and MWIR. Auto detect on boat 
possibly raft. 
1502 S, O JMMES crash/reset 
1507 G Water Oscar placed in water with dye 
1509 G CG vessel makes first of many runs at Oscars 
1510-12 S, JO MVIVID assume control of turret 
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Table B-38. Sortie 12 Auto detects 
 
Auto detect Type Operator Classification Totals 
 Confirmed Rejected Unknown  
SUW  1   37  38 
ASW Day   2  31 33  
Totals 1    68 71  
 
 
Table B-39. Section of a JMMES Contact Log for Sortie 12 
 
ID Type Classification Time (GMT) Latitude Longitude 
36 SUW Unknown 18:57:56.914545706 36.78875060516 -75.86887748165 
37 ASW 
Day 
Unknown 18:57:58.855278890 36.78705038399 -75.86645197197 
38 SUW Unknown 18:58:02.920631284 36.78875060516 -75.86887748165 
39 ASW 
Day 
Confirmed 18:58:04.309882543 36.79085759082 -75.86945464741 
40 ASW 
Day 
Unknown 18:58:04.309882543 36.78845161632 -75.86880481467 
41 ASW 
Day 
Unknown 18:58:09.309933804 36.79085759082 -75.86946024942 
42 ASW 
Day 
Unknown 18:58:13.855433126 36.79085759082 -75.86946024942 
Times in JMMES are recorded in GMT; -4 hours for EDT. 
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Figure B-22. Comparison of JMMES Contacts and SAR Targets at the Time of the Only Confirmed Contact 
in Sortie 12 
Two of the contact locations (and three of the contacts) correspond to the position of the raft Oscar. The 
other two contact locations (four contacts), including the confirmed contact, appear to be false targets. 
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B.5.1.4  Sortie 13 
 
This scenario was for a man overboard with a last known position and the ship track made available to the 
aircrew. Targets included a small boat, raft Oscar, water Oscar, sea dye and assorted pyrotechnics. The 
pilots visually acquired the targets and overflew the targets attempting to obtain auto detects. Auto detects 
were obtained for the raft, CG boat, sea dye and flares. The last eight confirmed auto detects were 
reported on a parachute flare in a 39 second interval. 
 
The timeline for this scenario is presented in Table B-40. The proportion of confirmed auto detects is 
much higher for this sortie than any of the other MSAR sorties.  The statistics for auto detects collected 
from JMMES Contact logs is shown in Table B-41.  
 
The User Comment log indicates that the EOW sensor was not enabled after 21:05.But an Operator 
comment confirms JMMES was in dual mode of operation for the entire flight. The User Comment log 
also indicates that the SUW processor was not enabled for 20:09 to 20:27. This is in conflict with the fact 
that SUW auto detects were reported in this interval. Accordingly, the sensor and processor stratus as 
defined in the JMMES Session logs has been reviewed and is shown in Table B.42.  These data confirm 
that both the ASW and SUW processors and both the EOW and MWIR sensors were enabled at all times, 
even after dark.  The processor and sensor status as reported in the User Comment log is in error. 
.  
Night SAR operations for JMMES calls only for the SUW processor and the MWIR sensor. In this sortie 
the dual mode was continued after night fall and the ASW processor continued to make confirmed auto 
detects as late as 21:06. 




1958 B Light sticks and dye triggered for raft Oscar 
2003 B Light sticks and dye triggered for water Oscar 
2003 S On station last known position 
 2004 O, S  JMMES required restart 
2006 O JMMES up 
2007 O, S Pilots visually acquire target. Boat, raft, and sea dye. No auto detect 
2009 O, S, JO MOT. JMMES auto detect 13, 14 on boat maybe raft. See in MWIR, sea 
dye in EO 
20:09:06 C Auto detect 13 ASW day confirmed 
20:09:18 C Auto detect 14 ASW day confirmed 
20:09:29 C Auto detect 15 ASW day confirmed 
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20:10:33 C Auto detect 16 ASW day confirmed 
20:10:44 C Auto detect 17 ASW day confirmed 
20:10:44 C Auto detect 18 ASW day confirmed 
20:10:59 C Auto detect 20 ASW day confirmed 
20:10:59 C Auto detect 21 ASW day confirmed 
2011 B Helo overhead (not yet dark) 
2011 O, S, JO MOT boat. Auto detect on boat, sea dye with raft 
20:11:08 C Auto detect 23 ASW day confirmed 
20:11:08 C Auto detect 24 ASW day confirmed 
20:11:08 C Auto detect 25 ASW day confirmed 
20:11:41 C Auto detect 27 ASW day confirmed 
2013 O, S, JO MOT. Auto detect on boat and sea dye.  
2013 S Descend to 1000 feet 
2015-18 O, S Slewed to Oscar. Saw Oscar, boat, raft. Heat packs visible in MWIR 
2020 O, S Auto detect on boat 
2022 JO MOT green dye, boat, and raft 
2025 O, S Auto detect SUW and ASW on boat raft and dye. Low light level  
20:25:13 C Auto detect 46  SUW confirmed 
20:25:11 C Auto detect 47 ASW day confirmed 
20:25:22 C Auto detect 48  SUW confirmed 
20:25:20 C Auto detect 49 ASW day confirmed 
20:25:27 C Auto detect 50 ASW day confirmed 
20:25:29 C Auto detect 51 SUW confirmed 
2026 O, S Multiple SUW false alarms after reducing SNR 
2027 JO MOT 
2027 B Oscar dyes running low, minimal visibility 
2030-31 O, S, JO MOT. Auto detect boat SUW and ASW 
20:30:32 C Auto detect 95 ASW day confirmed 
20:30:44 C Auto detect 96  SUW confirmed 
20:30:41 C Auto detect 97 ASW day confirmed 
20:30:49 C Auto detect 98 ASW day confirmed 
2033 O, JO MOT. Auto detect boat SUW 
20:33:14 C Auto detect 101ASW day confirmed 
2036 O, S, JO MOT. Auto detects 107, 108 raft and boat SUW 
20:36:18 C Auto detect 105 SUW confirmed 
20:36:18 C Auto detect 106 SUW confirmed 
20:36:29 C Auto detect 107 SUW confirmed 
20:36:29 C Auto detect 108 SUW confirmed 
2037 B Dye on both Oscars gone 
2040-41 O,S, JO MOT. Overflew sea dye. No auto detect. Very visible in processed 
image 
2044 O, S JMMES crashed. Climbing to 2000 feet 
2048  O JMMES up 
2050 O JMMES crash 
2051 O JMMES recovered and crashed 
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2054 O, JO MOT. Auto detect ASW. Raft? 
2056 O, S JMMES crash 
2103 JO MOT boat 
2104 B Start handheld flare 
2104 S Handheld flare on boat 
2104-06 O,S, JO MOT. Auto detect 5-16 ASW and SUW of boat when flare ignited. 
Possible auto detect on raft 
21:06:22 C Auto detect 11ASW day confirmed 
21:06:31 C Auto detect 12 SUW confirmed 
21:06:42 C Auto detect 14ASW day confirmed 
21:06:44 C Auto detect 15ASW day confirmed 
21:06:53 C Auto detect 16 SUW confirmed 
2107 B Handheld flare burnout 
2109 JO MOT. Did not see him 
2110 B CG boat strobe on 
2112 JO SNR down to 34 SUW, 35 ASW 
2112 JO MOT boat. No auto detect. Lower SNR to 33 
2116 O, JO MOT. Auto detect 17, 18 SUW boat 
21:16:16 C Auto detect 17 SUW confirmed 
21:16:27 C Auto detect 18 SUW confirmed 
2116-17 O, S, JO Look back worked 
2120 JO MOT. No auto detect 
2121 B Parachute flare fired 
2121 JO Doing a parachute flare. MOT flare. No auto detect 
2122-23 O, S, JO Slewing to look at flare. MOT flare. Lots of auto detects 
21:22:23 C Auto detect 19 SUW confirmed 
21:22:39 C Auto detect 20 SUW confirmed 
21:22:39 C Auto detect 21 SUW confirmed 
21:22:50 C Auto detect 22 SUW confirmed 
21:22:50 C Auto detect 23 SUW confirmed 
21:23:02 C Auto detect 24 SUW confirmed 
21:23:02 C Auto detect 25 SUW confirmed 
21:23:02 C Auto detect 26 SUW confirmed 
2123 B finex 





Table B-41. Sortie 13 Auto detects 
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Auto detect Type Operator Assessment Totals 
 Confirmed Rejected Unknown  
ASW Day 20  61  81  
SUW 21 1 45 67 
Totals   41 1 106  148  
 
 





2002 ASW day, SUW processors started, EOW, MWIR sensors started 
2006 ASW day, SUW processors started, EOW, MWIR sensors started 
2023 ASW day, SUW processors stopped, EOW, MWIR sensors stopped 
2023 ASW day, SUW processors started, EOW, MWIR sensors started 
2047 ASW day, SUW processors started, EOW, MWIR sensors started 
2053 ASW day, SUW processors started, EOW, MWIR sensors started 
2058 ASW day, SUW processors started, EOW, MWIR sensors started 
2123 Enabled state of all entities maintained till end of log 
 
 
B.5.1.5  MSAR Findings 
 
• In all MSAR sorties, targets (CG boat and/or sea dye) were initially acquired visually by the 
aircrew before being over flown and detected by JMMES.  In all cases the raft and/or the Oscar 
were accompanied by the CG boat. It was the small boat or dye that was detected and provided 
the cue to the detection of the raft and/or Oscar. 
• The MSAR sorties, particularly sortie 13, demonstrated that JMMES can auto detect on: life raft, 
sea dye, and flares. 
• Table B-43 provides the auto detect totals for sorties 8, 9, 12, and 13.  Table B-44 provides the 
percentage of Confirmed auto detects by sortie. Overall only 13 percent of the MSAR auto 
detects were Confirmed. The improvement in sortie 13 might be attributed to improved parameter 
selection with experience and/or the fact it was a night sortie. 
 
Table B-43.  JMMES Auto detect for all Sea SAR Sorties 
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Auto detect 
Type 
Operator Classification Totals 
 Confirmed Rejected Unknown  
ASW Day 30  2  173 205  
SUW 27   1 193 221 





Table B-44. Percent of Confirmed Auto detects as a Function of Sortie 
 
Sortie Number of Auto 
detects 
Number of Confirmed 
Auto detects 
Percent of Auto detects 
Classified as Confirmed 
8 193 15 8 
9 14 0 0 
12 71 1 1 
13 148 41 28 
All  426 57 13 
 
 
• Such large numbers of contacts put a burden on the operator to carefully evaluate these contacts. 
The contact classification process interrupts the operator attention to search. Hence large numbers 
of false detects are a serious problem. 
 
• A number of the reported auto detects have identical coordinates. For example, see Table B-35 
where eight of the 12 contacts have identical coordinates.  The JMMES algorithms need to 
discard redundant contacts. 
 
• Some of the many contacts classified as Unknown were valid contacts. For example, see Table B-
39 and Figure B-22. There three contacts listed as Unknown are found to lie on the track of the 
raft. However, many of the unknown contacts were false targets attributed by the JMMES 
operators to phenomena such as glint and whitecaps. Algorithms or SNRs need to be adjusted to 
reduce the large number of such spurious contacts. If it was known that some of the contacts were 
false targets why were more contacts not classified as rejected? 
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• The nature of the SAR mission requires that the contacts be definitively evaluated in real time. It 
is unacceptable to have the great majority of the contacts classified as Unknown. 
 
• Two small samples of contacts were looked at in detail (see Figures B-21 and B-22).  Of  a total 
of 19 contacts with eight unique locations the following was observed:  
 
o 11 contacts classified as Unknown were associated with known targets 
o One contact was classified as Confirmed but not associated with a known target 
o Four contacts were classified as Confirmed and associated with known targets 
o Three contacts were classified as Unknown and not associated with known targets. 
 
The conclusion is that the classifications are not reliable. 
 
• The processor and sensor status reported in the User Comment log is not reliable 
 
• The standard JMMES configuration for the night SAR mission is SUW processor and MWIR 
sensor. On sortie 13, the dual mode configuration showed after dark capability. In particular the 
ASW processor was providing confirmed auto detects after dark. 
 
• There are indications that the times associated with the auto detect positions are the algorithm 
solution time and not the time that the contact was at the position (see Figure B-21). 
 
 
B.5.2  Land SAR 
 
Land SAR mission were conducted at Eglin AFB on both the C52 and A15 ranges. 
For sorties 7, 8, and 9, the sorties included both CIED and SAR tasks. For sortie 13 there were both SAR 
and MCM tasks. Only the SAR portions of these sorties are addressed here. 
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B.5.2.1  Sortie 7 
 
In this scenario a vehicle and four personnel (including Oscar) were lost in a hostile area. The JMMES 
aircraft was assigned a search box dimension 1.1 x 3 nm. The objective was to locate the vehicles and 
survivors.  The search was conducted in Dual mode with EOW and MWIR sensors and with the turret 
fixed forward. Table B.46 shows the status of the processors and sensors as reported in the JMMES 
Session log. These data confirm that JMMES was in Dual mode for almost the whole of the SAR mission 
except for the last few minutes when the aircraft overflew the survivors in Engineering mode. 
 
Two JMMES operators flew this mission. 
 
At 11:45 survivors said helo passed directly overhead. They were not detected. At 11:57 they fired a flare 
and it was not observed. At 1156 the air crew visually detected the van which led to the detection of the 
nearby Oscar. The search for survivors was begun and the survivors were visually acquired by the pilot at 
12:06. The sortie timeline is presented in Table B-45. 
 
There were no auto detects on the van or the survivors. Auto detects were made but they were false 
targets. The auto detect statistics are presented in Table B-47. The instances of duplicate detections are 
shown in Table B-18. 
 





1039 G Place Oscar with heating pads five feet from the van 
1100  S  On station on C52 range 
1116-20 S, O Multiple start up failures. RTB 
1120-23 S, O System up, returning to C52 
1124-25 S, O System crash 
1133 G Survivors arrive at end point 
1137-40 S, O System up 
1138-40 S, O Comex. Dual mode, altitude 1500 feet 
1145 G Helo passes directly overhead 
1151 JO Changes ASW SNR to 45 because of multiple false alarms 
1155 JO Dropped SUW SNR to 30 
1156-57 S, O Visual detect of possible target van. No auto detect 
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1157 G Helo passes within range, let off flare. Not observed in aircraft 
1158-1200 S, O Multiple MOT. Auto detects but none on targets,  false alarms 
1203-04 S, O Oscar identified in MWIR. Descend to 100 feet 
1205 S Leaving van to search for survivors 
1206-07 S, O 
 
OTA observer directed helo to endpoint. Three survivors visually 
spotted by pilot 
1207 S MOT survivors 
1208 S, O JMMES crash. Finex SAR 
Sources are: S =SME, O = OTA observer, JO = JMMES Operator, O = OTA observer, G= Ground Observer  
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1123 ASW day, SUW processor started, EOW, MWIR sensors started 
1123 ASW day, SUW processor stopped, EOW, MWIR sensors stopped 
1138 ASW day, SUW processor started, EOW, MWIR sensors started 
1205 ASW day, SUW processor stopped, EOW, MWIR sensors stopped 
1206 Engineering  processor started, EOW, MWIR sensors started 
 
Table B-47. Sortie 7 Autodetects 
 
Auto detect Type Operator Classification Totals 
 Confirmed Rejected Unknown  
SUW     72  72 
ASW Day    5 5 
POI    2  2  
Auto detect Totals   77 77 
 
 
Table B-48. Sortie 7 Contacts with Identical Coordinates 
 
Identical Coordinates 
(both Long. and Lat.) 
Identical Longitudes Identical Latitudes 
18, 22, 27 13, 15 12, 14 
19, 24, 30 49, 55 64, 65 
20, 25, 31   
21, 26   
23, 28   
29, 34, 39   
35, 40   
41, 44   
50, 54   
51, 57   
52, 58   
73, 78   
B.5.2.2  Sortie 8 
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The scenario for this sortie was a downed aircraft.  The air crew was given a last known aircraft position 
and aircraft heading.  A boneyard of junked aircraft lay near the projected line of flight and was intended 
to represent the downed aircraft. The objective was to locate the survivors. 
 
The sortie began with JMMES in Dual mode. Shortly after the start of the sortie the aircraft bone- yard 
was located and for several minutes (14:40-14:47) an F-15 was over flown. No auto detects on it were 
obtained. Oscar was visually sighted and in the interval that Oscar was observed (14:47- 15:04) JMMES 
was transitioned to Engineering mode (14:51). Since there are no algorithms running in Engineering 
mode no auto detects are possible. At 1504 the search was resumed for other survivors and two survivors 
were visually located at 15:07. JMMES resumed Dual mode of operation at 15:21 and some subsequent 
passes over the survivors produced auto detects. 
 
Table B-49 is the timeline for this sortie and Table B-50 provides the processor and sensor status from the 
JMMES Session logs. 
 
A large number of autodetects were reported. All were classified as Unknown. The autodetect statistics 
are reported in Table B-51.  Autodetects for which duplicate coordinates were reported are listed in Table 
B-52. Between 15:24 and 15:30, comments in the timeline report over flights of the survivors and 
apparently associated autodetect events. Figure B-23 presents a plot of the 89 autodetects in the interval 
15:21 to 15:30. The survivor personnel carried a Geko 201 GPS device. Unfortunately, the track recorded 
by that device stops at 15:22:40 so the plot for the survivors is for the time interval 15:20:33 to 15:22:40.  
At the time of that last position the survivors were moving from the most westerly position in the track to 
the west.  For the one case where the survivor track and a contact are coincident the time difference 
between the two positions was more than four minutes. With the large number of auto detects, any 
correspondence between the positions of the contacts and the survivor track can be considered a random 
event. 
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Figure B-23.  Plot of JMMES Contacts and SAR Survivor Track for 15:20 to 15:30 




 1430-34  S, O, JO Comex. Starting search at 1500  feet 
1430 G Comex. Proceeding toward rendezvous point 
1434 S Auto detect false alarms 
1440 O On top of F-15. no auto detect 
1441 O Look back F-15. altitude 1500 
1442 O MOT F-15 
1443 O Overtop F-15. No auto detect 
1443 S F-15 seen on MWIR. No auto detects on three over flights 
1444 S Looks back on F-15  
1445-46 S, O, JO MOT F-15 no auto detect 
1447 S, JO MOT F-15 no auto detect 
1447 O Possible Oscar sighted (visual detection) 
1448-50 O, JO MOT Oscar. 500 feet altitude 
1450 S 500 feet altitude begin survivor search 
1451 O Start Engineering mode 
1453 O Oscar at crossroad  
1455 S JMMES crash 
1500 S JMMES up 
1500-01 S,O JMMES crash 
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1500 O On top. OSCAR in MWIR. AVT on Oscar 
1502 O Reacquire Oscar in MWIR 
1502-04 S, O JMMES up 
1504 S Oscar found and AVT locked onto with MWIR 
1504 O Return to search 
1505 G Arrived at rendezvous point 
1507-09 S, O, JO Two survivors sighted visually. MOT survivors, picked up on EO 
imagery 
1508-10 S, O JMMES crash 
1509 O flare 
1510 O  MWIR contact flare still burning 
1510 G Helo passes directly over survivors 
1512 G Signal flare ignited. Spotted by helo 
1513-15 S,O JMMES up 
1514-16 S, O JMMES crash 
1519-21 S JMMES up 
1521 Sess Resume Dual mode 
1522 O, JO Contact, look back 
1524-25 S, O Overfly two survivors. One auto detect 
1527 O MOT two survivors, no auto detect 
1528 O MOT survivors, auto detect 
1530 S 3-4 additional passes over survivors, two auto detects 
1531 S SAR complete 
Sources are: S =SME, JO = JMMES Operator, O = OTA observer, G= Ground observer, Sess = JMMES Session log 
 




1430 ASW Day, SUW processor started, EOW, MWIR sensors started 
1436 ASW day, SUW processor stopped, EOW, MWIR sensors stopped 
1437 ASW Day, SUW processor started, EOW, MWIR sensors started 
1451 ASW day, SUW processor stopped, EOW, MWIR sensors stopped 
1521 ASW Day, SUW processor started, EOW, MWIR sensors started 





Table B-51. Sortie 8 Autodetects 
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Auto detect Type Operator Classification Totals 
 Confirmed Rejected Unknown  
ASW Day      
SUW    146 146 
POI    2 2 
Totals   146 148 
 
  
Table B-52. Sortie 8 Contacts with Identical Coordinates 
Identical Coordinates 
(both Long. and Lat.) 
Identical Longitudes Identical Latitudes 
 14,21 12, 17  35, 38  
 24, 28  13, 18 69, 74  
26, 29  15, 22 73, 78 
27, 31  25, 30 79, 84 
 33, 34 68, 69 83, 87 
53, 54, 55  147, 148 97, 103 
66, 71, 75   118, 121 
 67, 70, 73  122, 129 
82, 88, 91    
84, 86    
98, 102    
101, 106    
113, 117   
114, 116   
115, 118   
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B.5.2.3  Sortie 9 
 
The scenario for this sortie was a downed aircraft.  The air crew was given a last known aircraft position 
and aircraft heading.  A bone yard of junked aircraft lay near the projected line of flight and was intended 
to represent the downed aircraft. The objective was to locate the survivors. 
 
The entire mission was conducted with JMMES in Dual mode with the EOW and MWIR sensors enabled 
(see Table B-54).  The bone yard was quickly located and an F-16 over flown.  Some of the over flights 
of the F-16 produced Confirmed auto detects. At about 19:40 an expanding circle search about the aircraft 
was initiated in the search for survivors. The survivors were visually picked up at 19:51. The rest of the 
sortie consisted of over flights of the survivors and Oscar, who was identified at 19:57. There were no 
Confirmed auto detects on the survivors or the Oscar. 
 
All searches subsequent to the location of the downed aircraft were conducted by the SME controlling the 
JMMES turret with the hand controller. 
 
The autodetect statistics from the SAR portion of the mission are reported in Table B-55.  Autodetects for 
which duplicate coordinates were reported are listed in Table B-56. 
 





1930-32 S, O, JO Comex SAR 
1930 G Comex. Proceeding to observation tower 
1934-35 S, O, JO MOT. Overtop F16. No auto detect MWIR imagery of downed aircraft 
1936 G Place Oscar 100 yards from tower 
1936-37 S,O, JO MOT. MWIR imagery of downed aircraft 
1938  G Arrive at observation tower 
1938-39 O, JO MOT. Overtop F-16. Confirm SUW auto detect on plane at night 
1940-44 O, JO Expanding circle search around F-16 
1949 JO Searching north perimeter road 
1950 G First helo pass overhead 
1951 O Two survivors observed on MWIR. 
1952 JO MOT people walking. Something in hand 
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1953 JO MOT people. Two seen in MWIR 
1954 G Comms indicate visual of survivors 
1955 G Set off flare, glow stick, strobe 
1955 O, JO flare 
1957 O ID Oscar 
1959 O  Red strobe, glow stick 
2000 JO MOT Oscar 
2001 JO MOT people glow stick in hand 
2002 JO MOT people 
2005 G finex 









1829 Engineering  processor started, EOM, MWIR sensors started 
1855 Engineering  processor started, EOM, MWIR sensors stopped 
1859 ASW Day, SUW processor started, EOW, MWIR sensors started 
2002 Enabled state of all processors and sensors maintained till end of log 
 
 
Table B-55. Sortie 9 Auto detects 
 
Auto detect Type Operator Classification Totals 
 Confirmed Rejected Unknown  
SUW  5  66 71 
ASW Day    15 15 
Totals 5  81 86 
 
 
Table B-56. Sortie 9 Contacts with Identical Coordinates 
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Identical Coordinates 
(both Long. and Lat.) 
Identical Longitudes Identical Latitudes 
149, 150 148, 149 152, 153 
151, 152  183, 184 
158, 161  211, 214 
160, 163  218, 220 
162, 164  225, 226 
168, 170  227, 228 
169, 171   
194, 196   
195, 197   
228, 231   
229, 232   
 
 
B.5.2.4  Sortie 13 
 
The scenario was a lost vehicle in a non hostile environment.  This was the only SAR mission conducted 
in the A15 area of Santa Rosa Island.  The objective was to locate the vehicle and the survivors including 
an Oscar. The SAR search box was the same search box as for the land MCM missions.  JMMES 
remained in Dual mode with EOW and MWIR sensors enabled for the duration of the SAR mission (see 
Table B-58). 
The timeline for this sortie is shown in Table B-57. Initially the aircraft searched east to west along the 
road that runs the length of the search box. With the sensor in the fixed forward position they found a 
warm car near the end of the road and found Oscar near the car in the MWIR imagery (~19:36). The 
survivors had been concealed until this time partway down and off the road and they moved out onto the 
road (~19:43) and proceeded east along the road. JMMES searched the road and found the survivors 
(20:07).  The search for survivors along the road was conducted with the JMMES turret being controlled 
with the hand controller. Figures B-24 and B-25 respectively are JMMES screen captures showing MWIR 
imagery of two survivors with a flare and Oscar with thermal packs. 
The autodetect statistics from the SAR portion of the mission are reported in Table B-59.  Autodetects for 
which duplicates coordinates were reported are listed in Table B-60. 
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 Figure B-24. JMMES Screen Capture of an MWIR Image of Two Survivors with a Flare August 24, 19:56:09 CDT 
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 Figure B-25. JMMES Screen Capture of an MWIR Image of Oscar August 24, 20:00:08 CDT 
 
 




1930-31 S, O, G Comex 
1931 O Heading down road 
1933 JO Heading toward box 
1935 JO In the box 
1935-37 S, O Found car with Oscar at end of road 
1938 O Contact look back. car 
1938 O Down to 1000 feet 
1940 O Second car. Cold car 
1943 G Begin moving east after hiding, helo circled overhead 
1943 O , JO MOT Oscar. Zoom in on Oscar.  
1945 JO Down to 500 feet 
1947-49 S, O JMMES crashed/reset 
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1952 O System up 
1954 O Complete third pass over car  
1956-2000 JO, O Doing manual search of area. SME using hand controller 
2007 O Visual on survivors in MWIR 
2014 O System down 
2027 O  System up 
2029 G Set off flare 
2029  O  Flare 
2030-34 S, O Reboot system 
2034 O  Finex SAR 
2038 G Finex 
Sources are: S =SME, JO = JMMES Operator, O = OTA observer, G= Ground observer 
 




1918 ASW Day, SUW processor started, EOW, MWIR sensors started 
1941 ASW day, SUW processor stopped, EOW, MWIR sensors stopped 
1941 ASW Day, SUW processor started, EOW, MWIR sensors started 
1944 ASW day, SUW processor stopped, EOW, MWIR sensors stopped 
1944 ASW Day, SUW processor started, EOW, MWIR sensors started 
1954 ASW Day, SUW processor started, EOW, MWIR sensors started 
2012 ASW day, SUW processor stopped, EOW, MWIR sensors stopped 
 
Table B-59. Sortie 13 Autodetects 
Auto detect Type Operator Classification Totals 
 Confirmed Rejected Unknown  
SUW    23 23 
ASW Day   3 14 17 
POI    3 3  
Auto detect totals  3 37 40 
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Table B-60. Sortie 13 Contacts with Identical Coordinates 
Identical Coordinates 
(both Long. and Lat. 
Identical Longitudes Identical Latitudes 
9, 14, 16   6, 12   6, 11, 15  
10, 13, 17   8, 12 
11, 18     
7, 13, 17     
8, 11, 16     
10, 15     
Numbers in bold are from the first contact sequence 
 
B.5.2.5  Land SAR Findings 
 
• Most of the land SAR searches were executed in Dual mode using the MWIR and EOW sensors. 
Portions of some sorties (7 and 8) were executed in Engineering mode. No autodetects are 
generated in Engineering mode. 
• Table B-61 presents autodetect totals for the four land SAR sorties. Almost all of the large 
number of contacts were classified by the operators as Unknown. All the five confirmed 
autodetects occurred in sortie 9 and are associated with over flights of an F-16 in the aircraft bone 
yard. In sortie 8 the observer logs note autodetects occurred on over flights of the survivors but 
the operator classified these autodetects as Unknown.  Plots of contact and survivor position data 
do not indicate that the survivors were auto detected (see Figure B-23).  
        
Table B-61.  JMMES Autodetect for all Land SAR Sorties 
Auto detect 
Type 
Operator Classification Totals 
 Confirmed Rejected Unknown  
ASW Day   3 34 37 
SUW  5   307 312 
Totals  5 3  341 349 
 
 
• The large numbers of autodetects put a burden on the operator to carefully evaluate these 
contacts. The contact classification process interrupts the operator attention to search. Hence large 
numbers of false detects are a serious problem. 
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• Each of the land SAR sorties show large numbers of contacts with one or both coordinates 
identical to those reported for another contact. 
• The nature of the SAR mission requires that the contacts be definitively evaluated in real time. It 
is unacceptable to have the great majority of the contacts classified as Unknown. 
• During the daytime sorties (7 and 8) the survivors were initially visually detected. During the 
twilight and night sorties (9, 13) the survivors were found using MWIR imagery displayed in the 
aircraft.    
• For the night searches MWIR was essential.  The quality of the MWIR imagery displayed on the 
JMMES GUI was degraded compared to the image on the turret hand controller. The hand 
controller was used to control the turret and the MWIR image was viewed on the hand controller.  
This circumstance meant that two operators were required for night SAR sorties. The SME 
became the second operator on the hand controller. 
• When a user comment is typed it appears in middle of screen obscuring field. The comment 
display needs to be relocated. 
• When the aircraft changes altitude the JMMES algorithms require parameter changes. The GUI 
screens associated with the require parameter changes monopolize the display resulting in the loss 
of imagery for about 15 seconds. 
• When JMMES software crashed MWIR and the turret can still function (e.g. sortie 13). 
 
B.6  CIED 
 
Table B-62 lists the sorties that included the CIED mission area. All these sorties combined the CIED and 
land SAR mission areas and all occurred on the C52 range of Eglin AFB.  Tab 1 lists the types and 
locations of simulated IED devices emplaced by NSWPC on the C52 range. All CIED missions were 
conducted with the JMMES Gen 3 turret and the Bell 407 helicopter. All CIED missions were conducted 
in daylight. 
 
Table B-62. CIED/SAR Sorties 

















8/21 930 0950 1128 1145 Yu Heller Cottis, 
Manzano 
7 8/24 1049 1101 1249 1304 Yu  Heller  Cottis, 
Manzano  
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 Times CDT 
 
 
No IEDs were visually detected by the aircrew or seen in the JMMES imagery displayed on the JMMES 
GUI or hand held controller.  No real time or post trial analyses were performed using the data collected 
in these sorties and the CIED  baseline data collection on a familiarization flight conducted prior (21 
August) to the emplacement of the devices. Therefore, the assessment of JMMES performance in the 
CIED mission area is limited to the procedures used in the collection of the CIED data. 
 
Figure B-26 shows the C52 area. The JMMES CIED task was to image the indicated roads on this range. 
The CIED sorties started with imaging the perimeter road (yellow), then the triangular road area (red) on 
the left side of the figure and finally a ladder search of the road grid (blue) seen in the lower center. 
 
 
8 8/24 1414 1427 1630 1644 Yu Heller Manzano 
9 8/24 1818 1828 2007 2019 Kansy Wood Manzano 
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Figure B-26. Area C52 at Eglin AFB with the Roads to be Imaged in the CIED Mission Indicated 
 
 
B.6.1 CIED Sorties  
 
Tables B-63, B-64, and B-65 are the timelines for the CIED portions of the three CIED/SAR sorties. In 
general, the OTA observer logs and the JMMES operator User Comment logs contain details about the 
starting and ending of imaging of specific road segments. Most of these comments are not included in the 
timelines. 
 
For sorties 7 and 8 the CIED missions was executed after the SAR mission, for sortie 9 the CIED mission 
was executed first.  The CIED mission was conducted in Engineering mode with the EOM and MWIR 
sensors enabled. The SAR mission was conducted in Dual mode with the MWIR and EOW sensors 
enabled. In sortie 9 the time required to transition between these two states was reported as 2-3 minutes. 
 
For most of the CIED sorties the turret was continuously controlled by an operator using the hand 
controller.  This demanding task meant that two operators were required, one to manage JMMES, the 
other to control the turret with the hand controller. On sortie 7 there were two JMMES operators on the 
aircraft; on sorties 8 and 9 turret control was handled by the SME. It was difficult for the SME to 
efficiently operate with the hand controller from the back seat. He needed to be in the front seat to be able 
to visually compare the terrain with the image on the hand controller.  
 




1208 S, O JMMES crash/reset 
1209 S Conex CIED 
1221-23 S,O JMMES up. Start CIED mission. 3000 feet, Engineering mode, EOM 
1227 JO Starting ladder search 
1234 S Continuing search. Front seat operator controller turret with hand 
controller 
1247 S CIED complete 
Sources are: S =SME, JO = JMMES Operator, O = OTA observer 
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1529-31 S, O Beginning CIED at 3000 feet. Start flying perimeter road. Engineering 
mode 
1536 JO Over perimeter road, MWIR Med., EOM 
1550 JO On the triangle road 
1555 O Fly first leg on road grid 
1607 O SME controlling turret with hand controller 
1615 S CIED mission complete 
Sources are: S =SME, JO = JMMES Operator, O = OTA observer 
 
 




1830 JO System up in Engineering mode 
1831 JO Setting up for south perimeter road 
1833 JO On road 
1842 JO On diagonal road 
1843 JO Setting up for ladder  south to north on road grid 
1850-53 S, O CIED complete. all roads imaged 
Sources are: S =SME, JO = JMMES Operator, O = OTA observer 
 
B.6.2  Findings 
 
• Two operators are required for the CIED mission. One to manage JMMES and one to direct the 
turret using the hand controller. 
• None of simulated IEDs which included buried and partially buried devices were seen in the 
JMMES imagery. 
• It is difficult to effectively operate the hand controller from the rear seat. The operator is much 
more effective at tracking on the road if he can see the actual scene from the cockpit. 
• It took two-three minutes to transition from Engineering mode with the EOM and MWIR sensors 
enabled for the CIED mission to Dual mode with the MWIR and EOW sensors enabled for the 
SAR mission. 
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• It is difficult to smoothly track the turret along the road without coverage holidays on sharp 
turns in the road. It was found the best way to deal with these turns was to fly beyond the road, 






Figure B-28.  Helicopter Flight Path for Obtaining Full Imaging Coverage of the Road When the Road 
Makes a Sharp Turn 
  




Table B-65.  Simulated IEDs Emplaced on the C52 Range at Eglin AFB and Several Landmarks 
 
Longitude Latitude Comment Type of Target 
-86.3163 30.52057 T12, BURIED  U.S navy155 mm projectile, M101 
-86.317 30.52064 GATE at IED box  
-86.3164 30.52059 T9, partial buried U.S 155MM PROJECTILE, 
-86.3083 30.53117 
P1_ROAD near wood 
at C52 Paved road on east side C52 Tower 
-86.3251 30.52861 TANK  
-86.315 30.52011 T1, buried South Africa 155 mm Projectile 
-86.3149 30.52009 T5, partial buried U.S  8 " projectile 
-86.3119 30.51957 T3, buried U.S 155 MM PROJECTILE 
-86.3118 30.51956 T11, partial buried U.S NAVY 155 MM PROJECTILE, M101 
-86.3118 30.51954 T8, buried U.S 155 MM PROJECTILE 
-86.3046 30.51782 T6, buried U. S 8" PROJECTILE 
-86.3047 30.51784 T4, partial buried U.S 155 MM PROJECTILE 
-86.2993 30.51668 T2, buried South Africa 155 mm Projectile 
-86.2992 30.51666 T7, partial buried U.S 155 MM PROJECTILE 
-86.2992 30.51664 T10, buried U.S 155 MM PROJECTILE, M483A1 
-86.3251 30.5286 Tank  
-86.3252 30.53088 airplane first one from the east 
-86.2892 30.51468 P1 at the end of IED road, near tree  
-86.2876 30.51924 p2 center of the IED field ,near wood 
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Appendix C.  Operational Demonstration Descriptions 
 
 
TW09 Operational Demonstration 
 
The Trident Warrior 09 (TW09) Operational Demonstration focused on four JMMES mission areas: ASW, 
SUW, MIO, and Maritime SAR. Day and night sorties were flown in each area. The JMMES Op Demo was 
part of the larger TW09 effort and utilized two aircraft, a King Air for ASW, SUW, and MIO missions in 
W72 and a Bell 407 for SUW (FAC) in the Hampton Roads departure corridor and Maritime SAR in 
W50/R6606. 
 
ASW events were flown against USS ALEXANDRIA (SSN 757).  SUW and MIO operations were performed 
against targets of opportunity (including USS FREEDOM, LCS 1).  SUW (FAC) events were flown using USS 
BULKELEY which was attacked by NAVAIR Target and Maritime Operations Det Norfolk FAC craft as it 
departed from and returned to Norfolk at the beginning and end of TW09. SAR events were flown with 
support from USCG Auxiliary, South Hampton Roads' boat RAVEN RESCUE. 
 
JMMES flew a total of thirteen operational demonstration flights in the King Air twin propeller plane 
(Dynamic Aviation, Bridgewater, VA) and Bell 407 helicopter (Coastal Helicopter, Panama City, FL) based 
out of NAS Oceana, VA (5 minutes from close in missions and 30 minutes from the W72 events). JMMES 
was hosted by NAS Oceana Base Operations in Hangar 23 who provided line and hangar space, a 
briefing/conference room, a maintenance space, and a post-processing/debriefing space in the hangar. 
Missions included seven ASW/SUW/MIO missions to W72, two SUW (FAC) missions to the Hampton 
Roads departure corridor, and four maritime SAR missions to W50/R6606. In addition, three 
familiarization flights were flown to W72 (King Air), W50/R6606 (Bell 407), and Hampton Roads Corridor 
(Bell 407) prior to Op Demo missions being flown in those areas. 
 
TW09 Sortie 1, Mon, 22 Jun 
SUW-FAC on USN ship leaving port, TW09 mission ISR-09.01. 
Hampton Roads Corridor/SUW (FAC)/Bell 407 
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Scenario: USS BULKELEY (DDG 84), shown in Figure C-1, underway at approximately 0900 in an overseas 
port (simulated by Norfolk). Departure route is show in Figure C-2. Intel reports increased chatter of 
possible terrorist activity against American targets in vicinity. There were multiple small craft in attack 
group. 
 
JMMES BELL 407 TASKING: 
Overfly ship as they depart port (Norfolk Naval Base) and monitor their progress to open water (past 
Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel).   
 
Monitor ship for possible FAC by small craft. Craft will make multiple attacks. FINEX when fuel dictates 
return to NAS Oceana. 
 
Instructions for FAC participants are listed in Figures C-3-6. 
 
Figure C-1. USS BULKELEY (DDG 84) 
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 Figure C-2. Hampton Roads Ship Departure Corridor 
(A denotes location of NAS Oceana) 
 
Figure C-3. Sortie 1, SUW/FAC, Phase 1, Run 1-FAC instructions  
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Figure C-4. Sortie 1, SUW/FAC, Phase 1, Run 2-FAC instructions  
 
Figure C-5. Sortie 1, SUW/FAC, Phase 1, Run 3-FAC instructions  
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Figure C-6. Sortie 1, SUW/FAC, Phase 2-FAC instructions  
 
TW09 Sortie 11, Fri, 26 Jun 
SUW-FAC on USN ship entering port, TW09 mission ISR-09.25. 
Hampton Roads Corridor/SUW (FAC)/Bell 407 
 
Scenario: USS BULKELEY (DDG 84), shown in Figure C-1, is expected to pull into port at approximately 
1300 in an overseas port (simulated by Norfolk). Return route is the reverse shown in Figure C-2. Intel 
reports increased chatter of possible terrorist activity against American targets in vicinity. Expect 
multiple small craft in attack group. 
 
JMMES BELL 407 TASKING: 
Overfly ship as they are returning to port (Norfolk Naval Base) and monitor their progress.   
 
Monitor ship for possible FAC by small craft. Craft will make multiple attacks. FINEX when fuel dictates 
return to NAS Oceana, or ship moors in port. 
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Figure C-7. Sortie 11, SUW/FAC, Phase 1, Run 1-FAC instructions  
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Figure C-8. Sortie 11, SUW/FAC, Phase 1, Run 2-FAC instructions  
 
Figure C-9. Sortie 11, SUW/FAC, Phase 1, Run 3-FAC instructions  
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Figure C-10. Sortie 11, SUW/FAC, Phase 2-FAC instructions  
 
ASW Sorties 
Instructions for USS ALEXANDRIA (see Figure C-11) for all ASW sorties: 
• JMMES aircraft (call sign Stewart) 
• Takes off from NAS Oceana 30 minutes prior to first COMEX of each event. 
• JMMES will check in on Marine Radio once airborne to confirm COMEX time.  
• Request ALX have Marine radio available 30 minutes prior to the first COMEX of each event. 
• Will state "COMEX on time" or if need to slide will state: "COMEX + n" to indicate starting "n" 
minutes after planned COMEX time. 
• Either unit can adjust COMEX time. 
• Times will be based on GPS time--confirm time hack upon check in (this may not be needed as 
long as GPS is up for both units). 
• All events will be in W72: 1B2, 1B4, 1C1, 1C3 
• Intent is to make search and tracking more difficult (but not impossible) each subsequent day. 
• 2 parts to each event. First half is for search. Second half is for tracking. So we want ALX to be 
broached to start each "PART B" 
• Lat/Longs are listed in Degrees-Minutes, e.g., 3635N = 36 dgr, 35 min North 
 
TW09 Sorties 2 & 3, Mon, 22 Jun 
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ASW (Day and Night)-Transiting Target-near real time target info. W72B/C 
SUW/MIO mission en route to and from ASW station, TW09 mission ISR-09.02 & .03. 
 
The same scenario was run during both the day and night sorties 
 
JMMES KING AIR TASKING: 
Part A-SUW/MIO Search en route to ASW area. 
 
SUW Scenario: USN Task Group is operating in area known for piracy. JMMES is part of a larger Surface 
Search effort and has been given a designated search area: W72A and B en route to ASW (W72B/C).  
JMMES is tasked to locate and track surface targets in their search area of responsibility.  Report each 
target to the OTA Observer who will give follow on instruction. FINEX upon arrival at ASW station. 
 
Parts B and C-ASW 
ASW Scenario: Red Force submarine is transiting from its home port to an op area (VACAPES, W72B/C) 
to trail Blue Force Task Group operating in the vicinity. 
• Tipper information from a USN ship has a line of bearing on the submarine with an estimated 
range, course, and speed.  JMMES King Air is in the vicinity and has been tasked to find target 
and arrives on station within 5 minutes after tipper information is given. 
• Target will be at various depths to include broached and periscope exposed.  Target may 
descend to depths outside of JMMES expected detection/tracking range. 
• Updated tipper information is expected during each mission. 
 
Part B-ASW Search (see Figure C-12) 
Upon arrival on station, switch to ASW mission (W72B/C 1B2, 1B4, 1C1, 1C3). Search for target until 
track is established, maintain it until FINEX of Part B.  If contact is lost, continue to search until track is 
reacquired and maintain track. FINEX at designated time. 
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Part C-ASW Track 
Target will start on surface.  Acquire target and track through remainder of Part C. Again, target will 
maintain expected course and speed until FINEX of Part C (at designated time). 
 
Part D-SUW/MIO Search en route to NAS Oceana. 
Upon FINEX of Part C, switch to SUW/MIO mission. 
 
SUW Scenario (similar to Part A, except returning to NAS Oceana): USN Task Group is operating in area 
known for piracy. JMMES is part of a larger Surface Search effort and has been given a designated search 
area: W72A and B en route to NAS Oceana.  JMMES is tasked to locate and track surface targets in their 
search area of responsibility.  Report each target to the OTA Observer who will give follow on 
instruction. FINEX upon departure from W72. 
 
USS ALEXANDRIA instructions: 
-for all runs 
(1) Need to adjust course & speed to be at FINEX point at FINEX time. 
(2) Maintain course within +/- 15 degrees (+/- 30 degrees) of track between COMEX & FINEX points, if 
possible. 
Larger corrections are acceptable, however, if they put ALX closer to track line. 
(3) When at periscope depth (PD): 22 June-have periscope up 5 mins, down 5 mins, up 5 mins, etc.  
(4) Both events (day/night) will have the same profile (with different times). 
(5) After initial check in proceed to PD. 
(6) Times are listed in order for 22 June day, 22 June night,  
 
22 June 1500-1800 
22 June 2200-0100 
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PART B-Search: 1500-1630; 2200-2330;  
COMEX minus 5 minutes—give COMEX lat/long to crew: 3643N, 7436W 
0+00 COMEX, part B, 3643N, 7436W, 1500; 2200;  
0+00 - 0+15 (15 mins) PD, 1500-1515; 2200-2215;  
0+15 - 0+45 (30 mins) Dive to and maintain 150' 1515-1545; 2215-2245;  
0+45 - 1+25 (40 mins) Climb to and maintain PD 1545-1625; 2245-2325;  
1+25 - 1+30 (5 mins) Surface/Broach 1625-1630; 2325-2330;  
1+30 FINEX, part B, 3635N, 7436W, Confirm FINEX on Marine Radio 1630; 2330;  
OTA observer give lat long to crew upon FINEX, Part B (3635N, 7436W) 
  
1+30 - 1+40 (10 mins) Reposition, Confirm COMEX time on Marine Radio. 1630-1640; 2330-2340;  
If it takes longer than 10 minutes to reposition--this is not a problem. 
JMMES will depart station when fuel dictates. 
  
PART C-Track: 1640-1800; 2340-0100;  
1+40 1640 COMEX, part B, 3635N, 7435W 1640; 2340;  
1+40 - 1+50 (10 mins) Broached 1640-1650; 2340-2350;  
JMMES will confirm via Marine Radio they have sighted ALX. 
If, JMMES cannot find by 1+48, they will request position based on COMEX point. 
ALX will give COMEX +/- <number>, +/- <number> to represent LAT & LONG difference (degrees, 
minutes) 
e.g., JMMES-"No Joy" Indicating does not have visual 
ALX "COMEX +0+02 +0-01" (COMEX Lat + 0 dgr + 2 mins; Long +0 dgr -1 min) 
Maintain surface until JMMES calls "visual" then pick up with the event in order. 
1+50 - 2+35 (45 mins) Dive to PD 1650-1735; 2350-0035;  
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2+35 - 3+00 (25 mins) Dive to and maintain 150'--slow dive is better--your discretion 1735-1800; 0035-
0100;  
3+00 FINEX, part C, 3643N, 7435W, no check out or FINEX call on Marine Radio. 1800; 0100;  
 
Figure C- 11. USS ALEXANDRIA (SSN 757) 
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Figure C-12. VACAPES Operating Area (W-72, W-386) 
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TW09 Sorties 4 & 5, Tue, 23 Jun, 4B, Thu, 25 Jun 
ASW (Day and Night)-Transiting Target-time late target info.  W72B/C 
SUW/MIO mission en route to and from ASW station, TW09 mission ISR-09.04 & .05. 
 
The same scenario will be run during both the day and night sorties. 
 
JMMES KING AIR TASKING: 
Part A-SUW/MIO Search en route to ASW area. 
 
SUW Scenario: USN Task Group is operating in area known for piracy. JMMES is part of a larger Surface 
Search effort and has been given a designated search area: W72A and B en route to ASW station 
(W72B/C).  JMMES is tasked to locate and track surface targets in their search area of responsibility.  
Report each target to the OTA Observer who will give follow on instruction.  FINEX upon arrival at ASW 
station. 
 
Parts B and C-ASW (see Figure C-12) 
ASW Scenario: Red Force submarine is transiting from its home port to an op area (VACAPES, W72B/C) 
to trail Blue Force Task Group operating in the vicinity. 
• Tipper information from a USN ship has a line of bearing on the submarine with an estimated 
range, course, and speed.  JMMES King Air is in the vicinity and has been tasked to find target 
and arrives on station within 15 minutes after tipper information is given. 
• Target will be at various depths to include broached and periscope exposed.  Target may 
descend to depths outside of JMMES expected detection/tracking range. 
• Updated tipper information is expected during each mission. 
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Part B-ASW Search. 
Upon arrival on station, switch to ASW mission (W72B/C 1B2, 1B4, 1C1, 1C3).  Search for target until 
track is established, maintain it until FINEX of Part B.  If contact is lost, continue to search until track is 
reacquired and maintain track. FINEX at designated time. 
 
Part C-ASW Track-Target will be on surface.  Acquire target and track through remainder of Part C. 
Again, target will maintain expected (though not as precise as sorties 2 & 3) course and speed until 
FINEX of Part C (at designated time).   
 
Part D-SUW/MIO Search en route to NAS Oceana. 
Upon FINEX of Part C, switch to SUW/MIO mission. 
 
SUW Scenario (similar to Part A, except returning to NAS Oceana): USN Task Group is operating in area 
known for piracy. JMMES is part of a larger Surface Search effort and has been given a designated search 
area: W72A and B en route to NAS Oceana.  JMMES is tasked to locate and track surface targets in their 
search area of responsibility.  Report each target to the OTA Observer who will give follow on 
instruction. FINEX upon departure from W72. 
 
Note: Due to a system problem on Sortie 5, an additional sortie using this scenario was flown on 
Thursday, 25 June (Sortie 4A). 
USS ALEXANDRIA instructions: 
-for all runs 
(1) Need to adjust course & speed to be at FINEX point at FINEX time. 
(2) Maintain course within +/- 15 degrees (+/- 30 degrees) of track between COMEX & FINEX points, if 
possible. 
Larger corrections are acceptable, however, if they put ALX closer to track line. 
(3) When at PD:     23 June-have periscope up and down periodically (50% of PD depth time up, 50% 
down--your option on when) 
(4) Both events (day/night) will have the same profile (with different times). 
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(5) After initial check in proceed to PD. 
(6) Times are listed in order for 23 June day, 23 June day/night events (25June day, uses same info as 23 
June day) 
  
Events: 23 June and 25 June 
23 June 1000-1300 
23 June 1930-2230 
25 June 1400-1600 
 
  
PART B-Search: 1000-1130; 1930-2100 
COMEX minus 5 minutes—give COMEX lat/long to crew: 3643N, 7436W 
0+00 COMEX, part B, 3643N, 7436W, 1000; 1930 
0+00 - 0+15 (15 mins) PD, 1000-1015; 1930-1945 
0+15 - 0+45 (30 mins) Dive to and maintain 150' 1015-1045; 1945-2015 
0+45 - 1+25 (40 mins) Climb to and maintain PD 1045-1125; 2015-2055 
1+25 - 1+30 (5 mins) Surface/Broach 1125-1130; 2055-2100 
1+30 FINEX, part B, 3635N, 7436W, Confirm FINEX on Marine Radio 1130; 2100 
Give lat long to crew upon FINEX, Part B (3635N, 7436W) 
  
1+30 - 1+40 (10 mins) Reposition, Confirm COMEX time on Marine Radio. 1130-1140; 2100-2110 
If it takes longer than 10 minutes to reposition--this is not a problem. 
JMMES will depart station when fuel dictates. 
  
PART C-Track: 1140-1300; 2110-2230 
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1+40 1640 COMEX, part B, 3635N, 7435W 1140; 2110 
1+40 - 1+50 (10 mins) Broached 1140-1150; 2110-2120 
JMMES will confirm via Marine Radio they have sighted ALX. 
If, JMMES cannot find by 1+48, they will request position based on COMEX point. 
ALX will give COMEX +/- <number>, +/- <number> to represent LAT & LONG difference (degrees, 
minutes) e.g., JMMES-"No Joy" Indicating does not have visual 
ALX "COMEX +0+02 +0-01" (COMEX Lat + 0 dgr + 2 mins; Long +0 dgr -1 min) 
Maintain surface until JMMES calls "visual" then pick up with the event in order. 
1+50 - 2+35 (45 mins) Dive to PD 1150-1235; 2120-2205 
2+35 - 3+00 (25 mins) Dive to and maintain 150'--slow dive is better--your discretion 1235-1300; 2205-
2230 
3+00 FINEX, part C, 3643N, 7435W, no check out or FINEX call on Marine Radio. 1300; 2230 
TW09 Sorties 6 & 7, Wed, 24 Jun 
ASW (Day and Night) - Op Area Operations.  W72B/C 
SUW/MIO mission en route to and from ASW station, TW09 mission ISR-09.06 & .07. 
 
The same scenario will be run during both the day and night sorties. 
 
Scenario: Red Force submarine is operating in VACAPES (W72B/C) trailing a Blue Force Task Group. 
Current target location is unknown. JMMES King Air is part of a larger search force and has been given a 
search box.  
 
JMMES KING AIR TASKING: 
Part A-SUW/MIO Search en route to ASW area (see figure 12). 
 
SUW Scenario: USN Task Group is operating in area known for piracy. JMMES is part of a larger Surface 
Search effort and has been given a designated search area: W72A and B en route to ASW station mission 
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(W72B/C 1B2, 1B4, 1C1, 1C3)..  JMMES is tasked to locate and track surface targets in their search area 
of responsibility.  Report each target to the OTA Observer who will give follow on instruction. FINEX 
upon arrival at ASW station. 
 
Search for target. Once acquired, track until FINEX.  If contact is lost, continue to search until track is 
reacquired and maintain track. FINEX at designated time. 
 
• Target will be at various depths to possibly include breached and periscope exposed.  Target 
may descend to depths outside of JMMES expected detection/tracking range. 
• Updated tipper information is expected during each mission. 
 
Part C-SUW/MIO Search en route to NAS Oceana. 
Upon FINEX of Part C, switch to SUW/MIO mission. 
 
SUW Scenario (similar to Part A, except returning to NAS Oceana): USN Task Group is operating in area 
known for piracy. JMMES is part of a larger Surface Search effort and has been given a designated search 
area: W72A and B en route to NAS Oceana.  JMMES is tasked to locate and track surface targets in their 
search area of responsibility.  Report each target to the OTA Observer who will give follow on 
instruction. FINEX upon departure from W72. 
 
Instructions for USS ALEXANDRIA: 
(1) ALX assigned to an approx 5nm x 5nm box. 
(2) Freeplay is allowed during each time.  
-Would like to restrict depths to no lower than 150'  
-Ensure periscope is up and down when at PD (duration-your call) 
-Broach 5 mins prior to FINEX of Part A at listed lat/long. No need to broach during Part B. 
-No limit on speed or course. 
-Would like at least 50% of time at PD (periscope not necessarily up) 
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(3) Both events (day/night) will have the same profile (with different times). 
(4) After initial check in proceed as desired. 
(5) Box coordinates: 3643N, 7436W; 3638N, 7436W; 3643N, 7431W; 3638N, 7431W 
  
Events: 24 June 1030-1330; 2100-0000 
  
PART B-Search: 1030-1200; 2100-2230 
0+00 COMEX, part B anywhere in box, 1030; 2100 
0+00 - 1+25 (1 hr, 25 mins) Freeplay in box. 1030-1155; 2100-2225 
1+25 - 1+30 (5 mins) Broach surface. 1155-1200; 2225-2230 
1+30 FINEX, part A, 3642N, 7435W. 1200; 2230 
  
PART B-Track: 1200-1330; 2230-0000 
1+30 COMEX, part B, 3642N, 7435W, Broached. Remain on surface until JMMES calls "visual" 
If assistance needed getting eyes on target, call COMEX +/- info per instructions on 22-23 June using the 
COMEX Lat/Long as the reference. 
1+30 - 2+00 (30 mins) Freeplay at PD in box. 1200-1230; 2230-2300 
2+00 - 3+00 (1 hr) Freeplay at any depth in box. 1230-1330; 2300-0000 
no check out or FINEX call on Marine Radio.  
 
 
SAR Mission information to USCG Auxiliary Crew (using RAVEN RESCUE boat, see Figure C-13): 
-Use chem lites (night) & hand warmers (day/night) as appropriate for Oscar identification 
-Begin Trackstick operation 5 minutes prior to Oscar being placed in water. 
-All missions in W50/R6606 
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-JMMES aircraft will not know all of the details of the mission (especially exact location of USCG craft 
and Oscar. One observer aboard, however, will have those details and will pass that information to the 
crew, as needed, to complete the mission. 




TW09 Sortie 8, Thu, 25 Jun 
Maritime SAR (Day)--Civilian Boaters Lost at Sea 
W50/R6606, TW09 mission ISR-09.11 
 
General information.  
• Updated tipper information is expected during each mission. 
• Survivors may or may not have access to the following signaling devices: flare, pencil flare, 
strobe light, mirror, signal streamer, sea dye marker.  Personal life raft and/or larger life raft 
may also be used for various scenarios. These will be used if the survivor (Oscar) is conscious 
and able to use them. 
• W50/R6606 is heavily trafficked by boaters. Expect multiple non-exercise targets in the area. 
 
Scenario: Civilian boaters are overdue from fishing trip off coast of SE Virginia.  Concerned family 
members have called USCG to report them missing (24 hours).  They report that the boaters have 
limited survival training. Expect detailed description of missing craft and number of passengers at brief 
time. 
 
JMMES BELL 407 TASKING: 
PART A-initial rescue 
JMMES has been assigned a 4x4 NM   search box in the W50/R6606 op area as part of a larger SAR 
effort. Locate and track vessel and/or survivors until picked up by surface rescue crews. FINEX at 
designated time or when surface rescue team arrives. 
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Lat/Long of box: 
3647N-7556W     3647N-7551W 
3643N-7556W     3643N-7551W 
 
PART B-follow on rescue. 
Time dependent—Track Oscar in various modes-helmet/upper torso above water bobbing, in personal 
life raft, with signaling devices (time or mission complete). FINEX at time or mission complete. 
 
USCG AUXILIARY TASKING: 
PART A-Initial rescue 
-USCG Craft will act as the missing vessel, Oscar will act as one of the crew who fell overboard. 
 
• COMEX-15 (1645), ready Oscar (hand warmers) 
• COMEX-10 (1650), start Trackstick. Move vessel to operating box & place Oscar in Water within 1 
NM of Lat/Long 3644N-7554W. Move craft as far as comfortable from Oscar.  Maintain, minimum 
steerage (simulating adrift vessel). 
• COMEX (1700)-JMMES will be assigned to begin mission. 
• Part A will include JMMES finding the craft and finding the survivor in the water (Oscar). 
• Upon JMMES detection of USCG craft, JMMES will call “Stewart has Coast Guard vessel.” 
• Upon JMMES detection of Oscar, JMMES will call “Stewart has Oscar.” 
• If Oscar is not found 15 minutes after JMMES has detected USCG Aux vessel, give a bearing line to 
Oscar from vessel. 
• If Oscar still not able to be detected, FINEX with 15 minutes left in mission (1815). 
• Once Oscar has been detected by JMMES, USCG Aux craft move towards and pick up Oscar. 
• USCG craft inform JMMES: “Oscar aboard. FINEX part A.” 
• If JMMES unable to detect Oscar, with 15 minutes left in mission (1815). JMMES aircraft will call 
“FINEX Part A.” USCG craft pick up Oscar. 
  
PART B-Follow on rescue 
• COMEX (1815) Secure Oscar in survival raft and place overboard. 
• Move away from raft (> 50 yards) 
• JMMES will track Oscar. 
• With 5 minutes to go in mission (1825), begin to use the following as able (1825-1830) 
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o Pencil flare-3 total shots (towards aircraft when seen) 
o Mirror -if no sun available—keep trying. 
o Note exact time of pencil flare shots & use of mirror. 
• FINEX at 1830 (or earlier, if JMMES low on fuel). 
• Return to port. Turn off Trackstick. Next mission starts 2100. 
• Download Trackstick to laptop.  
 
 
Figure C-13. USCG Auxiliary RAVEN RESCUE boat used in SAR events 
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Figure C-14. VACAPES Operating Area (W-50, R6606) 
 
 
TW09 Sortie 9, Thu, 25 Jun 
Maritime SAR (Night)- Downed pilot, non-hostile environment, preceded by simulated ASW search, 
W50/R6606, TW09 mission ISR-09.12 
 
General information.  
• Updated tipper information is expected during each mission. 
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• Survivors may or may not have access to the following signaling devices: flare, pencil flare, 
strobe light, mirror, signal streamer, sea dye marker.  Personal life raft and/or larger life raft 
may also be used for various scenarios. These will be used if the survivor (Oscar) is conscious 
and able to use them. 
• W50/R6606 is heavily trafficked by boaters. Expect multiple non-exercise targets in the area. 
 
Scenario: USS CVN (simulated) is conducting flight ops in VACAPES (non-hostile environment).  FA-18C 
developed mechanical problems crashed en route to NAS Oceana on an emergency divert.  Local 
controllers have last known location of aircraft before it dropped off of radar (east of W50/R6606).  
 
Wingman of FA-18C has made contact with pilot who is unhurt, but is unable to stay on station due to 
fuel considerations. Pilot has access to standard SAR signaling devices: flare, pencil flare, strobe light, 
mirror, signal streamer, sea dye marker. 
 
JMMES BELL 407 TASKING: 
PART A: ASW (simulated) search.  
JMMES is conducting ASW training operations in W50/R6606 (see Figure C-14). Operate in ASW mode 
(W50/R6606) until designated time/FINEX Part A. 
 
PART B: Maritime SAR Search 
JMMES has been assigned a search box in the W50/R6606 op area. Locate and track Oscar.  Maintain 
track until FINEX (time or mission based). 
 
PART C: Maritime SAR search.   
If time allows, track Oscar in various modes-helmet/upper torso above water bobbing, in personal life 
raft, with signaling devices (time or mission complete).  FINEX at time or mission complete. 
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USCG AUXILIARY TASKING: 
PART A: ASW (simulated search). 
No action required. Proceed to station-Lat/Long 3647N-7552W. 
2055-Start Trackstick & attach chem lites, line, hand warmers to Oscar. Put in water NLT 2055 (5 
minutes prior to COMEX of Part A). Put sea dye marker in water at same time. Move off to 
comfortable position from Oscar. Maneuver in vicinity of Oscar.  
COMEX Part A (2100) 
  
PART B: Maritime SAR Search 
• COMEX (2105). Oscar should have been in water for 10 minutes. JMMES will begin search for Oscar. 
• Part B will have JMMES switch mission from ASW (no actual target) to SAR-and finding Oscar/raft.  
• Upon JMMES detection of Oscar/raft, JMMES will call “Stewart has Oscar/raft.” JMMES will continue 
to track for 15-30 minutes.   
• If Oscar is not found by 2200, USCG vessel will give a line of bearing of Oscar from vessel. 
• 2200-Configure 2nd Oscar with hand warmers, line, and chem lites. 
• If Oscar still not able to be detected, FINEX with 15 minutes left in mission (2215). 
• Once FINEX, part B has been declared by JMMES aircraft or by time limit (2215), USCG Aux craft shall 
move towards first Oscar (within 25 yards).   
 
• PART C: Maritime SAR search, part 2 
• COMEX (2215), USCG vessel call “COMEX Part C” on radio, Put second Oscar and sea dye marker in 
water-stay within 25 yards. 
• JMMES will track Oscars 1(raft) and 2(afloat). 
• COMEX Part C + 5 minutes (2220), begin to use the following as able (2220-2230) 
o pencil flare-3 total shots (towards aircraft when seen) 
o night flare-when helo is in vicinity 
o streamer-keep attached to USCG boat or Oscar 
o strobe-on boat. 
o Note exact time of each. 
• FINEX at 2230 (or earlier, if JMMES low on fuel), turn off Trackstick. 
• Return to port. 
• Download Trackstick 
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TW09 Sortie 10, Thu, 25 Jun 
MIO (Night), W50/R6606, TW09 mission ISR-09.13 
Canceled due to target availability issue. 
 
General information.  
• Updated tipper information is expected during each mission. 
• The same scenario as the MIO portion of Sortie # 8, except at night. 
 
Scenario: Intel reports increased chatter of possible terrorist activity towards American targets in 
vicinity. USN ship (exact unit is TBD) is operating off the coast of an uncontrolled country (simulated by 





TW09 Sortie 10, Thu 25 Jun 




TW09 Sortie 12, Fri, 26 Jun 
Maritime SAR (Day)-Downed pilot, hostile environment, followed by SUW small/FAC. Preceded by ASW 
search,  
W50/R6606, TW09 mission ISR-09.14. 
 
General information.  
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• Updated tipper information is expected during each mission. 
• Survivors may or may not have access to the following signaling devices: flare, pencil flare, 
strobe light, mirror, signal streamer, sea dye marker.  Personal life raft and/or larger life raft 
may also be used for various scenarios. These will be used if the survivor (Oscar) is conscious 
and able to use them. 
• W50/R6606 is heavily trafficked by boaters. Expect multiple non-exercise targets in the area. 
 
Scenario: USS CVN is conducting flight ops in hostile environment.  FA-18C developed mechanical 
problems and crashed en route to emergency divert (simulated by NAS Oceana).  Local controllers have 
last known location of aircraft before it dropped off of radar (east of W50/R6606).  
 
Wingman of FA-18C has made contact with pilot who is unhurt, but is unable to stay on station due to 
fuel considerations. Pilot has access to standard SAR signaling devices: flare, pencil flare, strobe light, 
mirror, signal streamer, sea dye marker. 
 
Hostile small craft are in the area trying to locate the downed pilot and take him into custody. 
JMMES BELL 407 TASKING: 
 
PART A: ASW (simulated) search (see figure 14).  
JMMES is conducting ASW operations in W50/R6606. Operate in ASW mode (W50/R6606) until 
designated time/FINEX Part A/COMEX Part B. 
 
PART B: Maritime SAR Search 
JMMES has been assigned a search box in the W50/R6606 op area. Locate and track Oscar.  Maintain 
track until FINEX (time or mission based). FINEX upon locating Oscar. 
 
PART C: SUW-FAC 
Set up protective barrier around Oscar along threat axis (briefed prior to mission). If picked up by hostile 
forces-maintain track of vessels until FINEX. Or FINEX if picked up by Blue Forces.   
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USCG AUXILIARY TASKING: 
PART A: ASW (simulated search). 
• No action required. Proceed to station-Lat/Long 3647N-7552W. 
• 1710-Start Trackstick & attach line, hand warmers to Oscar. Put in water NLT 1710 (5 minutes prior 
to COMEX of Part A). Put sea dye marker in water at same time. Move off to comfortable position 
from Oscar. Maneuver in vicinity of Oscar. 
• COMEX Part A (1715) 
  
PART B: Maritime SAR Search 
• COMEX (1710). Oscar should have been in water for 10 minutes. JMMES will begin search for Oscar. 
• Part B will have JMMES switch mission from ASW (no actual target) to SAR-and finding Oscar/raft.  
• Upon JMMES detection of Oscar/raft, JMMES will call “Stewart has Oscar/raft.” JMMES will continue 
to track for 15-30 minutes.   
• If Oscar is not found by 1815, USCG vessel will give a line of bearing of Oscar from vessel. 
• 1815-Configure 2nd Oscar with hand warmers and line. 
• If Oscar still not able to be detected, FINEX with 15 minutes left in mission (1830). 
• Once FINEX, part B has been declared by JMMES aircraft or by time limit (1830), USCG Aux craft shall 
move towards first Oscar (within 25 yards).   
  
PART C: SUW- FAC 
• COMEX (1830), USCG vessel call “COMEX Part C” on radio, Put second Oscar and sea dye marker in 
water-stay within 25 yards. 
• JMMES will track Oscars 1(raft) and 2(afloat). 
• COMEX Part C + 5 minutes (1835), begin to use the following as able (1835-1845) 
o pencil flare-3 total shots (towards aircraft when seen) 
o day flare-when helo is in vicinity 
o streamer-keep attached to USCG boat or Oscar 
o strobe-on boat. 
o Note exact time of each. 
• FINEX at 1845 (or earlier, if JMMES low on fuel), turn off Trackstick. 
• Return to port, next mission 2000. 
• Download Trackstick 
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TW09 Sortie 13, Fri, 26 Jun 
Maritime SAR (Day)- Maritime SAR (Day/Night)-Sailor Overboard 
W50/R6606, TW09 mission ISR-09.15. 
 
General information.  
• Updated tipper information is expected during each mission. 
• Survivors may or may not have access to the following signaling devices: flare, pencil flare, 
strobe light, mirror, signal streamer, sea dye marker.  Personal life raft and/or larger life raft 
may also be used for various scenarios. These will be used if the survivor (Oscar) is conscious 
and able to use them. 
• W50/R6606 is heavily trafficked by boaters. Expect multiple non-exercise targets in the area. 
 
Scenario: Sailor from USN ship last seen 30 minutes prior to COMEX. USN ship operating off coast of SE 
Virginia (W50/R6606, see Figure C-14). Muster aboard ship has discovered sailor to most likely have 
fallen overboard. Young sailor—blue shirt—possibly wearing flight deck flotation device with minimum 
signaling devices (sea dye marker, strobe). Ship has been straight line steaming at a constant speed since 
before man overboard. 
 
JMMES BELL 407 TASKING: 
JMMES operating in vicinity and first to arrive on scene. Will maintain communications with USN ship 
who will act as SAR coordinator. Exact position of suspected overboard time will be passed prior to 
COMEX. JMMES tasked to search ship’s track. 
 
JMMES has been assigned a search box in the W50/R6606 op area as part of a larger SAR effort. Locate 
and track vessel and/or survivors until picked up by surface rescue crews. FINEX at designated time or 
when surface rescue team arrives. 
 
USCG AUXILIARY TASKING: 
• Proceed to station-Lat/Long-3647N-7552W. 
• Prepare Oscar (line, hand warmers, chem lites). 
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• 2050-Start Trackstick & attach line, hand warmers to Oscar. Put in water NLT 2050 (10 minutes prior 
to COMEX). Put sea dye marker in water at same time. Move off to comfortable position from Oscar. 
Maneuver in vicinity of Oscar. 
• COMEX (2100). Oscar should have been in water for 10 minutes. JMMES will begin search for Oscar. 
• Simulated USN ship has been tracking 180T at 10 knots for the last 30 minutes. 
• Upon JMMES detection of Oscar, JMMES will call “Stewart has Oscar.” JMMES will continue to track 
for 15-30 minutes.   
• If Oscar is not found by 2200, USCG vessel will give a line of bearing of Oscar from vessel. 
• If Oscar not found by 2215, light strobe on vessel. 
• FINEX (2230) or after tracking Oscar for 30 minutes whichever comes first. 
• Pick up Oscar, turn off Trackstick and return to port. 
• Download Trackstick.  
• If final mission, JMMES will take custody of Trackstick.  
 
 
TW09 Back Up Sorties.   
Due to equipment issues on an earlier night ASW sortie, a back up mission was flown on Thursday, 25 
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Eglin AFB Operational Demonstration 
 
The Eglin AFB Operational Demonstration was centered around the Maritime and Overland Mine 
Counter-Measures opportunity afforded at Eglin's A15 Range. In addition, both mine lay outs were in 
the same configuration as an upcoming test by the Cobra system.  NSWC Panama City coordinated 
laying the fields using a wide variety of simulated mines and obstacles at their disposal. 
 
In addition to the MCM events, JMMES was able to schedule several Overland Search and Rescue events 
at Eglin's C52 and A15 ranges and three Counter IED missions at C52. NSWC Panama City coordinated 
IED emplacement along roads in the range. 
 
JMMES flew a total of nine operational demonstration flights in the Bell 407 helicopter (Coastal 
Helicopter of Panama City, FL) based out of Bob Sikes Airport in Crestview, FL (approx 10-15 minute 
flight to each range). JMMES was hosted by the developer at the airport who provided line and hangar 
space, a briefing/conference room, and maintenance/post-processing spaces in the hangar. One CIED 
baseline mission (no IEDs present) to C52, four combination Maritime/Land MCM missions (day) at A15; 
two CIED/Land SAR missions (day) at C52; one day CIED/night Land SAR event at C52 and one Land 
SAR/Land MCM (night) sortie at A15. 
 
MCM Events. 
One MCM event was flown on Saturday, 22 August, and three on Sunday 23 August, all using the same 
scenario and tasking.  A final, impromptu, night overland MCM event was flown after the conclusion of 
the last Overland SAR event at A-15 on Tuesday, 25 August. 
 
The maritime and land mines were set over the course of several days prior to the first Op Demo sortie. 
The types and GPS locations of each mine was recorded by NSWC Panama City.  NRL Washington, DC 
recorded other environmental ground truth data. 
 
Scenario:  US Naval forces are operating in the vicinity of a coastline, which, until recently, had been 
controlled by hostile forces. US Forces Area Commander has selected the site (A15) as a potential littoral 
op area and amphibious landing zone. However, tipper information indicates that both the shore and 
water off the coast may have been mined by hostiles prior to their departure. 
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Tasking:  
 PART A: Map the A15 offshore area indicated in Figure C-17 and amplified by Figures C-15,16. FINEX upon successful mapping of area. (not applicable for the 25 August event). 
 
PART B: Map the coastal and on shore area indicated in Figure C-18 and amplified by Figure C-15,16. 
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FigureC-15. Sorties 1A, 2A, 3A, 5A, Maritime MCM Area of Operations (Side View of mine lay down for 
all water area targets and some land targets) 
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Figure C-16 Sorties 1A, 2A, 3A, 5A, Maritime MCM Area of Operations (Top View of mine lay down for all 
water area targets and some land targets) 
 
Figure C-17. Sorties 1A, 2A, 3A, 5A, (Maritime) & 1B, 2B, 3B, 5B, (Overland) MCM Area of Operations 
(Obstacle and Water Targets Set Up at A15 with flight vectors) 
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Figure C-18. A15 Overland MCM Area, Sorties 1A, 2A, 3A, 5A, & 13B 
 
 
CIED/Overland SAR Events. 
Three CIED/SAR events were flown on Monday, 24 August and one LSAR/overland MCM event on 
Tuesday, 25 August. The CIED events used approximately the same scenario for each event.  Each SAR 
event had a different scenario. 
 
The IEDs were seeded along the southern boundary road (depicted in blue) shown in Figure C-19. NSWC 
Panama City coordinated this effort through Eglin AFB. The Navy's EOD Training School, located on Eglin 
AFB in the vicinity of C52 provided the simulated IEDs for use during the exercise. The type and GPS 
locations of all IEDs were noted by NSWC Panama City. 
 
The first CIED/Overland SAR event was limited to C52C only (Figure C-19) due to other range activity to 
the north.  The second and third CIED/SAR events were within all of C52. 
 
For the each of the SAR events a team of 2-3 JMMES personnel acted as "survivors" and coordinated 
ground set up of each event.  Included in each event was an Oscar (survivor dummy-flight suit stuffed 
with paper and four life preservers) which had 8+ hand warmers attached to it to increase its IR 
signature.  Survivors were tasked either to remain in place or move from a COMEX point to an ENDEX 
point.  They were given safety items: water, insect repellent, sunscreen, and flashlight (for night) and 
signaling devices: hand held red signaling flare and for night use: flashlights, glow sticks, and red strobe 
light.  They also carried portable VHF radio for communications with the JMMES aircraft, GPS units to 
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assist in recording locations of significant events (position of Oscar, car, track of survivors, etc.), and an 




CIED Mission (Day), Fri, 21 Aug 
 
FAM1 was a flight to familiarize aircrew with C52 op area.  This included area recognition and a baseline 
IED run to map the area before IEDs were planted. Crews were given the below scenario. 
 
SCENARIO: US forces are moving into a new Area of Operations in a hostile theater.  Intel sources say 
that insurgents in the area are planning to seed IEDs along main supply routes.  The US Area 
Commander has tasked JMMES with surveying primary supply routes as noted in the figure below prior 
to the IEDs being placed. 
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Figure C-19, Sorties FAM1, 7B, 8B, & 9A, CIED (Day)-C52C 
 
JMMES BELL 407 TASKING: Priority is to survey the "perimeter" road just inside the yellow line and 
diagonal line just south of tower heading SE toward hangar. Secondary is to "mow the lawn" of the area 
inside the perimeter road (roads in blue and red area).  COMEX upon arrival at the range. 
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Sortie 7, Mon, 24 Aug, 1030-1230 
Part A (1030-1130) 
Land SAR Mission-Lost Vehicle-Hostile Environment (Day) 
 
SCENARIO: A US Forces vehicle Gray Dodge Grand Caravan with five personnel (4 male, 1 female) has 
been reported missing in a potentially hostile area (C52C-see Figure C-20).  Insurgents are known to 
operate in the area. Survivors may or may not have access to the following signaling devices: flare, signal 
streamer.   
 
JMMES BELL 407 TASKING:  A JMMES Bell 407 is en route to a pre-briefed CIED mission, they are re-
tasked to search for and locate the missing vehicle and personnel in C52C.  Once located, a search of the 
surrounding area for hostile insurgents will be required. FINEX 30 minutes after target vehicle and 
personnel are located or at 1130, whichever comes first. Proceed to part B of mission. 
 
Upon sighting missing personnel (live, not Oscar) contact them on hand held radio. Channel 9 primary, 1 
secondary. Describe their location. Be prepared for flare operations. 
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Figure C-20, Sortie 7A, LSAR (Day)-C52C geography 
 
Survivor guidance (see Figures C-20,21): 
• 0955-Drive two cars to mini-van start point-NE corner of grid roads 30.523193N, 86.300011W. Place 
Oscar outside vehicle on ground. Open and activate five hand warmers (there are two in each 
packet). Place them around Oscar's flight suit-in pockets or duct taped to him (on part of body facing 
toward sky). Note time and GPS location. Depart and proceed to hangar 30.517981N, 86.308036W. 
This will be your start point at 1030. 
• 1010-Park second car in designated location-30.517981N, 86.308036W (hangar). 
• 1030-COMEX. Depart Hangar and proceed toward designated end point, 30.525596N, 86.318765W. 
Take water (1 each), hand flare (1 total). Proceeding direct is not required. Lightly evade for first 15 
minutes. 
• 1045-Procced directly to end point 
• 1100-Arrive at end point-remain there. Note time and GPS location. 
Hangar 
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• Once you have been spotted AND the helo has been monitoring you for 5 minutes, you are cleared 
to operate hand held flare.  If you have not been found by 1115, you are cleared to use the flare 
when helo has been sighted or 1125 whichever comes first. 
• FINEX at 1130 or upon call by JMMES helo.  Helo will start CIED portion of mission When FINEX is 
called, cleared to return to nearest vehicle. Pick up Oscar, take others back to their cars. Next 
mission time is 1430. 
 
Communications: Answer any calls on radio (call sign "Neutron"), channel 9 (primary), 1 (secondary) 
from JMMES helo (N328TD). If helo says they have spotted you, have them identify your location before 
you confirm it. 
 
SAFETY-ensure flare is extinguished in ground and carried off the range. 
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Sortie 7, Mon, 24 Aug, 1030-1230 
PART B (1130-1230) 
CIED Mission (Day) 
 
SCENARIO: US forces are moving into a new Area of Operations in a hostile theater.  Intel sources say 
that insurgents in the area are seeding IEDs along main supply routes.  The US Area Commander has 
tasked JMMES with surveying primary supply routes as noted in Figure C-22. 
 
JMMES BELL 407 TASKING: Priority is to survey the "perimeter" road just inside the yellow line and 
diagonal line just south of tower heading SE toward hangar. Secondary is to "mow the lawn" of the area 
inside the perimeter road (roads in blue and red area). COMEX upon completion of Part A (Land SAR). 
 
FINEX upon completion of survey or when fuel dictates RTB.  
 
 
Sortie 8, Mon, 24 Aug, 1430-1630 
Part A (1430-1530) 
Land SAR Mission-Pilot Down-Hostile Environment (Day) 
 
SCENARIO:  Radar contact has been lost with a USAF F-15E (2 seat) over hostile territory.  Operating 
Commander in the area has initiated a SAR effort.  A designated safe zone/rescue point has been 
designated 30.515356N, 86.292415W. If the aircrew are mobile they may be trying to reach that 
location. Last known location of the aircraft was 30.507869N, 86.276128W at 3000' descending heading 
300, 350 kts. 
 
Wingman of F-15E has made contact with pilot who is unhurt, but no contact has been made with the 
navigator.  The wingman is unable to stay on station due to fuel considerations. Aircrew has access to 
standard SAR signaling devices: flare, signal streamer. 
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JMMES BELL 407 TASKING:  As JMMES Bell 407 is en route to a pre-briefed CIED mission, they are tasked 
to search for and locate the missing aircraft/aircrew in C52. Upon locating the aircrew, maintain 
coverage over them for hostile vehicles/forces in the vicinity for 30 minutes or until 1530, whichever 
comes first. 
 
Upon sighting aircrew (live, not Oscar) contact them on hand held radio. Channel 9 primary, 1 
secondary. Describe their location. Be prepared for flare operations. 
 
FINEX after monitoring downed aircrew/aircraft for 30 minutes or 1530, whichever comes first. Proceed 
to Part B of mission (CIED). 
 
Figure C-22, Sortie 8A, LSAR (Day)-Pilot Down-Hostile Environment 
 
Survivor guidance (see Figures C-22,23): 
• 1345-Park second car near designated rendezvous location-30.515356N, 86.292415W-hidden from 
overhead view. 
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• 1350-Place Oscar on ground (30.523008N, 86.313701W). Open and activate five hand warmers. 
Place them around Oscar's flight suit-in pockets or duct taped to him (on part of body facing toward 
sky). Note time and GPS location. 
• 1355-Park mini-van in designated location-30.517981N, 86.308036W (hangar). 
• 1430-COMEX-Depart hangar and proceed toward designated rescue rendezvous point-30.515356N, 
86.292415W. Take water (1 each), hand flare (1 total). For the first 15 minutes-evade any helo 
overflights. Direct route is not required. 
• 1445-Proceed to rendezvous point in open. 
• NET 1515-Arrival at rendezvous point-remain there. Note time and GPS location. 
• Once you have been spotted AND the helo has been monitoring you for 5 minutes, you are cleared 
to operate hand held flare. If you have not been found by 1515, you are cleared to use the flare 
when helo has been sighted or 1525 whichever comes first. 
• FINEX at 1530 or upon call by JMMES helo.  Helo will start CIED portion of mission When FINEX is 
called, cleared to return to vehicle. Proceed to nearest vehicle. Pick up Oscar and other vehicles. 
Next mission time is 2030. 
 
Communications: Answer any calls on radio (call sign "Neutron"), channel 9 (primary), 1 (secondary) 
from JMMES helo (N328TD). If helo says they have spotted you, have them identify your location before 
you confirm it. 
 
SAFETY-ensure flare is extinguished in ground and carried off the range. 
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Figure C-23, Sortie 8A, LSAR (Day)-Survivor Guidance 
 
 
Sortie 8, Mon 24 Aug, 1430-1630 
PART B (1530-1630) 
CIED Mission (Day) 
SCENARIO: US forces are moving into a new Area of Operations in a hostile theater.  Intel sources say 
that insurgents in the area are seeding IEDs along main supply routes.  The US Area Commander has 
tasked JMMES with surveying primary supply routes as noted in Figure C-19. 
JMMES BELL 407 TASKING: Priority is to survey the "perimeter" road just inside the yellow line and 
diagonal line just south of tower heading SE toward hangar. Secondary is to "mow the lawn" of the area 
inside the perimeter road (roads in blue and red area). COMEX upon completion of Part A (Land SAR). 
FINEX upon completion of survey or when fuel dictates RTB.  
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Sortie 9, Mon, 24 Aug, 1830-1930 
Part A (1830-1930) 
CIED Mission (Day) 
 
SCENARIO: US forces are moving into a new Area of Operations in a hostile theater.  Intel sources say 
that insurgents in the area are seeding IEDs along main supply routes.  The US Area Commander has 
tasked JMMES with surveying primary supply routes as noted in Figure C-19. 
 
JMMES BELL 407 TASKING: Priority is to survey the "perimeter" road just inside the yellow line and 
diagonal line just south of tower heading SE toward hangar. Secondary is to "mow the lawn" of the area 
inside the perimeter road (roads in blue and red area). COMEX upon arrival. 
 
FINEX upon completion of survey or at 1930. Begin Part B.  
 
 
Sortie 9, Mon, 24 Aug, 1830-1930 
Part B (1930-2030) 
Land SAR Mission-Pilot Down-Non-Hostile Environment (Night) 
SCENARIO:  Radar contact has been lost with a USAF TF-16 (2 seat) over friendly territory.  Local Wing 
Commander in the area has initiated a SAR effort.  Aircraft was attempting to land at an emergency 
divert field just north of the C52 tower. Last known location of the aircraft was 30.529884N, 
86.272888W at 3000' descending heading 270 and 250 kts. 
 
Wingman of TF-16 has made contact with pilot who is injured and immobile, but no contact has been 
made with the second pilot.  The wingman is unable to stay on station due to fuel considerations. 
Aircrew has access to standard SAR signaling devices: flare, signal streamer.  See Figure C-24. 
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JMMES BELL 407 TASKING:  As JMMES Bell 407 is en route to a pre-briefed CIED mission, they are tasked 
to search for and locate the missing aircraft/aircrew in C52.  Upon locating the aircrew, maintain 
coverage over them for 30 minutes or until 2030.  
 
Upon sighting aircrew (live, not Oscar) contact them on hand held radio. Channel 9 primary, 1 
secondary. Describe their location. Be prepared for flare operations. 
 
FINEX after monitoring downed aircrew/aircraft for 30 minutes; at 2030; or when fuel considerations 
dictate, whichever comes first. RTB 
 
Figure C-24, Sortie 9B- LSAR (Night)-Pilot Down-Non-Hostile Environment 
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Survivor guidance (see Figures C-24 and 25): 
• 1815-Park second car at Tower. 
• NLT 1825-Park mini-van in designated location-road between hangar and observation tower, hidden 
from overhead view. CIED mission will go first before sunset (1830-1930). You will need to remain in 
van for approx 1 hour until the LSAR portion of the mission begins at 1930.  
• 1925-prepare Oscar in vehicle-Open and activate five hand warmers. Place them around Oscar's 
flight suit-in pockets or duct taped to him (on part of body facing toward sky).  
• At 1930 proceed by foot-quickly-to designated start location (near observation tower, north of 
hangar) 30.519138N,-86.298058W-this will be the vicinity where both Oscar and you have landed 
after ejecting. Ensure you take water (1 each), hand flare (1 total), and 2 flashlights (1 each). Place 
Oscar on ground approx 100 yards from your location. Note time on GPS at both Oscar and your 
location.  Once completed-proceed quickly to your COMEX location ASAP.  
• Once you have been spotted AND the helo has been monitoring you for 5 minutes, you are cleared 
to operate hand held flare. If you have not been found by 2015, you are cleared to use the flare 
when helo has been sighted or 2025 whichever comes first. 
• FINEX at 2030 or upon call by JMMES helo.  Helo will start RTB when FINEX is called. Cleared to 
return to vehicle. Remember to take Oscar with you. Proceed to nearest vehicle. You are done for 
the day. 
 
Communications: Answer any calls on radio (call sign "Neutron"), channel 9 (primary), 1 (secondary) 
from JMMES helo (N328TD). If helo says they have spotted you, have them identify your location before 
you confirm it. 
 
SAFETY-ensure flare is extinguished in ground and carried off the range. Use flashlights when needed for 
safety. Try to minimize lighting during mission time. 
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Figure C-25, Sortie 9B, LSAR (Night)-Survivor Guidance 
 
 
Sortie 13, Tue, 25 Aug, 1930-2130 
Part A (1930-2130) 
LSAR Mission-Lost Vehicle-Non-Hostile Environment (Night) 
 
SAR SCENARIO: Four people (3 male, 1 female) in a red four-door Dodge Avenger car have been 
reported missing. They departed on a day outing to a sparsely inhabited beach location (A15/Santa Rosa 
Island).  Family members are concerned as the travelers are 24 hours overdue. The missing people are 
civilians who are not experts in ground survival and may or may not have access to the following 
signaling devices: flare, signal streamer, flashlight.   
 
JMMES BELL 407 TASKING:  As JMMES Bell 407 is en route to a pre-briefed Maritime MCM mission, they 
are tasked to search for and locate the missing vehicle and personnel in A15.  FINEX 30 minutes after 
target vehicle and personnel are located or 2130 or when fuel dictates, whichever comes first.  See 
Figure C-18. 
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Upon sighting aircrew (live, not Oscar) contact them on hand held radio. Channel 9 primary, 1 
secondary. Describe their location. Be prepared for flare operations. 
 
Survivor guidance (see Figures C-19 and 26): 
• Give yourself plenty of time to get to island. 
• 1900-Park second vehicle at designated end point-30.389868N, 86.807055W (Bldg 12523, MCM 
Hangar). First vehicle follow and pick up driver.  
• 1910-Park lost vehicle (Dodge Avenger) in its designated location-30.385713N, 86.847439W. 
Place Oscar outside vehicle on ground. Open & activate five hand warmers. Place them around 
Oscar's flight suit-in pockets or duct taped to him (on part of body facing toward sky). Lay out 
orange blanket-orange side up next to him.  Note time and GPS location. 
• 1915-Walk to designated COMEX point, 30.384093N, 86.839403W. 
• 1930-Remaining three persons depart COMEX point and move toward designated start point. 
Take water (1 each), hand flare (1 total), 2 flashlights. Walk toward designated end point. 
• NET 2015-Arrive at end point, 30.389868N, 86.807055W, remain there. Note time and GPS 
location.  Stay away from the hangar/Bldg 12523.  
• Once you have been spotted AND the helo has been monitoring you for 5 minutes, you are 
cleared to operate hand held flare.  If you have not been found by 2015, you are cleared to use 
the flare when helo has been sighted or 2025 whichever comes first. 
• FINEX at 2030 or upon call by JMMES helo. We have extra range time, so we may go longer than 
2030.   Cleared to drive to "lost vehicle," pick up Oscar and depart. You are done & hopefully so 
is this detachment! 
 
Communications: Answer any calls on radio, channel 9 (primary), 1 (secondary) from JMMES helo 
(N328TD or "Stewart"). If helo says they have spotted you, have them identify your location before you 
confirm it. 
 
SAFETY-ensure flare is extinguished in ground and carried off the range. Use flashlights when needed for 
safety. Try to minimize lighting during mission time. 
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Figure C-26, Sortie 13A, LSAR (Night)-Lost Vehicle-Non-Hostile Environment-Survivor Guidance 
 
Sortie 13, Tue, 25 Aug, 1930-2130 
Part B (upon completion of Part A-2130) 
Impromptu Overland MCM Mission (Night) 
 
Upon completion of Part A, the JMMES crew flew over the Overland MCM range (see Figures C-17, 18) 
using pre-determined settings.  No scenario was associated with this event as it was an impromptu data 
collection event before the helo returned to base. 
 
 
Back Up Sorties.   
Due to one weather cancelation of a FAM flight on Friday and one range cancelation of an MCM flight 
on Saturday, we used two back up MCM A15 range times on Sunday. 
 




1. Mission Ares SMEs.  The Operational Manager provided Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) for each of the 
eight mission areas.  The following people were contacted and provided outstanding advice and 
guidance in setting up appropriate scenarios for the JMMES Operational Demonstrations. 
 
ASW 
Mr.  Dan Reeves, NMAWC 
CDR John Robey, USN, former P-3 squadron Commanding Officer & NPS student, currently at 
SPAWAR, San Diego 
 
SUW 
LTJG Aaron Womack, USN, COMNAVSURFOR, N7/SWDG 
CDR John Robey, USN, former P-3 squadron Commanding Officer & NPS student, currently at 
SPAWAR, San Diego 
LT Jason DeBlock, USN, Operations Officer, USS BULKELEY (DDG 84) 
 
MIO 
LTJG Aaron Womack, USN, COMNAVSURFOR, N7/SWDG 
CDR John Robey, USN, former P-3 squadron Commanding Officer & NPS student, currently at 
SPAWAR, San Diego 
LT Jason DeBlock, USN, Operations Officer, USS BULKELEY (DDG 84) 
 
Maritime SAR 
LCDR Jamie Valdivia, USN, Maritime SAR Model Manager, HSC-3, NAS North Island, CA 
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LCDR Jared Hannum, USN, Maritime SAR Model Manager, HSC-3, NAS North Island, CA, LCDR 
Valdivia's predecessor 
LTJG Chris Rosen, USCG, Hampton Roads Area 
Mr. Richard Dunnington, USCG Auxiliary, South Hampton Roads, Auxiliary Sector Coordinator 
 
Overland SAR 
LT Gary Stephens, VX-31, NAWS China Lake, CA, Overland SAR Model Manager 
LCDR Kenny Gilbert, VX-31, NAWS China Lake, CA, Operations Officer 
LCDR Steve Lubberstedt, VX-31, NAWS China Lake, CA. SAR Land coordinator 
 
Maritime and Overland MCM 
Mr. Tom Little, NMAWC 
Mr. Randy School, NGIC 
Dr. Kai Wang, NMAWC, San Diego 
Mr. John Holloway, NSWC Panama City 
Mr. Chuong Pham, NSWC Panama City 
 
CIED 
Mr. John Holloway, NSWC Panama City 
Mr. Chuong Pham, NSWC Panama City 
Mr. Chris O'Donnell, NAVEODTECHDIV, Lead Ac/Tech Branch 
Mr. Ed Simmons, COMOMAG, Corpus Christi 
 
CCCD (not tested during these Operational Demonstrations) 
Mr. Rick Arias, SOUTHCOM 
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Mr. Ricky Stuart, SOUTHCOM 
 
ICD (not tested during these Operational Demonstrations) 
Mr. Rick Arias, SOUTHCOM 
Mr. Ricky Stuart, SOUTHCOM 
 
2. Airborne SMEs. In addition to the above mission area SMEs, several airborne SMEs were also utilized 
to observe and participate in the Operational Demonstration sorties.  One airborne SME flew in each 
sortie.  All were active duty US Naval Aviators or Naval Flight Officers with experience in one or more of 
the mission areas.  Each filled out a survey(s) after each mission and was interviewed by an OTA 
representative. 
Trident Warrior 09 
CDR Alan Bell, COMSTRKFITWINGLANT, FA-18 Pilot 
LCDR Kevin Hudson, COMPATRECONGRP, P-3 NFO 
CDR Kurt Muller, NAVAIR, S-3 NFO 
LT Pete Yu, HSM Weapons School, Pacific, H-60 Pilot 
 
Eglin AFB 
LT Jeff Kansy, C3F, P-3 NFO and UAV operator 
LT Pete Yu, HSM Weapons School, Pacific, H-60 Pilot 
 
3. OTA Observers. Each mission had an OTA Observer aboard (unless an MVIVID Operator was needed). 
They were responsible for observing mission conduct, acting as the white cell representative, and 
making mission commander decisions when needed-if completion of the mission was in doubt.  All OTA 
Observers were Naval Aviators or Naval Flight Officers,(three were active duty and one retired) and 
attached to the Naval Postgraduate School.  Observers kept an observers log for each sortie. 
 
Trident Warrior 09 
MAJ. Bronchae Brown, USMC, Naval Postgraduate School, H-53 Pilot 
LT Brian Schulz, USN, Naval Postgraduate School, P-3 IWO 
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CDR Brian Wood, USN (Ret), Naval Postgraduate School, F-14 NFO 
 
Eglin AFB  
LT Mark Heller, USN, Naval Postgraduate School, EA-6B NFO 
CDR Brian Wood, USN (Ret), Naval Postgraduate School, F-14 NFO 
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Appendix D.  Target Descriptions  
ASW:  USS ALEXANDRIA (SSN 757) 
• Los Angeles Class , nuclear-powered attack submarine 
• Length 362' (110m) 
• Beam 33' (10m) 
• Draft 31' (9m) 
• Speed 20 knots (advertised-surface and sub-surface) 
• Displacement 6082 tons (surfaced); 6927 tons (submerged) 
• Propulsion: one S6G nuclear reactor 
 
Figure D-1. USS Alexandria (SSN 757) 
 
SUW  
(1) FAC  
USS BULKELEY (DDG 84) 
• Arleigh Burke Class destroyer 
• Length 509.5' (155.3m) 
• Beam 66' (20m) 
• Draft 31' (9.4m) 
• Speed 30+ knots 
• Displacement 9200 tons 
• Propulsion: 4 × General Electric LM2500-30 gas turbines, 2 shafts, 100,000 shp (75 MW) 
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Figure D-2. USS Bulkeley (DDG 84) 
 
FAC #1 
High Speed Maneuverable Surface Target (HSMST), qty 4 
• Simulates High Speed Enemy Patrol Boat 
• Manned Operations (for this OD) 
• Length: 29' (8m), Rigid Aluminum Hull 
• Speed: 45+ kts 
• Propulsion:  Twin 185/200 HP Outboard Engines 
• Crew 1-2 
 
 
Figure D-3. Fast Attack Craft 
FAC #2 
Jet Skis 
• Medium to High Speed Surface Target  Vessel  
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• Manned Operations   
• Length: 10 Ft. 6 in. Fiberglass-Reinforced Hull 
• Speed:  50+ kts  
• Propulsion:  4 stroke, 4 cylinder 1235cc Turbocharged Engine 
• Crew: 1 
 
Figure D-4. Jet Ski 
(2) SUW (Large Vessel and SUW/MIO) 
targets of opportunity, including 
USS FREEDOM (LCS 1) 
• Lead ship of Freedom class Littoral Combat Ships 
• Length 379' (3.7m) 
• Beam 57.4' (17.5m) 
• Draft 12.1' (3.7m) 
• Speed 47 knots (sea state 3) 
• Displacement 3139 tons (full load) 
• Propulsion: two Rolls-Royce MT30 36 MW gas turbines, two Colt-Pielstick diesel 
engines, four Rolls-Royce waterjets 
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Figure D-5.  USS Freedom (LCS 1) 
 
MSAR 
(1) Raven Rescue 
• US Coast Guard Auxiliary craft 
o Virginia Beach Flotilla 57 
o 20' long 
o twin engine 
• Crew 5 (for OD) 
(2) Targets originating from Raven Rescue  
• Oscar-Flight Suit stuffed with life jackets 
o multiple hand warmers mounted on Oscar 
o alone and in raft 
• Life Raft-5' long x 3' wide (blue & yellow) 
• Rescue devices: yellow/green sea dye, parachute flares, day/night flare, signal mirror 
 
Figure D-6. USCG Auxiliary Raven rescue. 
LSAR 
(1) Aircraft: Boneyard located at northwest corner of C52-C included an F-15 and F-16 used to 
simulate downed aircraft. 
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 Figure D-7. Aircraft Boneyard, C52 Range Eglin AFB 
(a) F-15 
• Twin-engine, tactical fighter  
• 1 & 2 seat (simulated 2 seat for OD) 
• Length 63.75' (19.43m) 
• Wingspan 42.81' (13.05m) 
• Height 18.46' (5.63m) 
• Wing Area 608 ft² (56.48 m²) 
• Weight empty-28,600 lb (12,975 kg), max 68,000 lb (30,845 kg) 
• Powerplant: two Pratt & Whitney F100-220 afterburning turbofans (F-15C) 
 
Figure D-8. F-15  
(b) F-16 
• Single-engine, tactical fighter  
• 1 & 2 seat (simulated 2 seat for OD) 
• Length 49'5" (14.8m) 
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• Wingspan 32'8" (9.8m) 
• Height 16' (4.8m) 
• Wing Area 300 ft² (591.44 m²) 
• Weight empty-19,100 lb (8,663 kg), max 37,500 lb (16,875 kg) 
• Powerplant: one Pratt & Whitney F100-PW-200/220/229 or one General Electric F110-
GE-100/129 (F-16C/D) 
 
Figure D-9. F-16  
(2) Survivors 
• 2-3 support personnel acting as survivors and or placing Oscar 
• Oscar-Flight Suit stuffed with life jackets 
o multiple hand warmers mounted on Oscar 
• Rescue devices: day/night flare, signal mirror 
 
Figure D-10. Oscar w/ hand warmer packets 
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MCM 
Table D-1 provides the NSWPCC description of the sea mines and obstacles and Table D-2 
provides the NSWPCP descriptions of the land mines and obstacles on the A-15 range. 
Table D-1. NSWCPC Sea Mine and Obstacle Descriptions 
Target Type Target Description 
AL-type 1 13 inch hemisphere on top of a 14 inch square bolted onto a 30 inch round 
steel plate and have a tilt rod 
Sea Urchin Three pieces of 5/8 inch rebar welded into a teepee shape and stand about 
six feet tall 
AL-type 2  Eight inch sphere on the top of a six foot supporting rod. There is a two foot 
tilt rod on top of the sphere 
Hedgehog Made of four inch wide angle iron and are about waist high 
 
Table D-2. Land Mines and Obstacles on the A15 Range 
Object Number Description 
Large AT mine 459 Metal, 13 inches in diameter 
Large AT mine 
(buried) 
20 Metal, 13 inches in diameter. Mine depth is barely 
covered to three inches below the surface 
Small AT mine 93 Plastic, nine inches in diameter 
Concertina wire, 
wire 
52 The provided coordinates do not relate to physical 
features of the wire. The coordinates were taken at 
intervals along the length of the barrier 
Small PVC cap 50 Four inches in diameter 
4’x 8’ and 4’x 4’ 
panels 
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Hedgehog 26 Made of four inch wide angle iron and about waist high 
Tangle foot 20 Rectangle of barbed wire with wire criss-crossing 
through the middle 
AL type 1 17 13 inch hemisphere on top of a 14 inch square bolted 
onto a 30 inch round steel plate and have a tilt rod 
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Sea Urchins 12 Made of three pieces of 5/8 inch rebar welded into a 
teepee shape and stand about six feet tall 
Tetrahedron 7 Three sided pyramid 
Concrete block 5  
 
CIED 
Table D-3 provides descriptions of the simulated IEDs planted on the C52 range 
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Table D-3.  Simulated IEDs Emplaced on the C52 Range at Eglin AFB and Several Landmarks 
 
Longitude Latitude Comment Type of Target 
-86.3163 30.52057 T12, BURIED  U.S navy155 mm projectile, M101 
-86.317 30.52064 GATE at IED box  
-86.3164 30.52059 T9, partial buried U.S 155MM PROJECTILE, 
-86.3083 30.53117 
P1_ROAD near wood 
at C52 Paved road on east side C52 Tower 
-86.3251 30.52861 TANK  
-86.315 30.52011 T1, buried South Africa 155 mm Projectile 
-86.3149 30.52009 T5, partial buried U.S  8 " projectile 
-86.3119 30.51957 T3, buried U.S 155 MM PROJECTILE 
-86.3118 30.51956 T11, partial buried U.S NAVY 155 MM PROJECTILE, M101 
-86.3118 30.51954 T8, buried U.S 155 MM PROJECTILE 
-86.3046 30.51782 T6, buried U. S 8" PROJECTILE 
-86.3047 30.51784 T4, partial buried U.S 155 MM PROJECTILE 
-86.2993 30.51668 T2, buried South Africa 155 mm Projectile 
-86.2992 30.51666 T7, partial buried U.S 155 MM PROJECTILE 
-86.2992 30.51664 T10, buried U.S 155 MM PROJECTILE, M483A1 
-86.3251 30.5286 Tank  
-86.3252 30.53088 airplane first one from the east 
-86.2892 30.51468 P1 at the end of IED road, near tree  
-86.2876 30.51924 p2 center of the IED field ,near wood 
-86.3079 30.5219 TOWER Observation Tower 
 
 (1) 155 mm projectile 
 
Figure D-11. 155 mm Projectile 
(2) 8" projectile 
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Figure D-12. 8” Projectile 
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Appendix E.  System Operational Parameters and Flight Profiles 
 
There are a large number of combinations of flight profiles and JMMES system configurations that can 
be used during a flight.  This appendix provides:  
• JMMES configurations (system settings and flight profiles) 
• Surface sensor footprints for those configurations  
• Acceptable configurations for target types   
 
The following stipulations for having a reasonable Probability of Detection (Pd) have been used in 
constructing the following acceptable configurations:  
• The target image must cover at least 4 pixels of the sensor being used.  
• Adjacent frames must have a 25% overlap.  
 
Table E-1 contains commonly used JMMES operational parameters and aircraft speeds and altitudes for 
the Mission Areas.   
 
Table E-2 contains basic parameters for the various sensors: their fields of view (FOV), the focal plane 
array number of pixels, and the angle a pixel projects.  From these have been calculated the pixel size 
projected on the ground and the horizontal and vertical ground footprints.  Vertical is the ground-
projection of the sensor pointing axis (the aircraft axis for no sweep).   
 
The result of interest in this table is the minimum object size for which there is a reasonable Pd.  The 
criterion used for this determination is that the object must cover a minimum of 4 pixels.  The colors red 
and orange are used to indicate sensors for which the object size must be >1m and >20cm, respectively.  
E.g., the EOW sensor cannot reliably detect objects of size smaller than 159 cm when flown at an 
altitude of 3000 ft and above, or of size smaller than 53 cm when flown at an altitude of 1000 ft or 
higher.   
 
As noted above, in order to insure targets are viewed a 25% overlap of adjacent footprints is desired.  
Table E-3 presents overlap of successive ground footprints due to aircraft speed and frame rate.  This 
result is shown only for commonly used MCM system settings as a function of aircraft altitude and 
aircraft speed.  There is only one case where the required overlap is not achieved: EOM at altitude 
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10000 ft and speed 160 mph( negative overlap means that there is a gap in coverage.  The orange color 
for EOM at 1000 ft and speed 70 mph indicates the overlap is close to 25% (30%) but acceptable.  
 
Adjacent frames are displaced horizontally due to sensor scanning.  Table E_4 presents overlap of 
successive ground footprints due to sensor scan.  This calculation is performed for commonly used ASW 
system settings as a function of aircraft altitude.  In all cases the overlap greatly exceeds 25%.   
 
The above has considered whether or not an object can be detected.  A second operational 
consideration is whether or not the procedures needed to insure detection are operationally 
reasonable.  Table E-5 and E-6 provide the pertinent information.  Of interest is how many passes the 
aircraft has to make to cover a particular area (using the 25% overlap criterion).   
 
Table E-5 shows the number of passes required to: 
• cover a 100m wide area searching for 8 inch diameter mines 
• cover a 300m wide area searching for 30 inch diameter mines 
These values were chosen as representative of searching for IEDs and for underwater mines.  
 
Cells colored red indicate that the sensor doesn’t have sufficient resolution to detect that sized object.  
Cells colored pink indicate that an excessive number of passes is required to cover that swath width.    
 
Table E-6 presents the same type results as Table E-5 except searching for larger objects, such as for 
CCCD or SUW missions.  ASW system parameters are used.  There is only one case for which system 
resolution is not sufficient to detect the object.  Because of the larger search areas for these missions we 
have calculated the number of passes to cover: 
• 1km swath searching for 20ft sized objects 
• 5km swath searching for 40ft sized objects 
The results show that lower altitude flights take too many passes to be operationally useful. 
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Table E-2. Sensor Resolutions and Ground Footprints as a Function of Altitude 
JMMES Gen 3  Sensor Resolutions 
Ground Pixel Size 
(cm) Min Obj Size (cm) Horiz  Footprint (m) Vertical Footprint (m) 


































EOW 25° 1000 1000 436 13.3 39.9 132.9 53 159 532 133 399 1329 133 399 1329 
EOM 3.8° 1000 1000 66.3 2.0 6.1 20.2 8 24 81 20 61 202 20 61 202 
EON (RGB) 0.49° 658 496 26.7 0.8 2.4 8.1 3 10 33 5 16 54 4 12 40 
SWIR 1.22° 640 512 33.3 1.0 3.0 10.1 4 12 41 6 19 65 5 16 52 
MWIR-W 26.7° 640 512 727 22.2 66.5 221.6 89 266 886 142 425 1418 113 340 1135 
MWIR-M 5.43° 640 512 148 4.5 13.5 45.1 18 54 180 29 87 289 23 69 231 
MWIR-N 1.09° 640 512 30 0.9 2.7 9.1 4 11 37 6 18 59 5 14 47 
MWIR-VN 0.36° 320 256 20 0.6 1.8 6.1 2 7 24 2 6 20 2 5 16 
        Good Pd #Pix = 4   objects > 1m   objects > 20cm 
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. 
Table E-3. Overlap in Ground Footprints Due to Aircraft Motion. 
 
MCM - Footprint Overlap Due to Aircraft Motion   Fractional Footprint Overlap 
Tilt = 15 deg    Vertical Footprint (m) 70 mph 160 mph 
























EOW 2.2 14.3 32.7 138 413 1376 0.9 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.9 1.0 
EOM 2.2 14.3 32.7 21 63 209 0.3 0.8 0.9 -0.6 0.5 0.8 
EON (RGB) 30 1.1 2.4 4 13 42 0.7 0.9 1.0 0.4 0.8 0.9 
SWIR       5 16 54             
MWIR-W 30 1.1 2.4 117 352 1174 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
MWIR-M       24 72 239             
MWIR-N       5 15 48             
MWIR-VN       2 5 16             
        25 % overlap required  
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Table E-4.  Footprint Overlap Due Only to Scan 
ASW - Footprint Overlap Due Only to Scan                 Fractional  
Tilt = 25 deg   Horiz  Footprint (m) Horiz  Range (m) Footprint Shift (m) Footprint Overlap 
































EOW 10 2.2 25 147 440 1466 142 426 1421 1.1 3.4 11.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 
EOM 10 2.2 25 22 67 223 142 426 1421 1.1 3.4 11.3 0.9 0.9 1.0 
EON (RGB) 10 30 25 6 18 59 142 426 1421 0.1 0.2 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 
SWIR 10   25 7 22 72 142 426 1421             
MWIR-W 10 30 25 156 469 1565 142 426 1421 0.1 0.2 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 
MWIR-M 10   25 32 96 319 142 426 1421             
MWIR-N 10   25 6 19 65 142 426 1421             
MWIR-VN 10   25 2 6 22 142 426 1421             
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Table E-5.  Number of Passes Required to Cover a Search Area for Small Objects. 
MCM Search        # passes for 100m # passes for 300m 
Tilt = 15 deg Swath Width (m) Use for 8" mine Use for 30" mine 























EOW 3 133 399 1329       3     
EOM 3 20 61 202 7     20 7 2 
EON (RGB) 3 5 16 54 25 8   75 25 7 
SWIR 3 6 19 65 20 7   61 20 6 
MWIR-W 3 142 425 1418       3     
MWIR-M 3 29 87 289 5 2   14 5   
MWIR-N 3 6 18 59 23 8   68 23 7 
MWIR-VN 3 2 6 20 68 23   205 68 20 
  25% swath overlap         
       passes     resolution 
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Table E-6.  Number of Passes Required to Cover a Search Area for Medium Sized Objects 
CCD & SUW Search Using ASW Parameters   # Passes for 1km Swath # Passes for 5km Swath 
Tilt = 25 deg  Swath Width (m) 20' target 40' target 
























EOW 25 12.5 133 399 1329 10 3 1 50 17 5 
EOM 25 12.5 57 171 571 23 8 2 117 39 12 
EON (RGB) 25 12.5 57 171 571 23 8 2 117 39 12 
SWIR 25 12.5 57 171 571 23 8 2 117 39 12 
MWIR-W 25 12.5 142 425 1418 9 3   47 16 0 
MWIR-M 25 12.5 57 171 571 23 8 2 117 39 12 
MWIR-N 25 12.5 57 171 571 23 8 2 117 39 12 
MWIR-VN 25 12.5 57 171 571 23 8 2 117 39 12 
              
           Passes     Resolution 
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Appendix F.  Data Capture and Analyses Procedures   
 
Both subjective and objective data were used for JMMES JCTD evaluation.  The subjective data were 
obtained through surveys.  The objective data were from JMMES logs, human data logging, target 
information, and environmental information.  Context/situation information was obtained from data of 
all types. 
 
The analyses of subjective and objective data were initially done separately, followed by fusion to 
produce overall assessments of military utility.  These results are presented with any context that may 
provide additional understanding of the results, or necessitate results interpretation or modification.  
 
The data and analysis procedures are briefly described in this section.  
 
 
F.1 COI, AoI, and Mission Areas 
 
Three Critical Operational Issues (COIs) are defined in the JMMES Management Plan.  They were to be 
evaluated for the JCTD.  They have each been broken down into sub-COI for detailed analysis.  The 
details are presented throughout this report.  The evaluations presented here are at the sub-COI level.  
 
Areas-of-Interest (AoIs) have been defined by the Operational Test Agent.  These are evaluated in 
addition to the COI.  Operationally important areas such as “ISR Operations Support” and “Target 
Situational Awareness” have been defined.  The Areas are broken down into sub-Areas.  The details are 
presented throughout this report.  Each of these sub-Areas defines a specific question in the surveys.  
Evaluations are presented for both the AoI and sub-Areas.    
 
The JCTD specifies that JMMES is to be evaluated for eight Mission Areas (MA): 
• Data capture is the same for all MAs.   
• Analyses are the same for all Mission Areas.   
• MAs are evaluated separately; there is no roll-up assessment across Areas.  
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Surveys are the primary information capture means for JMMES military utility assessment.  Surveys 
were administered by Mission Area.  At the end of each sortie surveys were completed by: 
• MA Subject-Matter-Expert (SME) who was on the flight  
• System operator   
Post-flight processing was evaluated by a member of the OTA team, but not through surveys.  
 
Military utility assessment was done through the SME surveys.  Developer experts were used to operate 
JMMES so that system execution would be the best that could be provided.  Incorrect operation of the 
system would have biased the results.  However, the assessment could be biased if these operators 
evaluated their own system.  The developer surveys were used to provide context information and for 
workload evaluation.   
  
 
F.3 Ground Truth  
 
In all cases JMMES was used to look for and identify objects-of-interest, targets of various types that 
depended on the mission.  These targets were constrained to be in or to operate in a defined area.  
Ground truth data consists of:  
• Target location 
• Target state 
• Target characteristics 
Quantitative analysis consisted primarily of comparing ground truth with JMMES target evaluations.   
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F.4 System Logs  
 
JMMES archives a large amount of system data of various types:  
• System logs     
• Session logs (time stamped record of events including: starting and stopping of sensors and 
processors, automated Kd measurements, autodetect events, etc.) 
• User Comment log (time stamped JMMES operator comments) 
• Contact lists (lists of autodetects including time, location and operator classification of the 
contact) 
• Navigation logs 
• Environmental logs 
• Snapshots 
• Screenshots 
• MVIVID logs ( collected by MVIVID not JMMES) 
       
These data were used to provide:  
• Number of autodetect contacts 
• System determined contact locations 
• Operator determined contact classifications 
• Times of contacts 
• Operator comments 
• Changes in processors or sensors employed 
 
F.5 Survey Analysis  
 
The surveys contained check boxes for rating JMMES capabilities (a numerical score from 0-4) and space 
for comments for each question.  Survey analysis processes both.   
 
All analyses were done and presented separately for the COIs and for the AoIs.  As was noted above, 
each MA is analyzed and reported independently.  
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There are two levels of analysis.  The first level is processing of the many surveys to produce a single set 
of ratings and comments.  The second level is correlating and fusing these results to produce 
evaluations.  
 
Survey numerical score processing: 
The scores for each question by the MA sorties were averaged to produce a question score.  
All scores from an AoI’s questions were averaged to produce an AoI score.  
All scores from an MA’s AoIs were averaged to produce an MA score. 
These scores are presented in tables and also by histograms for visualization.  
 
Survey comments processing: 
 All comments for each question are placed in a single table, by MA.  
 Comments are correlated and fused into significant observations.  
 
Survey analysis results: 
The numerical score and significant observations are used to provide a summary assessment for 
the question.     
Significant observations provide support and the JMMES performance reason for the numerical 
score.   
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F.6 Quantitative Analysis  
 For those mission areas where processors providing real time auto detections were enabled (ASW, 
SUW, SUW (FAC), LSAR, and MSAR) sortie times lines were constructed based on the SME observer logs, 
the OTA observer logs, ground/sea observer logs, the JMMES operator User Comment log, and the 
contact lists. These timelines provide a context for assessing the sorties. For these sorties statistics for 
the number of autodetects, by operator classification, were developed.   
 
For the MCM sorties real time auto detections did not occur but MCM contacts were developed using a 
post trial algorithm were provided for some MCM sorties. For those sorties ground truth was compared 
to the developer provided detections lists and probability of detections and positional accuracies were 
calculated for mine and obstacle data subsets. 
 
For mission areas running real time detection algorithms where target ground truth was available (LSAR, 
MSAR, SUW (FAC)), for selected data, comparative plots were produced for JMMES detections and 
target ground truth. 
 
F.7 Context      
 
Context is whatever occurred during sortie conduct that affected the results.  It can take many forms. 
• System factors other than its basic performance (e.g., installed incorrectly) 
• Environment (both the platform (e.g. motion, temperature, etc.) and external environment, 
(e.g., visibility)) 
• Personnel (e.g., operator training, fatigue) 
• Events (such as the aircraft in the wrong position) 
• Etc. 
 
Presentation of results must include any significant context factors.  Without context the results can be 
misleading or even incorrect.  
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Context factors were derived from: 
• Operator surveys 
• SME logs 
• SME surveys 
• OTA observer logs 
• Ground/sea observer logs 
• User Comment logs. 
These sources were examined to determine any factors, events or conditions that could have or did 
affect JMMES performance.  The factors are paired and reported with the results they affected.  
 
 
F.8 Results Correlation and Fusion   
 
Quantitative results were produced by detailed analysis of several JMMES system logs and also 
extracted from SME and OTA observer logs.  Qualitative results were produced from numerical analysis 
of survey scores and from extraction and assessment of comments.  These results had to be first 
correlated then fused into summary results.   
 
Correlation and fusion are done after the first stage of analysis of both types of information has been 
completed.  The results are fused, not the basic information.  Correlation is done in the following 
hierarchy: 
 Mission Area 
  Operations Support 
System Capability 
The results are examined to determine if there are effects due to: 
 Context differences 
  Data capture scenario  
Time of data acquisition 
System use and settings 
If context produced differences exist, the results were separated and reported with their context.  
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The final results presented in this report are the result of these correlations and fusions.  
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Appendix G.  JMMES Tasks and Subtasks 
 
 
G.1   EXAMPLES OF JMMES TASKS AND SUBTASKS 
This Appendix provides examples of tasks and subtasks supported by the JMMES baseline 
mission capabilities.  A complete set of similar tasks and subtasks must be developed to support 
acquisition requirements and evaluation criteria of the Joint Capabilities Integration 
Development System (JCIDS) prior to any transition.  Descriptions of representative sanctioned 
tasks of coalition participants that can be performed with the JMMES baseline mission 
capabilities, as appropriate, will be added to this document. 
 
G2.0 NAVAL TASKS AND SUBTASKS OF THE U.S. NAVY, U.S. MARINE CORPS, & 
U.S. COAST GUARD 
 
The following descriptions are representative of sanctioned tasks that can be performed with the 
JMMES baseline mission capabilities, as per the Universal Naval Task List (UNTL) and IDS 
System Performance Specification (SPS) (U.S. Coast Guard).   
 
G2.1 JMMES Support of Movement of Forces (NTA 4.3.1.1) 
 
JMMES will allow commanders to execute options with forces on the move at preset points in 
the operation.  The system can provide direct support to individual units at the decision points to 
assist in the selection of the best tactical option.  JMMES data will help inform the task force 
commanders on the effect of the options selected by units in the field.  Specifically, JMMES may 
conduct Tactical Oceanographic Analysis (NTA 1.2.7) and aid in Hydrographic Survey (NTA 
1.2.3) of proposed landing areas, or perform Surf Observations (NTA 1.2.4) prior to and during 
an amphibious assault. 
 
G2.2 JMMES Provides Direct Tactical Reconnaissance and Surveillance for the MAGTF 
(NTA 1.2.8) 
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MAGTF operations often require the Aviation Combat Element (ACE) to perform Route 
Reconnaissance (NTA 1.2.8.1) and Helicopter Landing Zone Reconnaissance (NTA 1.2.8.2) to 
support the commander’s scheme of maneuver.  Normally, essential elements of information on 
this type of mission deal with trafficability, obstructions, choke points, and possible ambush 
sites.  
 
G 2.3 JMMES Helps Maintain Mobility for MAGTF Forces (NTA 1.3) By Supporting MCM 
Operations 
 
JMMES can be employed to support mine hunting operations (NTA 1.3.1.1), locate (NTA 
1.3.1.1.1) and identify mines (NTA 1.3.1.1.2) and locate mine-free littoral penetration points 
(LPPs).  Without any reconfiguration required, JMMES provides a complete, robust, (daytime-
only) capability, including the real-time detection of floating and near-surface mines, anti-
invasions mines in the very shallow water and surf zone (despite obscuration from the surf) and 
onto the beach and inland. 
 
G 2.4 JMMES Supports Maritime Interdiction Operations (NTAs 1.4.6/1.4.8 and SPS 3.2.5) 
 
JMMES will allow the task force to conduct far-ranging maritime surveillance operations and 
provide more reliable visual identifications at a greater range and increase the effectiveness of 
maritime interdiction operations.  Such maritime tasks as maritime law enforcement (NTA 
1.4.8), counterdrug (CD) operations (NTA 1.4.8.2), alien migrant interdiction (NTA 1.4.8.1), and 
enforcement of a shipping quarantine/blockade (NTA 1.4.5) can require detection, localization 
and identification of hundreds of vessels, which JMMES can facilitate.  
 
G 2.5 JMMES Helps Dominate the Combat Area (NTA 1.5) 
 
Potentially in the future, JMMES will support many warfare areas: surface, undersea, strike, 
amphibious, land warfare, special and unconventional warfare.  Reconnaissance will be 
conducted to support intelligence collection and classification of tracks on the surface plot.  
Localization, classification, and targeting both land and at-sea surface contacts will be 
coordinated with cueing sources or through independent search with JMMES sensors.  Cueing 
sources will include host ship sources such as shipboard radars, embarked LAMPS MK III 
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helicopters, data from other ships and/or aircraft in the task force, forces ashore and national 
assets.  Units with JMMES systems performing reconnaissance can be employed to monitor 
hostile forces, such as mine-laden ships as they sortie from their ports.  The data can then be 
passed to units assigned to interdict the contact. 
 
G 2.6 Collect Information (NTA 2.2) to Support MAGTF Intelligence Preparation of the 
Battlespace (IPB) Operations 
 
Enemy Orders of Battle – JMMES day/night imagery (EO/IR) and extensive multi-spectral 
imaging capability make it an ideal asset for building orders of battle from over-the-horizon or in 
denied areas.  This capability extends to concealed and camouflaged targets and decoys that may 
be deployed by the enemy.  This function is normally the first step toward building the MAGTF 
Commander’s situational awareness of the area.  Squadron Imagery Analysts (IAs) will provide 
squadron intelligence officers with either annotated framed-grabbed images or a live running 
tally directly from the downlink.  The intelligence officers will then process this data to form a 
picture of the battlefield and prepare intelligence summaries, which are then forwarded to the 
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Appendix H.   Post-Flight Processing  
 
JMMES logs all imagery obtained during a flight.  This logged imagery is used for post-flight processing 
and can contribute to execution of the operational mission.  Whether or not this processing is 
operationally effective depends on the quality of the information produced and the time it takes to 
complete the processing relative to mission time requirements.   
 
 
H 1. Post-Flight Processing Operational Factors 
 
In almost all cases post-flight processing will produce a higher quality product than in-flight processing.  
Thus, quality is not an issue.  We examine here the amount of time required to complete evaluation of a 
set of collected images.  
 
We assume a single assessor using a single JMMES processor.  Multiple assessors and systems would 
reduce the processing times determined here.   
 
Post-Flight processing parameters and times: 
Processing initiation   15 min 
Build 80 frame FIG   15 min 
Full track, 5 FIGs   1 hr 15 min 
Number of tracks   5 
Full-area contact map preparation 2 hrs 
Total time  8.5 hrs 
 
The basic result here is that 5 FIGS x 400 images = 2000 frames can be processed and the final contact 
for the full area imaged delivered in 8.5 hours.   
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It is useful to illustrate what this means in terms of the coverage area that can be processed.  Figure H-1 
shows a notional coverage area for these 2000 frames.  The physical size of the area comes from the 












Figure H-1.  Notional coverage area for 2000 images 
 
To determine the area covered by these 2000 frames we use the aircraft and system settings for MCM.  
They are:    
Flight and system parameters: 
Aircraft speed    50 kts 
Aircraft altitude   3000 ft 
Sensor    EOM 
Swath width    60 m 
Frame rate    2.2/sec 
Tilt     15 deg 
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The resultant area coverage is: 
60 m swath width x 5 passes =  300 m total width 
1 m frame-to-frame x 400 frames =  4400 m total length 
Area =     1.3 sq km 
 
It is assumed that there is no overlap between adjacent passes; Overlap would reduce the total area 
covered by the percent overlap.     
 
The above set of flight and system parameters is not optimal for area coverage.  In particular, the 
aircraft speed is such that the frame-to-frame distance moved is 11m out of a total frame size of  6 m.  
Increasing the speed to 200 kts, a factor of 5, would give a distance moved of  
 
 50 kts   
Frame size     60 m   60 m 
200kts 
Frame-to-frame dist     11 m   44 m 
Frame overlap     80 %   20 %  
400 frame coverage  4.4 km   17.6 km  
 
Increasing the aircraft speed by a factor of four gives four times the area coverage, with sufficient 
frame-to-frame overlap.  The number of frames is the same, with the result that 4 times the area can be 
processed post-flight with the same processing time.   
 
It is useful to also determine the processing time required for a larger number of frames. The time 
required does not scale directly to the number because 2.25 hrs of the time are fixed (set up and final 
contact map production times).  Thus, one could process twice the number of frames in a total time of 
14.75 hours.  
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H 2.         Operational Suitability 
 
Whether this elapsed time is rapid enough to be operationally effective depends on mission 
requirements.  The above calculations result in a processing time of approximately 2 – 15 hours.  These 
are search, location, and identification times.  This can be compared to mission required times. 
ASW – moving target, real-time identification required. 
SUW – real-time for FAC;  six hours for VoI tracking 
MCM – one to several days for minefield mapping 
SAR – real-time location required 
CIED – real-time required for convoy support, 1 day for IED location mapping 
CCCD – real-time for moving vehicles, 1 to several days for fixed encampments 
 
As can be seen from these times, JMMES post-flight processing can be operationally useful for some 
missions, not for others.  
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